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Abstract
This study aimed at depicting atomistic and microstructural aspects of adhesion and
friction that appear in different automotive applications and manufacturing processes using
atomistic simulations coupled with tribological tests and surface characterization experiments. Thin films that form at the contact interfaces due to chemical reactions and coatings
that are developed to mitigate or enhance adhesion were studied in detail.
The adhesion and friction experiments conducted on diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings against Al indicated that F incorporation into DLC decreased the coefficient of friction
(COF) by 30% -with respect to H-DLC that is known to have low COF and anti-adhesion
properties against Al- to 0.14 owing to formation of repulsive F-F interactions at the sliding
interface as shown by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. F atoms transferred
to the Al surface with an increase in the contact pressure, and this F transfer led to the
formation of a stable AlF3 compound at the Al surface as confirmed by XPS and crosssectional FIB-TEM. The incorporation of Si and O in a F-containing DLC resulted in
humidity independent low COF of 0.08 due to the hydration effect of the Si–O–Si chains in
the carbonaceous tribolayers that resulted in repulsive OH-OH interactions at the contact
interface.
At high temperatures, adhesion of Al was found to be enhanced as a result of superplastic
oxide fibers on the Al surface. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of tensile deformation
of Al nanowires in oxygen carried out with ReaxFF showed that native oxide of Al has an
oxygen deficient, low density structure and in O2 , the oxygen diffusion in amorphous oxide
healed the broken Al-O bonds during applied strain and resulted in the superplasticity. The
oxide shell also provided nucleation sites for dislocations in Al crystal.
In fuel cell applications, where low Pt/carbon adhesion is causing durability problems,
spin-polarized DFT showed that metals with unfilled d orbitals increase the Pt/graphene
interface strength from 0.009 J/m2 to above 0.5 J/m2 . Ir, Os, Ru, Rh and Re were the
most effective modifiers, as they distributed their electronic charges evenly between Pt and
graphene surfaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background and motivation

Diminishing resources and an increase in the awareness of environmental protection have
stimulated the automotive industry to design and manufacture new vehicles which are more
fuel efficient, environmentally friendly, and sustainable. The use of lightweight materials
such as aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys, and their composites (Si, SiC, and Al2 O3 ) in
various components [1–5], and the implementation of fuel cells and batteries in drive-train
parts [6, 7], are not the only significant advancements, but represent major improvements
in the use of advanced materials in automotive technology. The use of these advanced,
lightweight, and energy efficient materials in automotive components brings new challenges
for effective [8] manufacturing processes (traditional processes are often not applicable),
and in the optimization of the durability and efficiency of the materials during their service
lives. Most automotive components are used in contact with another component, either
moving or stationary, therefore, one very important challenge is to control the adhesion of
the materials, which plays a significant role in determining the performance of that material.
The adhesion problem arises during both the operation and manufacturing of automotive
components, and it needs to be addressed for the better design of advanced vehicles.
Adhesion is defined as the tendency of dissimilar materials to attach to each other as
a result of the interatomic forces generated at the contact interface [9]. These interatomic
forces can be strong, and may lead to the formation of chemical bonds (ionic, covalent,
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and hydrogen), or they can be relatively weak in the form of van der Waals or electrostatic
interactions. Thus, an atomic level knowledge of the bond structure between contacting
pairs is essential in understanding the adhesion problem. One of the most common and
accurate ways of gaining that knowledge is predicting the surface structures of contacting
pairs and the adhesive transfer at the interface of contact using atomistic simulations.
Atomistic simulations have been used to predict material properties for many years, but
their major leap into common research tools emerged after the development of (and still
developing) advancements in computational power. Current computational power allows
the simulation of a few hundreds of atoms in electronic structure based methods (density
functional theory (DFT) , Hartree-Fock, etc) and a few millions of atoms in methods based
on many-body interatomic interactions (molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo) [10]. Although
these methods allow the study of many different and complex problems at the atomic scale, it
is still impossible to exactly model macro-scale problems that are observed in real life using
atomistic simulations. However, this should not be the cause of great concern, because
“Trying to mimic the actual physical system is almost never the best way to model it” [11].
In a real system, the majority of the materials do uninteresting things, and do not play
important roles in the studied problem. Adhesion occurs only at the immediate contact
surfaces, and therefore the inclusion of all of the defects into a model that affects the bulk
properties of materials will not provide any significant insight into the understanding of
the adhesion, but will only increase the computational time. In order to use atomistic
methods for real problems without suffering from computational inefficiencies, it is essential
to use cautiously chosen approximations. To decide on the model of interest that is most
contributional to the problem, it is crucial to carry out and evaluate laboratory experiments
that are ingeniously constructed to reflect real conditions.
Atomistic simulations provide a useful and fundamental understanding of molecular scale
events, however it is necessary to connect the information obtained at the molecular scale to
real applications. Nevertheless, there is an important challenge to be faced, while connecting computed material properties with the results obtained from laboratory experiments,
which is “the quantities that are easy to compute are easy to measure, but quantities that
are easy to measure are hard to compute” [11]. In atomistic simulations, adhesion can be
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evaluated by either calculating the interatomic forces at the interface, or by calculating the
ideal work of separation, which is defined as the energy required to separate the interface
into two free surfaces. Both of these quantities are calculated for ideal systems (excluding
all defects in the structure, all environmental effects, etc.), which are far from real systems.
This challenge can be partially overcome by down-scaling the problem, designing laboratory
experiments that can mimic the actual conditions that the adhesion arises, and enlightening the mechanisms of adhesion, thereby providing essential information for modelling the
system of interest. As the poet James Russell Powell suggested: “The true ideal is not
opposed to the real but lies in it; and blessed are the eyes that find it.”; to idealize a problem
to the fundamental level of understanding, it is critical to evaluate the existing observations of the problem in different atmospheres, temperatures, geometries, loading conditions,
and materials from the literature. In addition, laboratory experiments give qualitative relationships and observations that support adhesion calculations at the atomic scale. The
nature of the adhesion problem necessitates the geometry of the studied system (shape of
the material, surface roughness, etc.) to have the least significant effect on adhesion when
compared to other parameters, (and as long as two materials are in contact) in whatever
shape and orientation they have or how large they are, provided that the other conditions
fulfill the chemical attractions occurring between materials, they will adhere to each other.
For this purpose, tribological experiments can provide the necessary, qualitative information
to study adhesion in automotive components, because in these applications, the parts are
usually in sliding contact with a counterface under an applied load. The ex-situ investigation of the microscopic and chemical properties of mating surfaces informs the changes in
the surface chemistry during adhesion, and the shear forces measured in-situ suggest the
strength of interaction between the surfaces, and both sets of information can be obtained
by atomistic simulations. There are numerous works in literature that study the adhesion
problem, either experimentally or computationally, but only a few studies have benefited
the advantages of both experimental and computational tools to understand the adhesion
problem. The aim of this study is to combine atomic scale simulations and laboratory scale
experiments in order to provide a coherent picture of the events that occur during adhesion
in automotive components, and finding a solution to the problem for real applications will
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be suggested.

1.2

Scope

The adhesion problem in various automotive components and processes is different due
to dissimilar materials that are in contact, environmental conditions, temperatures, and
loading conditions. Therefore, for each process, there is a requirement to approach the
adhesion problem from a different perspective, and it is essential to use carefully selected
experimental methodologies and atomistic tools to study the problem. Experimental and
computational methods are employed in a synergistic way to understand the adhesion and
friction problem in the industry, as shown in Figure 1.1.
In the manufacturing of aluminum parts, an aluminum work piece is placed in contact
with a tool piece under an applied load, speed, and temperature. During this process, due
to the high contact pressures generated at the contact interface, native aluminum oxide
on the aluminum surface is broken, and nascent aluminum is exposed, which leads to a
chemical attraction between the aluminum and the tool piece that is commonly made of
tool steel. Subsequently, the aluminum may detach, and some fragments may transfer to
the steel surface. The adhesive transfer of aluminum results in the degradation of the
tool surface, which drastically affects the efficiency of the manufacturing process and the
quality of the final product. Accordingly, it is essential to prevent aluminum adhesion in the
manufacturing process in order to obtain the effective production of lightweight materials
in automotive components. The adhesion problem in different manufacturing processes has
different causes and mechanisms due to the different contact conditions. For instance, in
machining operations the work piece material is put in sliding contact against the tool at a
high contact pressure and speed, but in sheet metal forming operations, the work piece and
die are placed in intermittent contact at higher temperatures for a short time, at relatively
lower contact pressure and speed.
The aluminum adhesion problem in machining and sliding applications has been overcome in the literature by the application of hard, adhesion mitigating coatings (including
borides, carbides, nitrides) to tool surfaces. Among these studied systems, diamond-like
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the methodology that was followed to solve the industrial adhesion problem. The results and analysis of tribological experiments were correlated with the
material properties predicted using atomistic modeling methods, and the adhesion mechanisms were obtained. Following this, data mining of the materials based on the adhesion
mechanism was pursued in order to design a materials solution to the problem, and the
computational results were validated with experiments.
carbon (DLC) coatings provided the minimal adhesion against Al in tribological experiments [12–15]. The incorporation of F and Si has been shown in the literature to reduce
the surface energy of DLC, and Si was shown to reduce the environmental dependence of
the tribological properties of DLC. These additions can potentially decrease the adhesion
between DLC and aluminum.
In Al sheet metal forming processes at high temperature conditions (> 400 ºC), where
DLC coatings cannot be used due to degradation [16], superplastically elongated oxide fibers
were observed on the Al sheet surface [17–19]. These fibers were particularly important
for controlling adhesion because of the intimate contact that occurs between these fibers
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and the steel tool surfaces during forming process. Cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) experiments also confirmed that oxide fibers attach to the steel surface.
The superplastically elongated oxide fibers were reported to be formed due to dynamic
oxidation during deformation [20]. Therefore, at high temperature applications, oxidation
has a drastic effect on the deformation and adhesion behavior of Al, however the effects of
oxidation on the mechanical properties of Al are still unclear. The problem was addressed
in this thesis by studying the oxidation and deformation of Al single crystals using atomistic
simulation tools.
Energy efficient vehicles are not only produced by using lightweight materials, but also by
using alternative drive-train parts, such as fuel cells and batteries. An important adhesion
problem in automotive components appears in the electro-catalyst of the polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). In the PEMFCs, Pt nanoparticles supported on carbon
surfaces are used as catalysts for both in the cathode and the anode of the fuel cell [21].
During the operation of the fuel cell, Pt particles agglomerate on the carbon surface or
dissolute [22], which causes a substantial performance reduction due to a decrease in the
electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) [23]. The agglomeration of Pt particles occurs
as a result of the weak binding between the Pt and carbon surfaces. Consequently, in order
to retard the electro-catalyst degradation in PEMFCs, the weak adhesion at the Pt/carbon
interface needs to be strengthened.
In summary, this thesis aims to solve different adhesion related problems in automotive
applications by synergistically and systematically using various atomistic simulations and
experimental methods. There have been various preventive measures undertaken in order
to mitigate adhesion in these processes, such as using lubricants and the application of hard
coatings on the tool surfaces. Although many of the lubricants and coatings partially meet
the industrial needs for adhesion mitigation, the mechanisms of adhesion in these processes
are still unclear, and do not bring a complete solution to the problem. Therefore, it is
essential to study the adhesion problem at the fundamental level, which can done using
tribological experiments at the laboratory scale between the tool and work piece materials
to reveal the adhesion mechanisms, by following the principles initiated by earlier researchers
including Cottrell [24], Bowden [25], Tabor and McFarlane [26]. Tribological experiments
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generally do not represent the manufacturing conditions exactly, but these experiments
allow the different contributing parameters to adhesion to vary, such as the environment,
temperature, load, and speed in order to reveal the conditions that yield to adhesion in the
particular system materials that are in contact. These derived mechanisms were used to
construct atomistic models to understand the adhesion process at the fundamental level.
Accordingly, this thesis is organized as such that it starts with an introductory chapter
(Chapter 1) which presents some brief background information and our motivation to carry
out this work (Section 1.1). Section 1.2 mentions the scope of this dissertation. Section 1.3
follows by defining our objectives, and in Section 1.4 a general literature review is provided.
This thesis continues with the studies that were published or submitted in peer reviewed
journals, such that Chapter 2 includes the results of the assessment of the changes in the
surface stability and bond structure of diamond surfaces with F termination. These results
were compared with those of H-termination, and the adhesion and friction between F- and Hterminated surfaces were compared. In Chapter 3 the adhesion mechanisms between Al and
F-incorporated DLC coatings are presented, and their effects on the tribology between Al
and F-DLC are discussed. In Chapter 4 the results of the tribological properties between Al
and F, Si, and O-incorporated DLC are presented and the reasons for humidity independent
friction characteristics are discussed. In Chapter 5 the results of the molecular dynamics
simulations that show softening in the Al nanowires due to native oxide are given. In Chapter
6, the results of the molecular dynamics simulations show an increase in the plasticity of Al
in an oxygen atmosphere. This chapter also reveals the superplastic deformation of native
oxide on Al in an oxygen atmosphere. Chapter 7 includes the first principles calculations
showing the systematic study carried out to find suitable metallic elements that can increase
the strength of the Pt/carbon interface that is present in fuel cells. Finally Chapter 8
includes an overall summary and the conclusions of this dissertation.

1.3

Objectives

The general objectives of this thesis were:
• The elucidation of adhesion mechanisms in automotive applications using laboratory
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scale tribological experiments and atomistic simulations.
• The design of a materials solution to the adhesion problem based on the derived
mechanisms.
These objectives were achieved by undertaking three different “sub-studies”, each with its
own set of objectives. The objectives of the study to design coatings for Al adhesion mitigation in forming and machining applications were:
• A determination of the changes in the bond structure and stability of DLC surfaces
with the incorporation of F using first principles calculations.
• An understanding of the differences between F- and H- terminated DLC surfaces in
terms of adhesion and friction.
• An assessment of the material transfer mechanisms between Al and F-incorporated
DLC coatings using first principles calculations and experiments.
• An assessment of the humidity independent material transfer and low friction mechanisms between Al and Si-, O-, and F-incorporated DLC coatings using tribological
experiments.
The objectives of the study of the aluminum adhesion problem in high temperature forming
applications due to oxidation were:
• The modeling of the effect of oxidation on the mechanical properties of Al using
molecular dynamics simulations with a reactive force field (ReaxFF).
• An understanding of the effect of the native oxide on the nano-scale mechanical properties of Al.
• An understanding of the deformation characteristics of the native oxide, and an assessment of the reasons for observing superplasticity in an oxygen atmosphere.
The objectives of the study to find adatoms that can enhance the strength of the Pt/carbon
interface were:
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• A systematic search for suitable metallic adatoms sandwiched between Pt and carbon surfaces that can strengthen the weak Pt/carbon interface using first principles
calculations.
• The understanding of the changes in the Pt/carbon interfacial bond strength with the
metallic adatom incorporation.
• The selectiion of suitable elements based on the models developed for increasing the
Pt/carbon interface strength.

1.4
1.4.1

Literature review
Fundamentals of adhesion

When two surfaces are placed in contact with each other, the attractive forces generated at
the asperities lead to the bonding of tje surfaces to one another. Interactions at the contact
interfaces can be strong as a result of the formation of chemical bonds (ionic, covalent,
metallic, or hydrogen bonds) or they can be weak due to the generation of electrostatic and
dispersive forces [9]. The bonding at the contact interface is referred to as cohesion if it
occurs between similar materials. During the separation of two materials which are adhered
to each other, if fracture occurs from any of the bulk regions, two surfaces are formed by
the breaking of the cohesive bonds in the material. The cohesive strength of a material
is characterized by the ideal work of decohesion (Wdec ), which is the energy required to
separate the interface into two free surfaces with the same surface energy of γ1 (Figure
1.2a). Figure 1.2a also shows that the process of creating a unit area of surface is equivalent
to separating two half-unit areas from contact so that [9]

Wdec = 2γ1

(1.1)

When the contact occurs between two dissimilar materials (1 and 2), the bonding formed
at the interface is called adhesion. The adhesion strength of the interface can be characterized by the definition of the ideal work of separation (Wsep ), which is the energy required
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to break an interface reversibly into two free surfaces (when the plastic deformation is neglected). As illustrated in Figure 1.2b, Wsep is defined in terms of the surface and interface
energies of the materials, which is the same as the difference between the total energy of
the interface and the total energies of the isolated slabs

Wsep = γ1 + γ2 − γ12 =

1
[E1 + E2 − E12 ]
A

(1.2)

where γi is the surface energy of material i, γ12 is the interface energy, Ei is the total
energy of the slab i, and E12 is the total energy of the interface slab formed between 1 and
2 with an interfacial area of A.

Figure 1.2: Definitions of a) the work of decohesion and b) the work of separation.
A comparison of the Wsep and Wdec values provides information about where the interface
will break first during the separation of the adhered pair. When two solid surfaces are in
contact, and if the interfacial bond is stronger than the cohesive bond in the cohesively
weaker of the two materials (i.e. Wsep > Wdec ), then, after the separation of the two solids,
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the cohesively weaker material will transfer to the cohesively stronger material [27, 28].
Adhesion is a function of the material pair and the interface conditions, such as the crystal structure, crystallographic orientation, solubility of one material into another, chemical
activity and separation of charges, surface cleanliness, normal load, temperature, duration
of contact, and separation rate. For instance, the interfacial bonding between the two metals is usually stronger than the cohesive bonds in the weaker of the two metals so that
the material transfer between the metal pairs is always observed when the two metals are
brought into contact, and the fracture generally does not occur at the interface [27]. The
formation of contaminants on the metal surface after exposure to the environment, and
the formation of physisorbed, chemisorbed, and chemically reacted films on metal surfaces
generally decreases the adhesion of two reactive surfaces [27–29]. The adhesive strength
of a contact is also affected by the temperature. At high temperatures, a softening of the
surfaces results in greater flow, ductility, and a larger real area of contact, which results
in stronger adhesion. High temperatures can also result in diffusion across the interface.
In a metal–metal contact, a high temperature may result in increased solubility, and in a
polymer–polymer contact, inter-diffusion strengthens the contact, which results in stronger
adhesion [28].
In nearly all practical systems where two solid surfaces are in solid-state contact some
adhesion occurs, even under the most effectively lubricated situations. Therefore, both adhesion and cohesion are extremely important concepts to be studied in order to control
the performance of materials in many industrial processes, such as in manufacturing and
machine operations that involve contacts in bearings, gears, seals and electrical elements.
In addition, adhesive wear is one of the most severe types of wear encountered in practical
lubrication devices, and adhesion and cohesion are of fundamental importance to this wear
mechanism [27]. In this chapter, adhesion problems and their detriment to Al manufacturing processes (machining, cutting and hot-forming) will be reviewed, in addition to the
durability issues in fuel cells due to adhesion problems in the Pt electro-catalyst.
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1.4.2

Adhesion problem in aluminum manufacturing and forming

In the manufacturing of aluminum products, cast aluminum alloy work pieces are subjected
to various rolling, machining, and forming operations that are mostly carried out under
extremely high loads and strain rates. In these processes tool steels are commonly used
as the tool materials, and the contact interfaces are lubricated, either to reduce friction
or to control the heat generated at the points of contact. For these processes, the contact
interface formed between the lubricants and the oxides of steel and aluminum is shown for
a typical aluminum rolling process [30] in Figure 1.3. As a result of the generation of high
contact pressures at the contact interfaces during the forming processes, aluminum oxides
are removed and the nascent Al surface is exposed. This exposed nascent aluminum reacts
with the tool surfaces and some aluminum transfers to the tool surface. This adhesion and
adhesive transfer of aluminum to the tool pieces under high contact pressures are some of
the most important and common problems in the manufacturing and forming of aluminum
products. The aluminum adhesion problem can be different in different forming processes
due to the differences in the strain rate, load, and temperature, and the solution to the
problem necessitates an understanding of the underlying adhesion mechanisms at these
conditions.

Figure 1.3: Aluminum rolling process showing the possible materials at the contact interface
[30].
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The machining of aluminum alloy products is generally carried out using steel made
tools with the use of a liquid coolant. However, the detrimental health effects of coolant
chemicals on the workers [31, 32], and the significant cost of the maintenance of machining
fluid systems have led manufacturers to pursue alternative processes that can diminish the
use of cutting fluids in machining operations, such as dry machining. In dry machining, the
unwanted material is removed by a process involving intense plastic deformation at a high
strain rate that generates high temperatures and pressures at the contact interface [33–35].
The main obstacle to the commercialization of dry machining for aluminum parts is the high
wear rate of the tool pieces due to the adhesion of aluminum. For instance, aluminum chips
generated during the drilling process build-up at the high speed steels (HSS) drill flutes [36]
(Figure 1.4), and result in the rapid failure of the drills, and significant reduction in the
machined surface quality. Similar failure mechanisms were also reported [37] when carbide
tools were used in the orthogonal cutting of aluminum alloys.

Figure 1.4: Drill flute covered with aluminum [36].
The aluminum adhesion problem of dry machining was overcome in the literature by
various methods, such as the use of low melting temperature alloying elements in the aluminum [38], near-dry machining or minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) [39, 40], and hard
coatings on tool surfaces that mitigate aluminum adhesion [13, 36]. The latter will be reviewed in Section 1.4.3.
In hot forming processes, as compared to machining processes, the aluminum is subjected
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to relatively lower strain rates, and lower contact pressures are generated at the contact
interface. For example, in the quick plastic forming (QPF) and superplastic forming (SPF)
processes (at temperatures above 400 ºC) a hot gas is used as a pressurized fluid to deform
an aluminum blank into a tool of the desired shape [17, 41, 42]. At high temperatures,
aluminum easily conforms to the tool surface due to softening, but the presence of any
surface imperfections on the tool surface results in a significant reduction in the surface
quality of the final product [17]. In QPF, when lubricant film breakdown occurs, aluminum
transfers and builds up on the tool surface [17], as shown in Figure 1.5, which causes surface
imperfections on the final product that require additional metal finishing.

Figure 1.5: Aluminum particle buildup on QPF tools.
The tribological processes that result in aluminum adhesion have been studied using
several methods, such as pin-on-disk type experiments. However, none of the conventional
tribological tests represent the actual deformation and contact conditions in QPF or SPF
since in conventional pin-on-disk experiments the contact between the aluminum and the
tool occurs repeatedly over the same location, and also the aluminum is not stretched
during frictional contact. In order to overcome these issues, new experimental methods that
can capture the actual contact conditions in QPF were designed, such as the hot forming
simulator developed by Das et. al [18], which had a tribometer that could measure the
coefficient of friction (COF) during sheet aluminum forming. The experiments carried out
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at different strain rates and temperatures using the hot forming simulator were used to
generate deformation mechanism maps in relation to the changes in the COF between the
aluminum strip and the tool steel. The changes in the deformation mechanisms of the
aluminum according to the strain rate and temperature used were reported to drastically
affect the surface roughness of the aluminum, and therefore the COF and adhesion of the
aluminum. This study [18] revealed that the adhesion of aluminum in hot forming processes
is complicated by the changes in the aluminum surface due to the extreme softening of
aluminum, and its fast oxidation kinetics at high temperatures.
In the superplastic forming of aluminum, it has been shown by earlier studies [43] that
elongated fibrous structures appear on the aluminum sheet surface. The fibrous structures
form between the elongated grains as a result of grain boundary sliding [18, 19] (Figure
1.6), and the focused-ion beam (FIB)-TEM cross-sectional analysis has revealed [19] that
oxide fibers are composed of mixed Al-Mg oxides, namely Al2 O3 , MgO, MgAl2 O4 . The
HRTEM microstructure of the oxide fibers (Figure 1.7) showed that these fibers consisted
of nano-sized grains with a very large grain boundary area [19]. The diffusional flow of
grain boundaries was demonstrated to be the dominant deformation mechanisms of nanocrystalline oxides, which enabled the fibers to deform superplastically by viscous flow [19].
The subsurface of the oxide fibers on the Al given in Figure 1.8 shows that oxide fibers
formed a core-shell structure on the Al. Thus, fibers were formed as a result of oxidation
of the Al during the deformation process, and eventually the core Al in Figure 1.8 will also
be oxidized and form an oxide fiber at the surface [44]. The formation of superplastically
deformed oxide fibers on the sheet surface has a profound effect on the adhesion of aluminum
during the hot forming processes.
The microscopic examination of the tool steel surface in hot forming simulator experiments has indicated that there is adhered aluminum on the steel counterface. The FIB-SEM
(scanning electron microscopy) cross-sectional analysis [45] given in Figure 1.9 showed that
the contact interface between the aluminum and the tool steel occurred between aluminum
oxide fibers and the steel surface. As a result, in hot forming processes the oxidation of
aluminum and the characteristics of the oxides formed at the surface had a profound effect
on the adhesive transfer of the aluminum.
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Figure 1.6: Oxide fibers elongated between aluminum grains as a result of grain boundary
sliding when AA5083 alloy was deformed at 545 ºC and 4 × 10−2 s−1 [19].
In a recent study, Chang et al. [20] subjected an AA5083 Al-Mg alloy to a series of tensile
superplastic deformation processes under both ambient air and vacuum atmospheres. The
formation of oxide fibers at the aluminum fracture surface was observed for the tests carried
out at ambient air atmosphere, however no fibers were observed at the fracture surface when
the test was carried out in a vacuum (Figure 1.10). Both of the aluminum samples tested
(ambient air and vacuum) were exposed to air prior to the test and it is assumed that they
had protective native oxide on their surfaces. It was revealed that the oxide fibers formed
via the dynamic oxidation process during deformation [20].

1.4.3

Adhesion mitigating diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings

The adhesion of aluminum on forming tools can be prevented by using a lubricant or applying a hard coating onto the tool surface. The temperature, atmosphere, and loading
conditions in a particular forming process determine the applicable coating, which should
mitigate the adhesion of the aluminum. Diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings that are
known to have good aluminum adhesion mitigation properties, and provide the lowest COF
against aluminum in pin-on-disk experiments (compared to conventional industrial coatings
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Figure 1.7: HRTEM micrograph taken from the fibre in Figure 1.6. The main phases in
the fibres were found to be Al2 O3 , MgO and MgAl2 O4 , with a grain size of about 4.5 ± 0.7
nm [19].
based on nitride, boride, and carbide systems), have presented themselves as promising tool
coatings for aluminum machining and shaping [12–14, 36, 46, 47].
The great engineering properties of diamond, which is the hardest and stiffest material
available, is chemically inert, and has the highest thermal conductivity at room temperature
attracted researchers to use diamond based materials, namely diamond-like carbon (DLC) in
various applications [48], including optical windows, magnetic data storage, engine components [49], biomedical applications [50, 51], micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [52],
and machine tools. The first DLC thin film was reported by Schmellenmeier [53] in 1953
and the first comprehensive study was presented by Aisenberg and Chabot [54] in 1971.
Over the years, because of very good mechanical and chemical properties, extensive studies on the tribological and adhesion properties of DLC coatings have been reported in the
literature [55–61].
In this section, beginning with the synthesis of DLC coatings, their characterization, and
structural, mechanical, tribological, and chemical properties are reported. Additionally, the
effects of F and Si doping on the properties of DLC films are reviewed.
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Figure 1.8: (a) A TEM cross-sectional micrographs of a fiber, (b) its electron diffraction
pattern identified a oxide shell surrounding an Al fiber in AA5083 strip tensioned at 450
ºC [44].
1.4.3.1

Synthesis and classification of DLC coatings

DLC is an amorphous network of carbon atoms that contains fractions of sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms due to deposition conditions. DLC films with a high fraction of
sp2 −bonded carbon atoms tend to be relatively soft and behave more graphite like, whereas
a high fraction of sp3 −bonded carbons behave more diamond-like with regard to some of the
properties [52]. DLC films are not only composed of carbon networks, but also contain significant amount of hydrogen (10-50 at.%), which is introduced during the production of the
films. A comprehensive analysis of the structure and chemistry of DLC films was reported
using Raman spectroscopy methods by Ferrari and Robertson [62]. They constructed a predominance area diagram of the types of DLC coatings, according to their bonding nature
and hydrogen content. In Figure 1.11, a-C corresponds to amorphous carbon, which consists
of a higher amount of sp2 −bonded carbon. The films that contain a higher sp3 /sp2 ratio are
described as tetrahedral amorphous carbon, ta-C [63]. Hydrogenated-DLC (H-DLC) films
are designated by ta-C:H or a-C:H.
DLC coatings can be produced by various physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) methods, and some of these methods are shown in Figure 1.12 [59].
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In an ion beam deposition system, carbon ions are produced by the plasma sputtering of a
graphite cathode in an ion source [54], or alternatively, a hydrocarbon gas (such as methane)
is ionized in a plasma and ion beam then extracted through a grid from a plasma source
by a bias voltage. The carbon ions are then accelerated to form an ion beam in a high
vacuum deposition chamber [64]. In sputtering, which is the most widely used industrial
process, a graphite target is bombarded by an Ar plasma using an RF or DC power supply.
Alternatively, in ion beam sputtering, a beam of Ar ions can be used to sputter from the
graphite target to create carbon flux. A second Ar ion beam can be used to bombard the
growing film in order to densify the film or encourage sp3 bonding [65]. Another method
that is used to produce DLC films is the cathodic arc [63] in which an arc is initiated
in a high vacuum by touching the graphite cathode with a small carbon striker electrode
and then withdrawing the striker. This produces energetic plasma with a high ion density
of up to 1013 cm3 [59]. In pulsed laser deposition, a plasma is formed using an excimer
laser on a graphite target (such as ArF), which gives very short and intense energy pulses,
following which the plasma expands towards the substrate. The kinetic energy of this
expansion provides ion energy proportional to the laser fluence concentrated at the target
spot [66,67]. The most widely used deposition process for DLC films is the plasma-enhanced
CVD (PECVD) method, where the reactor consists of two electrodes of different areas, and
the RF power is capacitively coupled to the smaller electrode on which the substrate is
mounted, and the other electrode is grounded. The RF power produces a plasma between
the electrodes [59, 68].
DLC films can be coated to any surface, including polymers, ceramics, and metals, although there may be adhesion problems with some substrate materials. A strong adhesion
of the films is important for tribological uses, otherwise the films may fracture and delaminate from the surface under high normal or shear forces. It was reported that the adhesion
of DLC films to carbide or silicide forming substrates (Si, Ti, W, and Cr) can be attained
easily, and that the adhesion of DLC to metals or ceramics is not very strong. Adhesion
can be improved by coating these substrates with carbide or silicide formers (Si, Cr, W, and
Nb) prior to DLC deposition [55].
Deposition conditions and methods determine the film structure and the bonding nature
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of carbon (sp3 /sp2 ratio), which affect the properties of films [56, 59, 69]. In addition, the
deposition temperature, gas pressure, bias voltage, and other parameters specific to the
applied method have considerable effects on the film structure.

1.4.3.2

Mechanical properties of DLC coatings

The mechanical properties of DLC are particularly important since these films are generally
used as a protective coating. DLC coatings have a high hardness and high elastic modulus,
similar to diamond (which has a hardness of 100 GPa and elastic modulus of 1100 GPa), but
with high internal stress. Most of the mechanical properties of DLC films were measured
using nano-indentation experiments [70]. In these experiments, a small diamond tip is
progressively forced into the film, and then force-displacement curve is obtained. Since
DLC films are relatively harder materials, they show both a plastic and elastic response to
indentation. Hardness is a measure of the resistance of a material to plastic deformation,
defined as the average pressure under the indenter, and it is given by dividing the applied
load by the projected area of plastic deformation, which is found by estimating the area in the
loaded condition from the curve versus the indent depth. Young’s modulus is proportional
to the slope of the tangent line that is drawn to the unloading curve at the maximum load,
and extrapolated to zero load as described by the Oliver-Pharr method [71]. An accurate
measurement of the mechanical properties for a hard film on a soft substrate system, such
as DLC, can only be achieved when the indentation depth is limited to 10% of the thickness
of the thin film [72].
The mechanical properties of DLC films were reported to be directly correlated with
the sp3 /sp2 ratio and the H content such that a-C/a-C:H coatings were reported to have
hardness values in the range 10 − 30 GPa with a corresponding Young’s modulus of 60 − 300
GPa [56]. The hardness of ta-C films can reach to the higher values of the 40 − 80 GPa
range [73], with a corresponding Young’s modulus as high as 900 GPa [56]. The DLC films
were reported to have internal compressive stresses in the range 0.5 − 7 GPa for a-C films,
while the compressive stress in the ta-C films can reach 13 GPa [74]. The compressive
stresses were reduced by the incorporation of N, Si, O, or metals [75] in the films, or by
the production of multi-layered structures [76, 77]. On the other hand, the reduction in the
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stress also causes a reduction in the hardness of the films.

1.4.3.3

Tribological properties

In general harder materials exhibit higher wear resistance, therefore DLC coatings also have
very good wear resistance with wear rates as low as 10−11 mm3 N−1 m−1 [55]. Additionally,
DLC shows a low COF, when compared to other hard coatings, as shown in Figure 1.13,
which is in the range of 0.001 − 0.7 [55–57, 60, 61, 78, 79]. The COF and wear resistance
of DLC films were reported to be affected by the material parameters of the substrate and
counterface, contact pressure, nature of motion, speed, ambient temperature, and chemical
environment during tribological testing, in addition to the structural properties of the DLC
coating itself [55, 78].
The adhesion mitigating properties of DLC can be understood by the investigation of
the friction properties of DLC in tribological experiments, since adhesion and friction are
strongly correlated [26, 27]. In a simpler way, friction can be defined as the resisting force
between materials sliding against each other [80], and the adhesive interactions between the
sliding couple at the contact interface determine the degree of the friction. Therefore, the
low COF in DLC coatings is observed as a result of weak adhesive interactions at the sliding
contact interface in a tribological test. Any test parameter that can change the COF in a
tribological test can be regarded as the result of a change that took place in the adhesive
interactions at the sliding contact interface. Following this, the tribological properties of
DLC coatings varied drastically with the environment, the alloying elements incorporated
in the DLC structure, and among the different counterface materials sliding against DLC.
Here, only the tribological properties of the DLC against Al will be the focus of this review.
Tribological tests with DLC sliding against different materials [55,58,61,81,82] show that
the low friction is usually achieved after the formation of easy shearing carbonaceous transfer
layers on the counterface, while the contact interface forms between these carbonaceous
layers and the DLC [83–86]. These transfer layers were found to be significantly composed
of sp2 bonded carbon as the transfer layers were formed after the graphitization of carbon
[87–89]. In earlier studies [87, 88], the low COF achieved with the DLC coating is believed
to be due to the easy shearing of the graphitized transfer layers as a result of weak adhesive
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interactions between the layers of the graphite structure. However, graphite exhibits a very
high wear rate and a high COF of 0.6 in dry atmospheres and vacuum, when slid against
itself, but the presence of a small amount of water vapor or large molecules that can enter
between the carbon layers reduces the friction [90–93]. This result indicates that only the
graphitization itself cannot reduce the friction of the DLC to lower levels, however the
passivation of carbon layers or termination of carbon dangling bonds with -H, -OH, or other
terminating molecular groups had a more significant contribution in reducing the COF in
DLC coatings. The termination of dangling carbon bonds can be achieved either by the
incorporation of hydrogen during production or the molecular groups in the environment
can diffuse to the contact interface and terminate the dangling carbon bonds during the
DLC operation.
When Al is placed in sliding contact against an a-C coating, a high COF of 0.56 − 0.74
was observed in vacuum and inert atmospheres [14, 82, 94–96], however a very low COF
of 0.11 [14, 82, 94, 95] was observed in ambient air and a COF of 0.03 was observved in
H2 [94, 95], as shown in Figure 1.14. In these studies a significant amount of adhered Al
was detected on the wear tracks formed in vacuum and inert atmospheres (Figure 1.15),
but no Al adhesion was reported on the wear tracks formed in the ambient air and H2
atmospheres. In H2 , it was suggested that the a-C surface was H-terminated, and in air
the a-C surface was H- and OH-terminated, which prevented Al adhesion. When tested in
an atmosphere with high relative humidity (RH> 50%), the a-C showed a low COF due to
the surface passivation by the -OH groups, formed as a result of the dissociation of water
molecules into -H and -OH on the carbon surface [55, 95]. On the other hand, the COF of
a-C:H increased with increasing humidity [55, 56].
The effect of the H- and OH-termination of carbon dangling bonds on Al adhesion
mitigation was demonstrated in earlier studies using first principles calculations [95, 97].
The calculations at the Al/diamond:H interfaces [97] showed that Al forms strong covalent
bonds with the clean diamond surface resulting in a high Wsep = 4.08 J/m2 . When the
Al/diamond interface was separated, due to the low Al decohesion energy of Wdec = 1.52
J/m, the Al fractured and two Al layers transferred to the diamond surface, as can be
seen in Figure 1.16(a). On the other hand, when the Al/diamond:H interface separated,
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no Al transfer occurred (Figure 1.16(c)) due to the very low Wsep = 0.02 J/m2 . Similar
results were reported for the Al/diamond:OH that did not show any adhesive transfer at the
interface due to a low Wsep = 0.2 J/m2 . When carbon bonds at the surface were terminated
by -H or -OH groups, and no adhesion of Al occurred, then the transfer of DLC to the Al
counterface occurred due to the very weak adhesive interactions at the graphite interlayers.
First principles calculations [98] predicted a Wsep = 0.11 J/m2 at the Al/graphite interface,
which was larger than the Wdec = 0.08 J/m2 for graphite [98]. As a result, the transfer of
graphite layers to the Al occurred, which is in agreement with the formation of carbonaceous
transfer layers on Al counterfaces sliding against DLC coatings observed in the tribological
experiments.
As shown in earlier first principles calculations [95], the -H and -OH terminations of the
carbon dangling bonds can occur by the dissociation of water molecules that are present in
the ambient air on the DLC surface. When the carbon surfaces are passivated by -H or -OH
groups, and when the transfer layers are developed on the Al counterface during sliding, a
sliding contact interface forms between two H- or OH-terminated diamond surfaces. First
principles calculations showed that the interface formed between the two diamond:H surfaces
had a very low Wsep = 0.008 J/m2 [95], similar to the low Wsep = 0.02 J/m2 [95] for the
interface formed between the two diamond:OH surfaces, so that the DLC showed a very low
COF when the carbon dangling bonds were terminated by -H and -OH.
In sliding contact experiments, a low COF was achieved after the formation of transfer
layers on the Al surface, however in the Al manufacturing processes (such as in the forming
and machining of Al alloys) the contact time between the tool surface and the Al work piece
is so small that there is not enough time for the development of transfer layers on the Al
surface. In these applications, the preferred coating should possess minimal Al adhesion. In
the lubricant-free cold forming of the AA6016 Al alloy the use of a-C and a-C:H coatings
was reported [99] to reduce the Al adhesion on the punch tool surface as shown in Figure
1.17. This figure also shows that for the un-coated 1.3343 punch material, the adhesive
transfer of Al occurred at the tip edge, while the a-C and a-C:H coatings showed a preferred
material transfer to the mantle surface. The highest adhesion was observed with the use of
an a-C:H:Si coating. It is noted that in Figure 1.17, this is the lowest volume of the adhered
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material observed for the a-C:H coating.
Dry machining experiments of Al alloys also showed a reduction in the amount of Al
adhesion to tool surfaces with the use of DLC coatings [40,47,100]. In the dry cutting of an
AlCu2.5Si18 alloy, the un-coated tool surface showed severe Al adhesion [47], but the DLC
(ta-C) coated tool surface was reported to have almost no adhered Al on the rank and flank
faces, as shown in Figure 1.18. The performance of the a-C (NH-DLC) and a-C:H (H-DLC)
coatings in the dry drilling of the 319 Al alloy also reported [100] a considerable reduction
in Al adhesion. The microstructural investigation of the drill flute areas (Figure 1.19(a))
showed severe Al adhesion for the un-coated steel tools (Figure 1.19(b)), which resulted in
the failure of the drilling experiment in a short period of time. Conversely, the use of the
a-C (Figure1.19(c)) and a-C:H (Figure 1.19(d)) coatings resulted in minimal Al adhesion
and 150 holes could be easily drilled in dry conditions. The a-C:H coating showed less Al
adhesion than the a-C coating. According to the first principles calculations reviewed above,
it is assumed that the a-C:H coatings were passivated by the -H groups and a-C coatings
were passivated by -OH and -H groups that were formed as a result of the dissociation of
water molecules from the atmosphere, and therefore the Al adhesion to the carbon surface
was prevented.
In summary, DLC coatings showed promising results in tribological experiments and the
manufacturing processes of Al alloys. The adhesion mitigating properties of DLC coatings
can be improved by the incorporation of different alloying elements into the amorphous
DLC structure during deposition [75, 101, 102]. The surface energy of the DLC coatings
was reduced, which can reduce the adhesion according to Eq. 1.2 by the incorporation of
F and Si into the DLC structure, and the amount of the reduction in the surface energy
was reported [102–111] to be proportional to the amount of F and Si in the DLC structure
(Figure 1.20).

1.4.3.4

Effect of F on adhesion and friction

The doping of DLC coatings with F to produce fluorinated DLC (a-C:H:F) has generally
been carried out using a reactive gas containing F, such as CF4 , C2 F4 , and C2 F6 together
with a hydrocarbon gas, such as CH4 , C2 H2 , or C4 H10 during the plasma production of
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films [112–116]. An increase in the F concentration decreased the hardness of DLC, with
the resulting hardness values being much lower than with a-C:H films [106, 107, 112]. The
tribological properties of the films were reported to have optimum values for moderately
[0.1 < [F/(F+C)] < 0.2] fluorinated films [101], which was evidenced by sliding experiments
against steel counterfaces with COF values between 0.10 − 0.15 [106, 117]. The a-C:H:F
coatings showed a superior adhesion mitigating performance when compared to a-C:H and
other films, when used as a coating for mold surfaces in nanoimprinting lithography applications [118–121]. There are no studies reporting the performance of a-C:H:F coatings in
tribological applications against Al, or when they are used in the manufacturing of Al alloys.
In view of the results from the current literature, a-C:H:F is promising for reducing friction
and mitigating the adhesion in Al manufacturing and sliding applications. Therefore, we
have investigated the surface stability of a-C:H:F coatings, and studied the adhesion mechanisms between Al and a-C:H:F coatings using tribological experiments and first principles
calculations, which will be presented in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.4.3.5

Effect of Si on adhesion and friction

In some manufacturing and sliding applications, a DLC coating that has less environmentally
dependent tribological properties is preferred, and Si containing DLC coatings showed stable
tribological properties in varying environmental conditions. Initially, Si incorporation in
DLC films was carried out with the purpose of decreasing surface energy, decreasing internal
stress, and increasing the DLC’s adhesion to substrates. The addition of Si in a-C:H coatings
was not only reported to decrease the COF from 0.2 to as low as 0.03 [102, 122–126] (when
tested against steel in ambient air (30% RH)), but also to maintain the stability of the COF
in varying humidity levels (0-85 %RH) [75, 101, 102, 122, 123, 127–130], as shown in Figure
1.21. The low COF values of a-C:H:Si were attributed to either a decrease in the surface
energy [131] or the formation of a carbonaceous layer on the steel surface, incorporating
SiOx groups [124, 132]. However, the details of the mechanisms responsible for how the
SiOx groups facilitate the maintenance of a constant COF are yet to be clarified. Although
Si incorporation reduced the sensitivity to humidity of the tribological properties of DLC
against ferrous materials, Si containing DLC (7 − 16 at.%) was not effective in preventing
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Al adhesion to the coating surface during forming where more aluminum adhesion to tool
surfaces occurred, when compared to DLC coatings without Si [99, 133]. The adhesion
mechanisms and friction reducing effects of the SiOx incorporation into DLC coatings against
Al under varying atmospheric conditions are presented in this thesis in Chapter 4.

1.4.4

Pt/carbon electro-catalyst adhesion problem in fuel cells

Strong adhesion causes important problems in manufacturing processes as reviewed in previous sections, but sometimes it is low adhesion that creates a problem in automotive applications, such as in fuel cells. Platinum-carbon interfaces are present in various electrochemical
systems, where carbon is used as a support material to conduct electrons to the Pt catalysts for specific electrochemical reactions. Such systems include direct methanol fuel cells
(DMFCs), proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) [21], and lithium-air batteries [134, 135]. In these electrochemical environments, however, Pt-carbon interface degradation can limit the long term durability required by transportation applications [136]. For
instance, in PEMFCs, the degradation of a carbon-supported Pt catalyst system results in
the coarsening of Pt nanoparticles (Figure 1.22) [137], and causes a substantial performance
reduction due to a decrease in the electrochemically active surface area (Figure 1.23) [23].
Both the dissolution of the Pt particles from the carbon support [22], and the agglomeration
of the Pt particles during electrochemical cycling, are found to contribute to electro-catalyst
degradation.
The agglomeration of Pt particles occurs via two equally interposed mechanisms: Ostwald ripening (the dissolution of small particles and their redeposition into larger particles)
and the migration of Pt particles on the carbon support as schematically shown in Figure
1.24 [137]. The agglomeration of Pt particles due to migration on the carbon surface was
believed to be a result of the weak binding between Pt and carbon. The weakest interface of Pt and carbon is formed between the Pt (111) and graphite basal planes. At the
PEMFC electrodes, consisting of Pt deposited on carbon fibers and carbon black, high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR TEM) investigations observed the formation
of interfaces between the Pt (111) and graphite (0001) surfaces [138, 139]. X-ray absorp26

tion spectroscopy [140] and low-energy electron microscopy experiments [141] showed a very
weak interaction between the Pt (111) and graphite (0001) surfaces, in accordance with the
first principles calculations [142–146].
To avoid Pt particle agglomeration on the carbon surface, either the carbon surface or the
Pt catalyst surface (or both) can be modified by enhancing the interfacial strength between
Pt and C. To anchor Pt to the carbon surface, while maintaining or increasing the catalytic
performance of Pt without sacrificing the electron conductivity of carbon, metallic elements
can be incorporated at the Pt/C interface. The Pt catalyst surface can be alloyed with
metals [147–149] that can increase the catalytic activity, and these metals are also shown
to decrease the agglomeration of Pt particles [150–155]. The increase in the resistance of
the Pt particles to agglomeration was attributed to the interaction of the alloying elements
on the carbon support [156]. This was also confirmed with the first principles calculations
that have shown that a Ru-alloyed Pt surface resulted in an increase in the Pt/C interface
strength due to the strong interaction between Ru and carbon [142].
One disadvantage in modifying the Pt surface with metals is the difficulty in controlling
the surface composition, since the alloyed Pt surfaces may be composed of only Pt atoms
due to the surface segregation of Pt and near surface alloys [147, 149] that can form. Alternatively, the carbon surface was modified to enhance the interface adhesion between the
Pt and the carbon without changing the catalytic properties of Pt [157]. The functionalizing of the carbon support by sulphur, nitrogen, and phosphorus yielded an increase in
the binding of Pt, while nitrogen doping additionally improved the catalytic activity of the
Pt particles [158]. The use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [159, 160] and graphene [161] as
support materials was found to initiate stronger binding with the Pt particles. First principles calculations [162–165] were used to show the effect of different molecular groups on
the enhancement of the Pt/C interface, but organic molecules may not sufficiently improve
the electron conductivity between the carbon support and the Pt catalyst. Therefore, the
modification of the carbon surface by metallic elements could be more effective when the
focus is the interface strength and conductivity. However, there are no systematic studies
available in the literature that compare the metallic modifications on the carbon surface. In
this thesis a first principles investigation was carried out systematically to screen possible
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metals that can anchor Pt on carbon surfaces and, the results are presented in Chapter 7.

1.5

Approach to industrial adhesion problem

To understand what could actually result in the adhesion between contacting pairs, we used
atomistic modeling methods. When the atomistic models were constructed, and suitable
methodologies were selected, the objective was not to simulate exactly the experimental or
real conditions, and not to directly match the computed and the measured data. Instead,
atomistic models that provided information about the chemical and physical properties of
materials in contact were constructed, and by varying the parameters, it was examined if the
predicted chemical changes were reflected in the experimental observations. For instance,
when studying Al and a-C:H:F adhesion in Chapter 3, tribological experiments provided
the COF data, but in the atomistic models, the interfacial forces between single crystal Al
and diamond:F were estimated. The calculation of the COF between Al and a-C:H:F using
atomistic methods would require the use of a very large, amorphous DLC structure against
polycrystalline Al, including the effects of surface asperities, temperature, atmospheric gases,
and loading conditions, and even using such a complex system would not necessarily give
the correct prediction of the measured COF. Alternatively, more accurate adhesion measurement techniques could be used, such as an atomic force microscope (AFM), that could
provide us with the atomic scale force between the Al and a-C:H:F coatings, which may
then be directly compared to the results of the first principles calculations. In that case,
the AFM experiments would measure only the interatomic forces at a nm scale between the
Al asperity and the a-C:H:F surface, which would not be representative of the industrial
adhesion problem. Instead, interfacial forces, calculated by first principle methods, between
two F- and two H-passivated diamond surfaces were compared, and correlated perfectly the
variation with the difference in the COF measured between the Al vs. the a-C:H:F and
a-C:H.
When studying an industrial problem, and if one wants to benefit from the advantages
of both the experimental and computational elements in order to solve the problem, the
aim should not be to directly match the computed and measured data, unless the objective
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was to validate the model or use the data in an upscale model in the multi-scale framework
of materials modeling. In an industrial problem, the objective is generally an improvement
in the material’s performance in a corresponding application condition, which can either
be achieved by replacing the material or by improving the performance of that material.
Moreover, any individual data obtained from a materials model, even with the highest degree
of accuracy (for accuracy calculations it also has to be compared with other data), will not
be valuable, unless it is compared with other simulation data or an experimental result. The
measured data from real observations will always be more valuable than the computed data
from idealized unrealistic material models, so it would be a waste of computer resources
to try to simulate an impossibly hard (and worthless) imaginary reality. Note that the
leap in computational power in the last 20 years has only enabled the size of the system
that can be studied to increase from approximately 1 nm to approximately 2–3 nm in
quantum mechanics based methods. Therefore, in 20 years the system size will likely only
be tripled, and even the roughest projections tell us that in the next couple of decades, we
will still be far away from studying real size systems using atomistic models. Also, increase
in computational power lead researchers to use more accurate and much slower methods.
Therefore, for the adhesion problem, understanding the mechanisms of Al-DLC coating
interactions, oxidation induced oxide fiber formation during Al hot forming, and Pt/carbon
interactions is substantially useful for finding the solutions to industrial problems.
Once the mechanisms responsible for the industrial problem are found, the next step
can be to identify a material solution (e.g. F incorporation to DLC coating) that can show
better performance in the corresponding industrial conditions (better adhesion mitigation
and low friction) than the existing materials. Data mining techniques can be used for this
purpose in which the existing materials can be systematically replaced or modified with
other possible elements. Data mining is a very efficient way to computationally design
materials, since a vast number of materials can be screened and desired material properties
can be calculated in a reasonable amount of time. The same research on this large number of
materials systems would take tens of years to study when using experimental methods, and
even better, data mining is free of charge. One can calculate many fundamental material
properties using atomistic modeling tools for an infinite number of structures, as reported
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in recently constructed material property databases, using atomistic modeling tools such as
the Materials Project and AFLOWLIB. However, most easily calculated data from atomistic
tools, although fundamentally valuable, are very hard to measure, and not directly related
to or often do not give any insight into the industrial problem. Therefore, the data obtained
may not fulfill the expectations of the industry. Industrial problems generally arise during
the operation and processing of materials, and the mechanisms of the industrial problem
should be known in advance, before searching for a material modification. Accordingly,
data mining should be done in a systematic way that relies on the mechanisms of the
problem, as we have demonstrated in this dissertation in order to find anchoring elements
that can enhance the Pt/carbon interface strength in fuel cell applications. Also, future
computational data mining methods should focus on the actual reasoning of a material
property as the objective.
In summary, many different experimental results using different methods can be obtained, and a great deal of computational data can be generated to study a specific materials
problem, which may in turn open up thousands of possibilities for a solution. However, in
order to solve industrial problems, it is not desirable to prove the impossibilities of each of
the many possibilities, but it is more valuable to reach the ultimate solution to the problem
as directly as possible. This can be achieved by elucidating the mechanisms of the problem
by combining carefully designed experiments and models with a goal to capture the quantitative changes, not the quantitative values, of the material properties, as demonstrated in
this dissertation.
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Figure 1.9: (a) Schematic representation of the P20 steel pin showing the location of the
transferred material, (b) FIB cross-section of the transferred material showing the material
attached to the pin surface. (c) Magnified image taken from the micrograph in plate (b)
shows the interface between the transferred material and the P20 pin [45]. The direction of
pin sliding against the AA5083 surface is along the cylindrical axis and towards the right
side of the pin.
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Figure 1.10: A series of photomicrographs from superplastically deformed AA5083 specimens tested in air (a and c) and in vacuum (b and d). The left column shows a specimen
tested in air at (a) a continuous specimen surface, (c) a cavity opening and the fracture
surface. The right column shows a specimen tested in vacuum at (b) a continuous specimen
surface, (d) a cavity opening and the fracture surface. The tensile axis is approximately
horizontal in all images [20].

Figure 1.11: Ternary phase diagram of amorphous carbons. The three corners correspond
to diamond, graphite, and hydrocarbons, respectively [59].
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Figure 1.12: Schematics of various deposition systems for DLC production [59].
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Figure 1.13: A schematic representation of hardness and the coefficients of friction (COF)
of carbon-based and other hard coatings [55].

Figure 1.14: The average COF values between the a-C and the 319 Al pin under various test
conditions. The sliding speed and the applied load were 0.12 m/s and 5 N in all tests [94].
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Figure 1.15: The secondary electron SEM images of a region of the wear track of the nonhydrogenated DLC (a-C) coating tested against the 319 Al pin in vacuum (6.65 × 10−4
Pa) for 104 revolutions under 5 N applied load. The DLC coating was worn down to the
substrate (M2 steel), except in the middle, where it was mostly covered by the adhered
aluminum [94].

Figure 1.16: The fractured interface structure of (a) Al(111)/C(111) − 1 × 1 showing two
Al transfer layers, (b) Al(111)/C(111) − 2 × 1, and (c) Al(111)/C(111) − 1 × 1:H without
adhesive transfer [97].
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Figure 1.17: Transfer of AA6016 workpiece material to the punch tip edge [99].

Figure 1.18: SEM micrographs of the rake and the flank faces of the tool after the dry
milling test for the AlCu2.5Si18 alloy (cutting length 36 m) [47].
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Figure 1.19: SEM secondary electron images showing the aluminum adhesion to the drill
flutes: (a) schematic representation of drill flute showing the area investigated, (b) uncoated
HSS tool, (c) H-DLC-coated tool, and (d) NHDLC-coated tool. The flute surface of the uncoated HSS drill was almost entirely covered by adhered aluminium. The direction of the
chip flow is shown by the arrow [100].

Figure 1.20: Change in the contact angle of water by adding different elements to DLC
coatings [102].
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Figure 1.21: Evolution of the average coefficient of friction as a function of the ambient
humidity for (a) steel, (b) alumina, and (c) DLC counterfaces rubbing against reference
DLC (−400 V)., high-bias DLC (−1000 V). and Si-containing DLC (5.7 at.% Si). [128].

Figure 1.22: Typical TEM micrographs from (a) the pristine Pt/Vulcan samples powder
sample, and (b) powders scraped away from the cathode surface of the cycled MEA sample.
Considerable coarsening of the spherically shaped platinum nanoparticles was found after
potential cycling [137].
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Figure 1.23: Specific Pt surface areas of PEM fuel cell electrode catalysts after life tests.
(#) Anodes, ( ) cathodes [23].
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Figure 1.24: (a) Schematic representation of platinum surface area loss on (i) the nanometer
scale, where platinum particles grow on carbon support via Ostwald ripening, and (ii) the
micrometer scale, where dissolved platinum species diffuse toward the membrane, become
reduced, and precipitate as platinum particles in the ionomer phase by crossover hydrogen
molecules from the anode. (b) SEM cross section of a short-stack MEA operating at OCV for
2000 h, where the bright band in the image indicates platinum deposited in the membrane
close to the membrane/cathode interface [137].
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Chapter 2

Surface Stability and Electronic
Structure of Hydrogen and
Fluorine Terminated Diamond
Surfaces: A First Principles
Investigation
2.1

Introduction

Diamond is known to be the hardest and stiffest material, chemically inert and has the highest thermal conductivity at the room temperature. Due to this remarkable set of properties,
synthetic diamond films like diamond-like carbon (DLC), nano-diamond (ND) and amorphous carbon (a-C), have found wide range of applications. Some examples include hard and
wear resistant coatings, biomedical applications, micro- and nano-electromechanical systems
(MEMS/NEMS), optical windows, magnetic data storage, and electrodes for electrochemical processes [1]. DLC films are produced by either physical vapor deposition (PVD) or
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods and their physical and chemical properties depend primarily on their sp3 /sp2 bonding ratio of carbons and as well as their hydrogen
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content [2]. The tribological properties of DLC films show diverse characteristics under
various environmental conditions [3, 4]. Presence of dangling carbon bonds plays a role in
controlling the friction characteristics. The passivation of dangling bonds by hydrogen or
hydroxide group hinders interactions between surface carbon atoms and the environment,
resulting in a more stable surface and low coefficient of friction (< 0.01) [4–6].
In order to improve tribological and mechanical properties, as well as thermal stability of
DLC films, and to decrease internal stresses in films, doping elements were incorporated into
the amorphous DLC structure [5,7,8]. Among them, fluorine incorporation is mainly inspired
by the many special properties of PolyTetraFluoroEthylene (PTFE), which, in addition
to features like extremely low friction and excellent chemical resistance, is simultaneously
hydrophobic and oleophobic [9]. Studies revealed that the incorporation of fluorine caused
an increase in the water contact angle, hence a decrease in surface energy, proportional to
the fluorine content [10–18]. On the other hand, an increase in the fluorine concentration
decreased film hardness with the resulting hardness values much lower than hydrogenated
DLC films [11, 14, 19]. Tribological properties of films were reported to have optimum
values for moderately [0.1 < (F/F + C) < 0.2] fluorinated films [5] which was evidenced
by sliding experiments [11, 20]. Meanwhile, atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed that
both adhesive force and coefficient of friction (COF) decreased with an increase in fluorine
concentration [16]. The COF of fluorinated DLC (F-DLC) films decreased with the relative
humidity, and the lowest friction was achieved under distilled water [10]. The high water
contact angle of F-DLC coatings led some researchers to consider this coating in anti-sticking
moulds [21, 22].
Fluorination of diamond surfaces was achieved by exposing the surface to atomic F
beams [23–25], F2 [26], XeF2 [27–29] and fluorocarbons [30, 31]. Surface fluorination can
also be conducted by exposing the surface to CF4 during plasma processing [32, 33]. The
doping of DLC films with F was generally carried out using a reactive gas environment
containing F, such as CF4 , C2 F4 , and C2 F6 with a hydrocarbon gas like CH4 , C2 H2 , or
C4 H10 during the plasma production of films. The fluorine concentration in the films was
controlled by adjusting hydrocarbon to fluorine ratio of gas mixture. The selection of
gas mixtures changes the surface properties of the films [34] which are also sensitive to
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processing parameters including power and gas pressure [19, 35–37]. The incorporation of
F into an amorphous carbon structure was believed to occur with the substitution of F
atoms for the H atoms, since the C−F bond is stronger than the C−H bond [38]. This
behavior was observed when the hydrogen content decreased with the addition of fluorine
atoms in experimental studies [11–13,19].It was also reported that an increase in the fluorine
concentration of DLC films caused the formation of −CF, −CF2 and −CF3 groups, which in
turn reduced the surface energy [10, 11, 13, 15, 34, 39, 40]. It has been proposed that fluorine
hinders interactions between surface carbon atoms and the environment more effectively
than hydrogen, resulting in a more chemically stable surface for DLC coatings, due to its
size, which is larger than H. The formation of fluorocarbons was also reported to break the
cross-linked diamond structure [19, 35] and enhance sp3 bonding [11, 14], suggesting that a
higher F content would weaken the film’s hardness.
Despite many experimental studies that have investigated fluorine’s role in DLC films,
the fundamental role that F plays on modifying the surface properties is still unclear. An
important question is whether an optimal F concentration for DLC coatings exists, because
there are many discrepancies regarding the role that source gases play on surface properties
during the production of films. In order to address these questions, in this work, the surface
stability phase diagram for mixed and fully H and F terminated diamond surfaces was
calculated, using first principles methods. The calculated phase diagram provided guidance
on how to control the surface termination by changing the reactive gas used in production.
The electronic structure was also analyzed in an effort to better understand variations in
the concentration of fluorine on modifying diamond surface properties. Finally, interactions
between two H and two F terminated diamond surfaces are analyzed to determine their
adhesion and friction properties.

2.2

Computational Methodology

First principles methods were used to determine the stability of H and/or F terminated
diamond surfaces with the calculations based on density functional theory (DFT), where
the ground state structures and energies were obtained by solving the single particle Kohn-
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Sham [41] equation with a plane wave basis set. All computations were performed using a
projector-augmented wave (PAW) method with exchange correlation energy approximated
in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [42] to DFT as implemented in the Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [43–45]. Calculations were carried out by PAWPBE [46,47] potentials, supplied by VASP. The total energies were obtained by relaxing the
system according to atomic positions and minimizing the Hellman-Feynman forces using
a conjugate gradient method. In all calculations, energy convergence to 1 − 2 meV was
obtained using a plane wave cutoff energy of 600 eV. The electronic degrees of freedom for
surface structures were converged to 10−5 eV/cell and Hellman-Feynman forces were relaxed
to less than 10−4 eV/Å.
In order to validate the accuracy of computations, the lattice parameter of bulk diamond
was calculated in the space group F D3M (no 227) as 3.572 Å compared to the experimental
result of 3.567 Å [48] using a 30 × 30 × 30 grid (816 k-points) of

G−centered k-points.

The cohesive energies and bond lengths for different gas molecules were calculated in a
large 15 × 15 × 15 Å box, and the corresponding parameters were then compared to the
experimental values. The errors in these computations were less than 4%.
Chemical passivation of diamond surfaces successfully explained experimental observations of H content and gas effects in friction tests [4, 6]. Thus, although DLC is a mixture
of sp3 (diamond) and sp2 (graphite) bonded carbon, diamond structure can represent the
picture in the atomistic modeling.
Diamond structures are further complicated by surface reconstructions and surface terminations. Clean diamond (111)− 1 × 1 surfaces are unstable due to dangling surface bonds.
Consequently, clean diamond (111) − 1 × 1 surfaces undergo a reconstruction to form a sp2
hybridized π−bonded 2 × 1 structure that effectively passivates the clean surface through
reorganization of its electronic structure [49–52]. Terminating the surface dangling bonds
with various chemical species, such as H, CH3 , F, Cl, Br, O and OH changes the stability
of the 1 × 1 and 2 × 1 surface constructions [50, 53–58]. In the first stage of current calculations, the stability of both diamond (111) − 1 × 1 and diamond (111) − 2 × 1 surfaces
with H and F terminations were compared. Then, in the surface with stable construction,
non-stoichiometric, mixed H and F terminated surfaces were created and a surface phase
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diagram was constructed using the calculated surface energies.
All surface calculations were performed using a slab model with a total 10 Å vacuum,
introduced symmetrically to the top and the bottom of the slab. Surface energies of diamond
(111) surfaces for 2 to 10 layers of slabs were calculated in order to find the necessary slab
thickness that simulates the bulk effect. A 10 × 10 × 1 grid of G−centered k-points was used
in order to achieve 1 − 2 meV/atom energy convergence. The surface energies for the clean
diamond surface were calculated using Boettger’s [59] method. The surface energy, Es (n),
was expressed as

Es (n) =

1
[E(n) − n(E(n) − E(n − 1))]
2A

(2.1)

where E(n) is the energy of the n layer slab and A is the area of the surface.
Since there are four atomic positions at the (111) surface, there are also four F atoms at
the fully F terminated surface, and four H at the fully H terminated surface. Replacing the
H atoms, one by one, with F atoms provided different surface concentrations, such as 25%
F, 50% F and 75% F terminated surfaces (Figure 2.1). Fully H and F terminated surfaces
are designated as 4H and 4F, respectively, while mixed terminations are referred to as 3H1F,
2H2F and 1H3F. If surfaces contain chemical species that differ from the bulk elements of
the structure, then the surface energies must be defined according to the chemical potentials
of existing species. Therefore, the surface energy, Es , is defined as a function of chemical
potentials of H and F [60], and the corresponding equation is given by

Es =

1
[Eslab − (nC µC + nH µH + nF µF )]
2A

(2.2)

where nC , nH and nF are the number of C, H and F atoms in the slab. For nF = 0, the
surface is 100% H terminated and when nH = 0, the surface is 100% F terminated.

mC , mH

and are the chemical potentials of C, H and F respectively and Eslab is the energy of the
slab. The chemical potentials of H and F depend on the source gas that the surface is in
equilibrium with.
The adhesion tendencies between the two F- terminated and two H-terminated diamond
surfaces were modeled by constructing a fully coherent interface between them. Then, the
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Figure 2.1: Surface construction of diamond (111) surfaces: (a) clean diamond (111)–1 × 1,
(b) clean diamond (111)–2 × 1, (c) H-terminated diamond (111)–1 × 1, (d) H-terminated
diamond (111)–2 × 1, and mixed H- and F-terminated surfaces: (e) 3H1F, (f) 2H2F, and
(g) 1H3F.
interface separation distance, d, which is the distance between two F atoms in different
surfaces, was gradually decreased from 3.7 to 1.6 Å and, for each 0.1 Å interval, the system
was relaxed according to atomic positions and the total energy of the system was computed.
According to the change in the energy due to interface separation, the normal force, FN ,
exerted between surfaces was calculated numerically, as FN = − ∂E∂dtot where Etot is the total
energy of the slab.
The energy computed by original DFT calculations cannot capture the Van der Waals
(VdW) forces, originating from the long range dispersive interactions. Recently proposed
theoretical studies addressed this issue and attempted to correct the dispersion energies for
DFT calculations. These approaches include introducing new correlation functional [61],
empirical methods which corrects the DFT energy with a dispersion relation with empirically
determined coefficients [62, 63] and non-self consistent methods that take into account the
dispersion relation by partitioning the electronic charge density [64]. In this study, we
employed a practical DFT including dispersion corrections (DFT-D) method described by
Grimme [63], where the dispersion relations to DFT were corrected using an empirical
potential of the form C6 R−6 with a damping function, where R is the interatomic distance
and C6 is the dispersion coefficient. The determination of these parameters (including
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C, H and F atoms) is described in detail in Ref. [63] where they were tested for various
complex molecules. Following the DFT-D approach, the dispersion energy of the interface
was calculated and added to DFT results. The interfacial force was determined as a function
of separation distance in a similar way as described above.

2.3
2.3.1

Results and Discussion
Surface terminations and reconstructions

In the first step of the calculations, both 1×1− and 2×1−reconstructed clean diamond (111)
surfaces were built. Surface energies of these structures were computed using Boettger’s [59]
method, and results are listed in Table 2.1. The surface energy for the 1 × 1 construction
converged for a six bi-layer slab to 5.66 J/m2 , and for the 2×1 reconstruction, surface energy
converged for eight bi-layers of slab to 3.39 J/m2 . The diamond slab was not stable for slabs
less than five layers thick, because a tendency toward graphitization occurred. Hence, the
2 × 1 reconstruction had a lower surface energy, which made it more stable than the 1 × 1
construction. The calculated values were in strong agreement with previous DFT results
for clean diamond [65].
Table 2.1: Surface energy convergence of clean diamond (111) surfaces according to number
of layers (n) in the surface structure.
Diamond (111) − (1 × 1)
Diamond (111) − (2 × 1)
2
n No. of atoms Es (n) (eV/atom) Es (n) (J/m ) Es (n) (eV/atom) Es (n) (J/m2 )
6
48
1.9531
5.6638
1.1143
3.2291
7
56
1.9638
5.6947
1.2272
3.5561
8
64
1.9556
5.6711
1.1731
3.3993
9
72
1.9548
5.6687
10
80
1.9528
5.6629
The surface energies of fully F− and H−terminated diamond (111) − 1 × 1 and −2 × 1
surfaces were calculated with respect to the chemical potential of F and H. It was found that
both F and H terminations yielded surface C atoms that made sp3 −type bonding, resulting
in a 1×1 constructed surface. For the H termination, this result was confirmed with previous
DFT calculations reported by Kern et al. [50] and LEED experiments conducted by Schaich
et al. [53], who observed the phase transformation from 2 × 1 to 1 × 1 construction around
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990 K. For the F termination, direct LEED pattern evidence was provided by Freedman [24],
who fluorinated the clean diamond (111) − 2 × 1 surface with atomic F and observed that
fluorination breaks the p−bonded chains on the surface of the 2 × 1 construction, resulting
in the formation of the 1 × 1 construction. Computational work using empirical group
additivity method showed that, even at low fluorine pressures, structures in the (111) plane
prefer to be in an sp3 bonding structure rather than an sp2 , which also indicates that the
1×1 constructed surface is more stable than the 2×1 construction for F− and H−terminated
surfaces [56].

2.3.2

Surface stability

Because the 1 × 1 constructed surfaces are more stable than 2 × 1 for both H and F terminations, the surface energies of mixed and completely F− and H−terminated surfaces were
calculated only for the 1 × 1−constructed surfaces. To determine which phase had the lower
surface energy and hence was more stable for any given chemical potential of hydrogen and
fluorine, a surface phase diagram was constructed that shows the predominant areas of the
stable structures. The surface termination phase diagram constructed is shown in Figure
2.2, which is obtained by projecting the lowest surface free energies on the µH − µ0H and
µF − µ0F planes. The limits of the phase diagram were set according to the energy of atomic
F (µF − µ0F = 1.316 eV/atom) and atomic H (µH − µ0H = 2.281 eV/atom). According
to Figure 2.2, the F−terminated surface is more stable in a much larger phase space than
the H−terminated one. At zero chemical potential of H and F, which correspond to H2
and F2 gas sources, it can be seen that the stable surface is fully F terminated. Increasing
the F concentration in the source gas makes a fully F-terminated surface formation more
favorable. Similarly, an H-terminated surface can be achieved by increasing the chemical
potential of H. The diagram shows that there is no 1H3F surface termination at any of the
chemical potential combinations, suggesting that the 1H3F surface is thermodynamically
unstable.
The transformation from a 2×1 clean diamond surface to a 1×1 H−terminated diamond
occurs when the chemical potential of H increases to µH −µ0H > 1.52 eV/ atom and to a 1×1
F−terminated diamond when F chemical potential increases to µF − µ0F = −2.91 eV/atom.
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It is noted that the chemical potential needed for the stable F termination is much lower
than for the H termination. It is also important to note that the chemical potential required
to form a fully passivated surface is considerably lower in an F environment than in an H
environment.
According to Figure 2.2, the desired surface composition can be adjusted by varying the
composition of the source gases. If the diamond (111) surface is exposed to HF, H2 and F2 ,
or atomic H and F, it will be fully F terminated. Varying the ratio of the source gases would
change the values of µH − µ0H and µF − µ0F , hence providing various ways of controlling
the final surface termination. The surface termination phase diagram also indicates the
changes that may occur on the surface termination during surface modification after the
deposition process of the coating. For example, exposing an H−terminated surface to an
atomic F environment will produce an F-terminated surface. This is in agreement with
the observation of Yamada et al. [29] that a fully F−covered monolayer was formed after
exposing the H−terminated surface to XeF2 , whereas the 1 × 1 structure was maintained.
The surface termination map was calculated for the equilibrium conditions between the
surface and the source gas. Although the deposition process (PVD or CVD) cannot be
approximated into an equilibrium process, this phase diagram can nevertheless be used
to provide a general trend for varying the source gas to modify the surface F concentration. Along the vertical and horizontal lines designating the chemical potentials of certain
molecules, these molecules are formed with no energy cost, meaning that above the vertical
lines and on the right side of the horizontal lines, the formation energy of these molecules
is negative. Within this chemical potential range, the formation of compounds and growth
of the surface should be considered a competing process during the deposition; however, it
is still possible that higher H or F coverage can be formed as metastable states.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the surface energy was not plotted as a function of
F content, because, from a thermodynamical point of view, the surface energy is referred to
the environment. The surface energy decreases with increasing F content for the common
reference states of H2 and F2 , in agreement with the general experimental measurements.
However, it needs to be pointed out that the surface energy is typically measured experimentally by measuring wetting angles made with various liquids and extrapolating to “critical
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surface tension” according to the Zisman method [66]. The “critical surface tension” is not
the surface energy of the solid itself. Therefore, the comparison may not be appropriate.

2.3.3

Electronic structure and bonding

The length of the C−H bond formed between surface C atoms and H atoms was found to be
1.1Å in the relaxed surface structures for all the surface compositions. The C–F bond was
found to alter in different surface compositions such that the computed bond lengths for
3H1F, 2H2F, 1H3F, and 4F structures were 1.439, 1.414, 1.394, and 1.379 Å, respectively.
The bond length between F and C at the surface decreases with increasing F content and
reaches the minimum value for the fully fluorinated surface. The calculated C−F bond
length for a CF4 molecule in vacuum was 1.344 Å (experimental value is 1.323 Å [67]).
The reason behind the change in the surface energy (and other surface properties) with
F doping can be rationalized by analyzing the electronic structure of the surfaces. Electron
density distributions of the surfaces were mapped to determine the surface area coverage
of F termination, as shown in Figure 2.3. The electron density coverage increases with an
increase in the F content at the surface. The fully F−terminated surface has almost covered
the entire diamond surface [Figure 2.3(e)] compared with the fully H−terminated surface
[Figure 2.3(a)]. The charge density isosurface of e = 0.1 gives a diameter of 1.92 Å for H
and 2.48 Å for F, which is almost equal to the distance between two C atoms (2.53 Å).
One can think a fully F−terminated diamond surface as entirely covered by charges > 0.1.
Consequently, the F−terminated surfaces can be considered to effectively block interactions
between C atoms and the environment, providing better protection for the coating compared
with the H−terminated surfaces.
Bader charge analysis [68, 69] was used to partition electrons and atoms, where atomic
volume and charges were determined according to charge density distribution. The net
charges on the H− and F−terminated diamond (111) surfaces with reference to H2 and F2
molecules and perfect diamond appear in Table 2.2. Calculated values of Bader charges for
H2 and F2 molecules indicated that the fluctuation of net charge was around e ∼ 0.08. The
C atoms at the center of the slab were almost neutral (e < 0.04), which is comparable to
the zero charge determined for the perfect diamond. Thus, the model slab is sufficiently
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thick to maintain the bulk properties of diamond at the slab center.
Table 2.2: Bader charge analysis of H− and F−terminated diamond (111)–1 × 1 surfaces,
bulk diamond, and H2 and F2 molecules. Values show the amount of charge transferred,
with a positive value representing charge accumulation and a negative value representing
charge depletion on the corresponding atom.
Surface atoms
Configuration
H
C below H
F
C below F Bulk C
4H
0.057
−0.021
0.010
3H1F
0.013
−0.069
0.724
−0.611
0.029
2H2F
−0.032
−0.105
0.729
−0.701
0.034
1H3F
−0.139
−0.028
0.752
−0.734
0.008
4F
0.762
−0.829
0.043
Diamond
0
H2
±0.881
F2
±0.0799
There was not a significant charge accumulation on the fully H−terminated surface.
Charges on both H and C atoms on the surface remained close to neutral (e < 0.057),
indicating that no charge transfer occurred because of the covalent nature of the bond. In all
F−containing surfaces, the F atom takes charges from the C atom underneath, resulting in
negatively 0.7−0.8 charged F and positively 0.6−0.8 charged C atoms. In highly fluorinated
configurations, H seems to donate a small amount of charge, resulting in an atomic charge of
positive 0.1. The C−F bond is highly ionic, because of the large electronegativity difference,
1.45, between F, with an electronegativity of 4.00, and C, with an electronegativity of 2.55.
The difference in electronegativity between C and H is as small as 0.3. The ionic character of
the C−F bond might contribute to an increase in the stability of the F−terminated surface.
Larsson and Lunell [57] found that the ionic character of the C−F bonding causes higher
adsorption energies of F to the F−terminated diamond surface compared with adsorption
of H to the H−terminated diamond surface.
The charge transfer and bonding formalism on the surfaces can be effectively shown
using the charge density difference plots (Figure 2.4). The charge density differences were
taken between the surface and the H, F, and C atoms in their corresponding structures.
Positive regions in these plots represent charge accumulation and negative regions show
charge depletion. In addition to the charge density difference plots taken from the xz plane
for mixed H and F terminated surfaces in Figure 2.4, the charge transfer across the interface
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are shown using slices taken from the xy plane from locations marked by an arrow. Because
C−F bonds are longer than C−H bonds, it was impossible to have a slice cut through the
atomic cores of both H and F. Plotting the charge density difference for both cross-sections
results in a three-dimensional map of the charge transfer. In all structures, the surface C
atoms lose charges, but in a C−H bond, the region between C and H atoms gains most of
the charge. In a C−F bond, the F atom gains most of the electrons. These observations are
consistent with the covalent nature of the C−H bond and the ionic character of the C−F
bond. The p orbital on the xy plane of F atoms gains electrons with an increase in the F
content. It is interesting to note that the mixed terminated surfaces featured orbitals of
F atoms that take charge in the xy plane, px and py , directing to the other F atoms. In
contrast, charge depletion in the pz orbital that points to the carbon atoms located below
is noted. The formation of F−F atomic bonds on the surface is counter intuitive, because
the highly negatively charged F atoms would repel each other. The attraction between
surface F atoms is consistent with previous [55] empirical group additivity studies, which
have reported minor repulsion between neighboring F atoms that resulted in the fluorinated
diamond (111) surface not being significantly strained.
The electron charge density difference plot suggested that pz orbitals of fluorine made
σ−type bonding with carbon, and px and py orbitals of fluorine atoms interacted with
each other through p−type bonding. The total density of states (TDOS) of the surface
structures are plotted in Figure 2.5. TDOS clearly shows a new peak that appeared at 25
eV below the Fermi energy for configurations where more than two F atoms existed on the
surface, indicating that this peak was probably caused by F−F interactions. Notice that the
intensity of this peak decreased when three F atoms were considered and increased again
in the presence of four F atoms, indicating that even numbers of F neighbors promoted the
F−F bond formation. This observation provides a plausible explanation as to why the 1H3F
surface was energetically unstable under any of the µH − µ0H and µF − µ0F combinations
(Figure 2.2). Further investigation of partial DOS (PDOS) of surfaces indicated that these
energy levels were mainly contributed from fluorine’s orbitals. The formation of the F−F
bond on a carbon structure was reported by Saito et al. [70], who investigated the effect
of F termination on the graphene edge by quantum chemistry calculations and found that
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having F atoms side by side rather than at the opposite edges was energetically favored.
They attributed the interaction between F−F atoms to the formation of spin singlet states.

2.3.4

Adhesion between F−and H−terminated surfaces

When two F−terminated diamond surfaces approach each other, the negatively charged F
atoms are expected to develop a large repulsive electrostatic interaction. This assumption
was tested by performing adhesion simulations of a fully F−terminated surface against another fully F−terminated surface. Similarly, changes between two fully H−terminated surfaces were characterized. The normal force generated when two fully H− or F−terminated
surfaces approached each other was computed and compared in Fig. 6. In addition to DFT
calculated forces, we considered the effect of VdW forces caused by dispersion relations
by adding them to the DFT-based forces using an empirical method [63]. The dispersioncorrected DFT forces are designated by DFT-D in Fig. 6. Considering the DFT force on
its own, the repulsive force generated between two F−terminated surfaces increased sharply
when the surfaces were brought closer than 2.8 Å. The repulsive force between two fully
H−terminated surfaces rose at a much slower rate when they approached closer than 2.2
Å. It can be seen that the addition of the dispersion energy did not have a significant effect on the repulsion force. The interface separation, below which repulsive force increased
sharply, was recalculated using the the DFT-D method, and it became only 0.2 Å larger
than those predicted from the DFT results. Consequently, a much larger repulsive force
between F−terminated diamond surfaces in comparison to the H−terminated surfaces was
developed, and this large repulsive force prevented two fluorinated diamond surfaces from
getting too close. This analysis infers that the anti-stickiness of DLC film would increase
with an increase in the F content, especially when the F atoms are on the top surfaces.
It also implies that the repulsive force between F atoms can better protect the diamond
surface compared with the H-terminated DLC surface.
In a previous study [71], adhesion and friction between two hydrogenated diamond (100)
surfaces were simulated, and the lower friction observed between the hydrogenated diamond
surfaces was attributed to the repulsive force developed between H atoms on each surface.
We can predict that the repulsive force between the F−terminated surfaces is even larger
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than H−terminated surfaces. In addition, the C−F bond is stronger than the C−H bond,
and fluorinated surfaces are more stable. Consequently, a lower friction between two fluorinated diamond surfaces is predicted compared with that between two hydrogenated diamond
surfaces.

2.4

Conclusions

The chemical stability and electronic structure of F− and H−terminated diamond surfaces
were investigated using first principles calculations. The following conclusions were reached:
1. Both F and H incorporation caused diamond (111) surface C atoms to make sp3 −type
bonding, resulting in a more stable 1 × 1 construction than the 2 × 1.
2. According to the surface phase diagram constructed for mixed H and F terminations,
the F−terminated surface was found to be stable in a substantially larger chemical
potential phase space. A 75% F (25% H)−terminated surface was unstable.
3. Because of the strong bond between C and F atoms and the large size of F atoms, the
F−terminated surfaces prevented interactions between C atoms and the environment,
providing better chemical protection compared with the H−terminated surfaces.
4. Larger repulsive forces between two F−terminated diamond surfaces were predicted
compared with those between two H−terminated surfaces, suggesting lower adhesion
and friction between F−terminated surfaces.
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Figure 2.2: Surface phase diagram of stable H− and F−terminated diamond (111)–1 × 1
surface structures. The graph shows the predominant areas of stable surface terminations
for a particular gas composition. The chemical potentials of H and F are limited to the
formation of atomic H (µH − µ0H = 2.281 eV/atom) and atomic F (µF − µ0F = 1.316
eV/atom).
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Figure 2.3: Electron charge density plots of hydrogenated and fluorinated diamond (111) −
1 × 1 surfaces showing the surface coverage of different terminations from (a)–(e).
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Figure 2.4: Charge density difference plots taken from the xz plane shown at the left and
the xy plane shown at the right for H− and F−terminated diamond (111) surfaces with the
following terminations: (a) 4H, (b) 3H1F, (c) 2H2F, (d) 1H3F, and (e) 4F.
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Figure 2.5: Total density of states (TDOS) for diamond (111) surfaces with the terminations
4H, 3H1F, 2H2F, 1H3F, and 4F as labeled (normalized such as EF = 0).
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Figure 2.6: The variation of the normal force between H− and F−terminated diamond
(111) surfaces with interfacial separation distance. The forces labeled “DFT” are the values
calculated from DFT energy only, whereas the forces labeled “DFT-D” are the dispersioncorrected forces. The inset shows the interfacial distance that was taken into account while
calculating the force.
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Chapter 3

Material Transfer Mechanisms
between Aluminum and
Fluorinated Carbon Interfaces
3.1

Introduction

The adhesive transfer of aluminum to tool and die surfaces is a significant manufacturing problem for the machining and forming processes of components made of Al alloys.
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings, which are known to have good Al adhesion mitigating properties and provide the lowest coefficient of friction (COF) against Al, compared
to conventional industrial coatings based on nitride, boride and carbide systems, have presented themselves as promising tool coatings for machining and shaping of Al [1–4]. DLC
coatings consist of a dense, amorphous structure characterized by a mixture of sp2 and
sp3 type bonded carbon. The carbon hybridization state (i.e. the sp3 /sp2 ratio) and the
hydrogen content are the two major factors that control these coatings’ mechanical and
physico-chemical properties [5, 6]. Studies have shown that during Al−Si alloy machining,
improvements in tool life were achieved by using cutting tools with DLC coatings containing
about 40 at.% H (H−DLC) instead of uncoated tool steel [7, 8]. Tribological tests under
various atmospheres, including ambient air, dry air and vacuum, have indicated that the
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COF values of DLC coatings can vary over a broad range [5, 9–11]. When used in vacuum or under inert gas atmospheres, H−DLC coatings have displayed a consistently low
COF of 0.001 [12–14], which increased to 0.07 in the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere [15, 16]. Testing non−hydrogenated DLC (NH−DLC) coatings that contained less
than 1 − 2 at.% H under inert atmospheres and in vacuum [3, 17] led to significant Al adhesion, with COF values as high as 0.6 − 0.9, which were generally associated with the strong
bonding formed between Al and the dangling bonds of C atoms on the DLC surface [13,14].
The passivation of a surface C atom’s dangling bonds by H and/or OH groups is thought
to hinder interactions with the environment and counterface materials, resulting in a stable
surface with a low COF and a negligible amount of Al adhesion [3, 18–20]. Thus, NH−DLC
coatings display lower COFs when tested under high relative humidity atmospheres − an
opposite trend to the environmental response of the tribological behavior of H−DLCs [3].
The temperature and the partial pressure of H2 required to maintain a fully H−passivated
diamond surface can be calculated using first-principles thermodynamic calculations, which
allow the prediction of conditions that promote low friction during sliding contact [21].
First-principles calculations have been used in many studies to provide insight into the
interactions between Al and various surfaces, including Al2 O3 [22], WC [23], VN, VC [24],
BN [25], graphite [26] and diamond [27]. In these studies, typically the energy required to
separate an interface into two free surfaces−the work of separation, Wsep [28] − was calculated and used to predict the material transfer tendency by comparing the bulk materials’
calculated decohesion energies with the interface’s work of separation. It was reported that
the passivation of diamond surfaces by −H [27] and −OH [20] radicals created repulsive
interactions between these surfaces and Al atoms. On the other hand, it was shown that Al
atoms formed covalent bonds with surfaces consisting of C atoms that had exposed dangling
bonds, as well as with O−terminated diamond surfaces [29]. When iron surfaces that came
in contact with −H and −OH terminated diamond surfaces were considered, first principles
and molecular dynamics calculations indicated that a minimum quantity of adhesion occurred at the contact interface [30]. The formation of C−rich transfer layers on the counter
surfaces that slid against H−DLC was identified as an important factor in attainment of
low friction in DLC coatings [31–33].
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DLC coatings with structures that contain between 2 and 35 at.% F (F−DLC) were
reported to possess a lower surface energy than H−DLC coatings, and tended to form
more thermodynamically stable surfaces [34–42]. The first principles calculations revealed
that two F−terminated diamond surfaces facing each other would exert mutually higher
repulsive forces than two H−terminated surfaces [43]. According to observations of the
DLC-coated molds used for nanoimprinting polymers, F−DLC coatings displayed a more
effective anti-sticking performance compared with the H−DLC-coated mold surfaces [44–46].
One study reported a slightly lower COF of 0.10 for F−DLC coatings tested against steel
surfaces, compared to H−DLC coatings with a COF of 0.13 [39]. These measurements were
consistent with atomic force microscopy observations of F−DLC coatings tested against
Si3 N4 [42], which provided a COF of 0.15, whereas a COF of 0.21 was obtained for the
H−DLC coating. Studies also revealed that while increasing the relative humidity in the
test atmosphere caused an increase in the COF values of H−DLC coatings [16, 47], higher
humidity levels resulted in a decrease in the F−DLC’s COF [48, 49] [48,49]−suggesting
that differences exist between the roles that H− and F−terminated C bonds play in the
passivation of DLC surfaces.
In summary, both experimental and computational studies suggested that the F−DLC
coatings could provide an effective route to alleviate adhesion in the systems studied so
far, most of which consisted of ferrous and ceramic surfaces. Experimental and computational studies that address material transfer and adhesion between F−DLC coatings and Al
surfaces have yet to be undertaken, but remain vital to developing a comprehensive understanding of the surface properties of F−DLC coatings, as well as assessing the feasibility
of applying these coatings on the surfaces of tools used in Al alloy shaping and forming
operations.
This study, accordingly, investigates material transfer mechanisms between F−DLC
and Al surfaces by using first principles calculations. The interfacial strength between
F−terminated diamond and Al surfaces was estimated, and the effect that contact pressure
had on the F transfer was determined. In order to corroborate the implications of the atomistic simulations on tribological applications, sliding contact experiments were performed
on F−DLC-coated substrates (and H−DLC coatings, for comparison) run against commer88

cial purity Al counterfaces. The predictions of atomistic simulations at the interfaces were
analyzed together with the results of the sliding contact experiments, which served to rationalize the effect that fluorine in carbon coatings has on adhesion and friction of metallic
surfaces.

3.2
3.2.1

First principles calculations
Calculation methodology

Interactions between Al and F−DLC surfaces were modeled using first principles calculations
based on the density functional theory (DFT). The single-particle Kohn-Sham [50] equation
was solved with a plane-wave basis set in order to obtain the ground state energies of
the model structures used. All computations were performed using a projector-augmented
wave (PAW) method and a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [51] of exchange
correlation energy, as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [52,
53]. The total ground state energies were obtained by relaxing the positions of the atoms in
the model structures and minimizing the Hellman-Feynman forces using a conjugate gradient
method. Using a plane wave cut-off energy of 600 eV and a 10 × 10 × 1 grid of Γ−centered
k-points, an energy convergence to 1 − 2 meV was obtained. The electronic degrees of
freedom for the structures were set to converge at 10−5 eV/cell and the Hellman-Feynman
forces were relaxed to 0.05 eV/Å or less for all atomic cells used in computations for bulk,
surface and interface structures. The lattice parameters of Al and diamond were calculated
with an error of less than 1% of their experimental values in their bulk experimental crystal
structure [54, 55].
The F−DLC coating surface was represented by an F−terminated diamond surface −
designated as diamond:F surface−by following the common practice outlined in the literature of employing diamond to model the passivation effects in DLC surfaces [20, 27, 30, 56].
A slab model was used to simulate the geometries of the Al and the diamond:F surfaces.
The slabs consisted of 5−10 layers of atoms separated by a 10 Å vacuum gap. The minimum
number of atomic layers necessary for simulating the bulk effect in each slab was determined
by computing the convergence in surface energies for slabs representing Al and diamond:F
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surfaces individually. The surface energy of the Al (111) surfaces each contained three atoms
per layer and converged at 0.82 J m−2 in a slab consisting of eight layers−in agreement with
previous DFT calculations [22]. Calculations carried out to estimate the surface stability
of diamond:F surfaces indicated that a slab with six layers would be adequate. Details of
these calculations can be found in the authors’ previous work [43].
The interface model used is shown in Figure 3.1, and consisted of a periodic arrangement
of alternating diamond:F and Al layers without vacuum that had, at minimum, an inversion
symmetry to ensure that both interfaces were the same. The interface registry (Figure 3.1a)
was constructed to minimize the large lattice mismatch (13%) between the Al and the diamond slabs. A construction that consisted of six bilayers of diamond:F (111)−(2×2) surface
oriented in the [011̄] direction and containing 4 F atoms at the surface and eight C atoms in
each bilayer was considered. The diamond:F slab was matched with a slab consisting of 10
Al (111) surface layers oriented in the [1̄21̄] direction. This configuration formed a hexagonal
interface structure described with an orientation relationship of (111) [1̄21̄]Al k(111) [011̄]C
and consisted of a total of 86 atoms. The structure constructed in this way is called an
interface cell structure (Figure 3.1b). The interface registry was reported to have a negligible effect on the adhesion tendencies of Al/diamond interfaces [27], and hence no other
orientation of Al and diamond surfaces was considered.
Given that the edge length of the Al (111) plane is 4.96 Å in the [1̄21̄] direction, and that
the (2 × 2) diamond slab has a length of 5.05 Å along the [011̄] direction, a lattice mismatch
of less than 2% occurred at the interface. As such, the contribution of misfit dislocations can
be ignored because a periodic interface structure that gives rise to an error in the computed
work of separation less than 5% is considered a reasonable approximation [57, 58]. The
in-plane cell dimension of the Al (111) slab was intentionally expanded to match that of
the diamond surface (5.05 Å), which led to the generation of a negligible strain in the Al
cell, prompting the total energy of the interface to remain virtually unchanged. Interface
calculations were carried out under vacuum at 0 K and the effects of plastic deformation
and diffusion were not considered.
Initially, atoms on Al and diamond:F surfaces were placed 8.8 Å apart, and then the
interfacial separation distance (dAl-F ) was gradually decreased to 1.2 Å. The decrease in
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Figure 3.1: Al/diamond:F interface model used in the first principles calculations. (a) Top
view of the interface registry, where the edge length of the cell is 5.05 Å. (b) Side view
of the interface model formed between 10 layers of Al and 6 bilayers of diamond surface
terminated with fluorine, where zcell is the cell length in the z−direction and dAl-F is the
distance between the Al and F atoms at the interface.
dAl-F was accompanied by a decrease in the z−direction of the interface cell structure. For
each intermediate separation distance considered and defined in respect to cell dimension
zcell , the total energy of the system (Etot ) was computed by letting the atoms relax in
their initial positions without allowing the constrained interface cell structure to relax. The
0 at the far
change in Etot was reported to be relative to that of the reference state Etot

0
separated interface of dAl-F = 8.8 Å. The relative energy change ∆Etot = Etot − Etot
for

the Al/diamond:H interfaces was calculated in the same way, by substituting the F atoms
with the H atoms in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2

Interfacial energy calculations

Figure 3.2 plots the change in ∆Etot as a function of decreasing the separation distance
between the Al and diamond:F surfaces, expressed as a function of zcell −compared with
∆Etot vs. zcell variations between the Al and diamond:H surfaces. It is pertinent to consider
the variations of ∆Etot between Al and diamond:H as a way of rationalizing the interactions
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between Al and diamond:F. For zcell < 40.9 Å, corresponding to dAl−H < 3.4 Å, ∆Etot
started to assume increasingly positive values, hence Al and diamond:H surfaces exerted a
progressively more repulsive force in relation to each other−a repulsive force that continued
to increase with a further decrease in zcell .

Figure 3.2: The relative energy change, ∆Etot , when an Al surface approaches diamond:F
and diamond:H surfaces. While bringing the surfaces together, the cell dimension, zcell
0
is reduced from zcell
= 52.1 to 37.1 Å. The relaxed atomic structures of Al/diamond:F
interfaces corresponding to 1 F, 3 F and 4 F atom transfers to the Al surface are illustrated
at zcell corresponding to the initiation of each transfer event. The inset shows details of
∆Etot vs zcell plot for 38.5 < zcell < 46.0 Å.
For Al/diamond:F, the increase in ∆Etot was not continuous, but incremental increases
in ∆Etot were followed by local minima. ∆Etot initially reached a local minimum of 0.01
J m−2 at zcell = 43.3 Å (see the enlarged portion of the curve in the inset) corresponding
to dAl−F = 4.4 Å, below which ∆Etot started to rise−indicating repulsion between Al and
diamond:F. At zcell = 38.9 Å (dAl−F = 2.8 Å) ∆Etot increased to a maximum of 0.45 J
m−2 and then dropped to another local minimum value of 0.12 J m−2 at zcell = 38.7 Å.
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An analysis of the interface cell structure revealed that the energy minimum at zcell = 38.7
Å is caused by the transfer of an F atom to the Al surface. The 1 F−transferred interface
remained stable, while the ∆Etot increased to 0.35 J m−2 with the reduction in zcell to 38.1
Å. For the interfaces that were closer than this separation distance, the energy dropped to
min = 0.71 J m−2 . At this point, the transfer of 3 F atoms on
a global minimum of ∆Etot

the diamond surface to Al was realized. Further reduction in zcell resulted in an increase
in ∆Etot , but the negative values of ∆Etot indicated that the 3 F−transferred interface
remained stable. Finally, all 4 F atoms on the diamond surface became transferred to the
Al side at zcell = 37.5 Å. Surfaces were brought closer until zcell = 37.3 Å (dAl−F = 1.2 Å)
with no sign of the formation of another energy minimum.
Assuming that the process of bringing the surfaces closer was achieved by applying an
external pressure to the interfaces, the stress in the z−direction, σzz , normal to interface
plane can be calculated using:

σzz = −

1 ∂Etot
A ∂zcell

(3.1)

where A, the area of interface plane shown in Figure 3.1a, is equal to 22.1 Å2 and
is plotted in Figure 3.3. This stress can be regarded as the contact pressure exerted on
the Al/diamond: F interfaces. According to Figure 3.3, the transfer of 1 F atom from
the diamond surface to the Al initiated when σzz = 3.5 GPa, while the transfer of 3 F
atoms occurred when σzz > 4.5 GPa and all 4 F atoms became transferred to the Al
when σzz > 5.7 GPa. When the same amount of pressure (Fig. 3) was applied to the
Al/diamond:H interfaces, ∆Etot increased continuously without an indication of H transfer
to the Al.
To determine the stability of the interfaces with 1 F, 3 F and 4 F atoms transferred
on the Al surface, each of the interfaces shown in Figure 3.2 was pulled apart from its
equilibrium configuration until the interfacial separations (dF−F ) exceeded 8.0 Å. Figure
3.4 shows that ∆Etot of the interfaces with the transferred F atoms were lower compared
to the original Al/diamond:F interface−a clear indication that the F−transferred interfaces
were more stable than the original interface structure. Figure 3.4 provides evidence that the
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Figure 3.3: The variations in the relative energy, ∆Etot at Al/diamond:F and Al/diamond:H
interfaces with the stress, σzz , applied at the interface.
F transfer to the Al surface is thermodynamically feasible, and following the transfer of F
atoms to Al, a repulsive interaction was maintained between this Al/diamond:F interface.
Consequently, it can be concluded that F atoms can effectively passivate both surfaces.
According to Figure 3.4, the 3 F−transferred interface assumed the lowest energy and
min
thus was the most stable, which is consistent with the global energy minimum ∆Etot

observed in Figure 3.2 for this configuration. A better insight was gained into the stability
of F transferred Al/diamond: F interfaces, when the bonding structure of these interfaces
was studied in more detail as described in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.3

Bonding structure of Al/diamond:F interfaces

Electron localization function (ELF) analyses were used to study the evolution of bonding structure generated at Al/diamond:F interfaces. ELF is a position-dependent function
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Figure 3.4: The relative energy change, ∆Etot during separation of the F−transferred
Al/diamond:F interfaces. All F−transferred interfaces had lower energy than the initial
Al/diamond:F interface configuration with the 3 F−transferred interface being the most
stable structure.
whose value varies in the range of 0 − 1, with ELF = 1.0 corresponding to covalent type
bonding. ELF = 0.5 corresponds to electron/gas-like pair probability, which is an indication
of metallic bonding, and for ELF < 0.5 the function is undefined [59]. The ELF plots of
the Al/diamond:F interfaces with different concentrations of F atoms transferred to the Al
surfaces appear in Figure 3.5. The covalent bonding that characterizes a diamond surface is
clearly visible in locations where ELF ∼ 1.0 between the two C atoms. Al exhibited a metallic character, as expected, in locations where ELF ∼ 0.5. At the interfaces where ELF ∼ 0,
the absence of any type of chemical bonding (covalent, metallic or ionic) was apparent. At
the F−transferred interfaces (Figure 3.5b-d), the substantial electron localization generated
around the F atoms and the corresponding charge depletion around the Al atoms were all
indicative of the transfer of electrons from the Al to the F atoms. This observation also
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inferred that an ionic bond was formed between Al and F.
The transfer of F to Al prompted a reconstruction of the Al surface structure. When
1 F atom was transferred to Al (Figure 3.5b), the F atom became bonded to the Al atom
with a bond distance of 1.69 Å (i.e. a distance almost equal to the bond length observed
in the gaseous state of AlF(g) reported as 1.65 Å [60]). The transfer of F caused the top
layers of the diamond surface to expand and those of the Al surface to contract (the Al atom
that bonded to an F atom was pushed away from the surface by 0.13 Å in Figure 3.5b).
When 3 or 4 F atoms were transferred to Al, the subsequent surface changes were more
noticeable. Figure 3.5c shows that following the transfer of 3 F atoms to the Al surface,
two of the Al atoms shifted away from their initial positions on the surface to bond with
the three available F atoms−leaving only 1 non-bonded Al atom at the surface. In this
configuration, each Al atom was bonded to 3 F atoms, which implies the possibility that the
AlF3 compound forms. The structure of an interface with four transferred F atoms can be
regarded as the combination of 1 F− and 3 F−transferred interfaces, but with all 4 F atoms
staying in-plane in the z−direction. This observation can be attributed to the interactions
existing between π orbitals of F atoms [43]. In summary, according to the ELF analysis, F
transfer to the Al surface caused the passivation of the Al surface by F atoms, which in turn
resulted in increasing the stability of Al/diamond:F interfaces. This increase in stability
was due to the surface reconstruction that occurred on the Al (111) surface in the presence
of fluorine. The characteristics of the F−transferred Al surface are investigated in Section
3.2.4.

3.2.4

Modification of Al surface and formation of AlF3

The reconstructed Al (111) surface was examined in further detail to explain the formation
of AlF3 at the Al interface. The formation of this compound is an important aspect of the
material transfer mechanisms at the Al/diamond: F interface. The atomic configuration of
the 3 F-transferred Al surface is illustrated in Figure 3.6, which shows that the reconstruction
resulted in a slightly weakened, near surface Al structure. The work of decohesion, for the
Al layers−defined as the energy required to detach one layer from the Al surface−was
calculated for the first three Al layers. The Wdec values of these layers are marked in Figure
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3.6a. Accordingly, Wdec between the 3rd and 4th layers (1.69 J m−2 ) was comparable to
the Wdec of the atomic layers in bulk Al, which is twice the surface energy of Al (0.82 J
m−2 ). Less energy was required to separate the atomic layers that lay immediately below
the surface incorporating the transferred F atoms (the separation of the 2nd and 3rd atomic
layers Wdec = 1.26 J m−2 ). It should be noted that, despite the weakening of the Al
structure near the surface, the reduced Wdec was still higher than the interfacial strength
of the 3 F−transferred Al/diamond:F interface, which was calculated as Wsep = 0.02 J
m−2 . Consequently, Al decohesion is not expected to occur before the separation of the
Al/diamond:F interface.
Figure 3.6b shows that each Al atom at the surface was bonded to 3 F atoms, suggesting
the formation of an AlF3 compound. The bond structure of the 3 F−transferred Al surface
was compared with the bond structure of the AlF3 compound by relaxing the AlF3 crystal.
We then calculated the lattice parameters of the thermodynamically stable phase, α−AlF3
[61], which belongs to space group R3̄c. In this unit cell, atoms were arranged in the forms
of corner-sharing AlF6 octahedra. The lattice parameters of this relaxed AlF3 unit cell
were calculated as a = 4.99 Å, c = 12.61 Å and x = 0.4266, which are in good agreement
with the reported experimental values for α−AlF3 [61]. In this structure, the Al−F bond
distance was 1.82 Å and angles F− Al−F and Al−F−Al were 89.97 and 156.8, respectively.
When comparing the atomic arrangements of the AlF3 crystal with the 3 F−transferred Al
surface, the Al−F bond distance (1.83 Å) and F−Al−F angle (88.4) values (Figure 3.6a)
proved to be in excellent agreement. The only significant difference was that the Al−F−Al
angle was higher in the AlF3 crystal, because in the 3 F−transferred Al surface, only half
of the AlF6 octahedra were present.
To summarize the salient points of the results arising from first principles calculations,
it was predicted that F transfer would occur at the Al/diamond:F interfaces under high
contact pressure. The F transfer was found to yield an increase in the stability, which was
attributed to the surface reconstruction that occurred on the Al surface in the presence of F
atoms. Further analysis of the reconstructed Al surface showed that AlF3 would form at the
Al surface. The sliding contact experiments were carried out to corroborate the predictions
from first principles calculations, and the results of these experiments are presented in the
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next section.

3.3
3.3.1

Sliding contact experiments
Experimental procedure and material properties

The F−DLC-coated steel samples were placed in dry sliding contact against commercial
purity (> 99%) Al 1100 counterfaces in the shape of 6.35 mm diameter spherical balls,
using a ball-on-disk type tribometer (CSM, Switzerland) to record the change in COF that
occurred with the sliding distance. Sliding tests were conducted using a constant speed of
0.12 m s−1 , and at a 5.0 N load under an ambient atmosphere with a relative humidity of
41 ± 3%. During the tests, a sliding track with an average diameter of 5.0 cm and a width
of 0.3 mm was formed.
The DLC coatings−designated as F−DLC and H−DLC−were deposited using a plasmaassisted chemical vapor deposition (PACVD) technique on M2 grade tool steel coupons in
the form of 25.4 mm diameter discs by Bekaert Advanced Coating Technologies, New York,
USA. The carbon and fluorine contents of the coatings were determined using Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), and their hydrogen content was determined using the
elastic recoil detection (ERD) technique. The compositions of the F−DLC and H−DLC
coatings are given in Table 3.1. Measurements taken from three separate locations each 1.0
mm in diameter were used to determine the average compositions. Pertinent properties of
the coatings are listed in Table 3.1. The surfaces of Al balls (cold forged, supplied by Alfa
Aesar) were electropolished in a 5% perchloric acid (HClO4 ) containing methanol solution
at 20 V for 5 min. The surface roughness, Ra , of the polished Al balls, measured using a
WYKO NT1100 white light optical surface profilometer, was 50 nm. The grain size of the
Al was 9.5 ± 5.2 µm and its Vickers hardness measured at a load of 10 g was 264.7 ± 18.7
MPa (26.9 ± 1.9 VHN) which is much lower than that of the DLC.
Scanning electron microscopy (JEOL JSM-5800LV) combined with energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) was used to examine the transfer layers generated on the Al surface.
The composition of these layers was studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
A Kratos Axis Ultra model XPS with an Al X-ray source (characteristic energy = 1.4867
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Table 3.1: Chemical compositions and properties of F−DLC and H−DLC coatings. The
thickness, t, was determined by pressing a 20 mm diameter ball onto the coating surface
using a CSM Calotest instrument. The surface roughness, Ra , was measured on a 0.269
mm2 area using a white light optical interferometer (Wyko NT1100). Water contact angles
(θ) were measured using the sessile-drop method (Kruss). The elastic modulus (E) and
hardness (H) values of the coatings were measured using a Hysitron TI 900 Nanoindenter
using a load of 5 mN providing a penetration depth ≤ 10% of the coating thickness.
Coating
C
H
F
t (µm)
Ra
θ (º)
E
H
(at.%) (at.%) (at.%)
(nm)
(GPa) (GPa)
F-DLC 72 ± 3 25 ± 2 3 ± 1 1.23±0.05 20 ± 3 80 ± 3 175±12 31 ± 4
H-DLC 71 ± 3 29 ± 3
−
1.21±0.05 16 ± 3 67 ± 2 153 ± 8 27 ± 3
keV) was used, and survey scans of samples were carried out with a pass energy of 160 eV.
High resolution analyses were carried out on the same area using a pass energy of 20 eV.
Cross-sectional TEM samples taken from the Al surface covered with the transfer layers
were prepared using an H-bar focussed-ion beam (FIB) milling technique [62]. Briefly, a
40 µm thick Al plate was first sectioned perpendicular to the area covered by the transfer
layer by mechanical polishing. The location of the transfer layer to be thinned to electron
transparency was coated with a carbon patch 30 × 30 µm2 in area and 2.0 µm in height
inside a Carl Zeiss NVision Crossbeam workstation. The sample was ion milled, beginning
at one side of the plate and continuing until the region of interest protected by the carbon
layer was reached. Ion milling was then performed on the other side of the area protected
by the carbon strip, so that the final thickness of the section was reduced to approximately
100 nm−ready for TEM examination. To minimize ion beam damage during cross-sectional
ion milling, a low ion current (150 pA) was used. The microstructure across the interface
between the Al and the transfer layer was studied using a JEOL JEM-2100F field emission
electron microscope.

3.3.2

The coefficient of friction and formation of transfer layers on aluminum

The variation of the F−DLC coating’s COF with the number of sliding cycles is shown in
Figure 3.7 together with the COF of the H−DLC coating−both tested against Al. The inset
shows the initial portion of the COF curves for the first 200 sliding cycles. The COF of the
F−DLC increased abruptly at the beginning of the test, and reached a maximum value of
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0.61 at the 24th sliding cycle. This initial running-in period of high COF lasted for 110 sliding
cycles. The COF then reduced to 0.14 ± 0.01, and this steady-state value was maintained
for the rest of a sliding test that lasted for 3000 sliding cycles. An SEM examination of
the Al ball surface (Figure 3.8a) that was in contact with the F−DLC, combined with EDS
elemental maps taken from this surface (Figures 3.8b−e) indicated that the Al surface was
plastically deformed and the deformed area was covered with a carbonaceous material that
incorporated F (Figures 3.8c−d). Some oxygen associated with C and/or Al was also present
(Figure 3.8e). SEM and EDS analyses performed on the F−DLC’s wear track at the end of
the test did not show any evidence of Al adhesion. Similarly, the COF of H−DLC initially
increased to a maximum value of 0.67. The running-in period lasted for about 80 sliding
cycles and was followed by a steady-state COF of 0.20 ± 0.01. Evidence for the presence of
C and O in the transfer layers generated on the Al surface is given in (Figures 3.9a–d).

3.3.3

Nanohardness values of transfer layers

The nanohardness values of the transfer layers were measured using a Hysitron TI 900
Nanoindenter with a Berkovich type tip at about 50 different locations. The applied load
was varied between 50 and 5000 µN. Indentations made with the same load resulted in widely
differing penetration depths because of non-uniform thickness of the layers, and because the
layers had different degrees of adhesion to the underlying Al substrate. Consequently, the
average nanohardness values measured at a given load showed large standard deviations.
For the indentations at depths between 100 and 200 nm, it was observed that the mean
nanohardness values were almost constant and their standard deviations were relatively low
compared to those with penetration depths lower and higher than this particular depth
range. According to these measurements, the nanohardness of the transfer layer formed
on the Al contact surface after sliding against F−DLC (Figure 3.8a) was 0.26 ± 0.16 GPa.
Similarly, the nanohardness of the transfer layers formed on the Al surface after sliding
against H−DLC (Figure 3.9a) was 0.29 ± 0.12 GPa. The nanohardness of the Al ball
(measured on the cross-sections away from the contact surface) was determined as 0.56 ±
0.29 GPa. Therefore, the nanohardness values of transfer layers derived from F−DLC
and H−DLC were similar, and lower than the bulk hardness of the Al. In addition the
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hardness of the extruded Al chips formed on the ball surface, as a result of sliding, was
measured and found to be 2.05 ± 1.04 GPa. This indicated that Al was subjected to severe
plastic deformation upon contact with DLC and the deformed Al surface’s nanohardness
was approximately four times higher than that of the bulk Al.

3.3.4

Characterization of transfer layers

The presence of F in the transfer layers was in good agreement with the prediction of the
first principles calculations (Figure 3.2), warranting more comprehensive compositional and
microstructural analyses of the transfer layers by XPS and TEM. According to the XPS
analyses, the composition of the transfer layer formed on the Al consisted of 55.3 at.% C,
24.6 at.% O, 1.7 at.% Si, 0.7 at.% N and 12.8 at.% Al. The F content in the transfer layer
was 4.9 at.%, making the F/C ratio in these transfer layers 0.09, which was higher than the
F/C = 0.04 in the constitution of the as-deposited F−DLC coating−suggesting that F was
accumulated on the Al surface during sliding.
High-resolution XPS spectra of the transfer layers that recorded the binding energies of
C 1s and Al 2p are shown in Figures 3.10a and b. Accordingly, C was present in the transfer
layer in the bonding states of C−C and C−H, and associated with some C−F and C−O
bonds. The binding energies of 284.8, 286.3, 287.8, 289.1 and 290.5 eV were assigned to
the −C−C/−C−H, −C−OH/−C−O−C, −C−C−F, −O−C=O and −CH2 C−F2 bonding
states, respectively [63–65]. The atomic ratio of C−F groups was very small (1 at.%)
compared to the other carbon groups, suggesting that the F in the DLC was separated from
the carbon during the formation of the transfer layer. For the Al 2p spectra, an 2p3/2 binding
energy of 74.92 eV and 2p1/2 binding energy of 75.33 eV were assigned to the chemical state
of Al2 O3 (xH2 O) with the possible presence of hydride groups, which could be in the form of
either Al(OH)3 [66,67] or AlO(OH) [67,68]. Another important piece of information that the
Al 2p spectra yielded was the presence of AlF3 that corresponded to a 2p3/2 binding energy
of 76.55 eV and a 2p1/2 binding energy of 76.96 eV, which matched that of AlF3 reported
in the literature [65, 69, 70]. The species were quantified according to the integral area of
decomposed peaks. Deconvolution of the spectrum as in Figure 3.10b, and the integral
area calculations of these decomposed peaks revealed that 84.2 at.% of Al was present in
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the form of Al2 O3 xH2 O, and 15.8 at.% Al in the form of AlF3 , inferring that the fluorine
present in the F−DLC coating promoted the formation of AlF3 . The high-resolution TEM
investigation provided evidence for the presence of AlF3 in the transfer layer, as described
below.
The TEM samples were prepared from cross-sections taken normal to the transfer layer
on the Al surface, using the FIB milling method described in Section 3.1. A typical highresolution, cross-sectional TEM (HRTEM) image in Figure 3.11 clearly shows that an AlF3
phase was formed at the Al surface. According to the calculated diffraction patterns using
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the HRTEM image, the Al (111) surface was aligned with the
α−AlF3 (1̄012) surface, which is in the same family of (011̄2) planes. Therefore, an interface
structure of (111)Al k (011̄2)AlF3 was formed at the Al surface. This was in agreement with
the previous computational [71] and X-ray diffraction experiments [72], which revealed that
in α−AlF3 crystals, (011̄2) surfaces are the most stable. Another observation arising from
Figure 3.11 is the absence of an oxide layer on the Al surface. It is well known that Al
oxidizes readily even under normal atmospheric conditions and forms a protective oxide
film on its surface. However, Figure 3.11 shows that the oxide layer on the Al surface was
removed during the sliding experiment, allowing nascent Al to interact with F atoms and
form AlF3 .

3.4

Discussion

Two principal results pertaining to the tribological behavior of F−DLC coatings have arisen
from the observations reported in Section 3.3. The first is that the steady-state COF of
F−DLC was 30% lower compared to H−DLC, and the second was evidence for F transfer
to the Al counterface. The detection of F−containing transfer layers by XPS and EDS
and the evidence for the formation of AlF3 at the transfer layers generated at the contact
surfaces supported the key predictions of the first principles calculations. According to these
calculations, when an Al and a diamond:F surface were brought together, the sequence of
atomic transfer events would occur in the manner described in Figure 3.2, and eventually
all 4 F atoms at the diamond surface would transfer to the Al surface. Again, according
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to the atomistic calculations, the number of F atoms transferred to the Al would increase
with an increase in the contact pressure. The interface that consisted of 3 transferred F
atoms proved to be the most stable state. The possibility of forming an AlF3 compound
was predicted from a consideration of the angular relationships and bond lengths of atoms
at the reconstructed Al surface (Figure 3.6b). A thermodynamic argument can be made to
support the formation of AlF3 . Considering that this compound was formed as a result of
the following reaction:
8
8
Al + C48 F8 = C48 + AlF3
3
3

(3.2)

The enthalpy of formation for AlF3 , H f
, can then be calculated from:
AlF3


8
8
3
EC48 + EAlF3 − EC48 F8 − EAl
H
=
AlF3
8
3
3
f

(3.3)

where EC48 F8 and EC48 designate the total energies of the six bilayers of diamond
(111) − 1 × 1 slabs with and without F termination. EAl is the energy of one atom in a
bulk Al face-centered cubic unit cell. EAlF3 is the energy of one AlF3 molecule, calculated
in the α−AlF3 crystal. H f
can then be calculated as 319.4 kJ mol−1 . The high negative
AlF3
value of H f
indicates that the formation of AlF3 is thermodynamically feasible under the
AlF3
conditions considered in this work. Experimental evidence for the formation of AlF3 was
shown by XPS results (Figure 3.10), and by the HRTEM observations (Figure 3.11).
Results of atomistic simulations and sliding experiments although not performed under
identical contact and environmental conditions, complement each other, and when analyzed
together they depict a coherent picture of the material transfer mechanisms. Accordingly, a
model that accounts for the material transfer mechanisms between the F−DLC and the Al
surfaces is proposed as shown in Figure 3.12, upon which implications of material transfer
mechanisms on the COF between Al and F−DLC surfaces can be discussed.
Originally the Al surface was covered with a thin oxide layer and the initial COF was
relatively low (Figure 3.12a). The subsequent steep increase in the COF during the early
stages of the contact can be attributed to the plastic deformation of Al following removal of
the surface oxide film and the breaking of C−C, C−H and C−F bonds. The bond breaking
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process and the formation of new bonds with Al consume energy and may contribute to an
increase in the COF during the running-in period [73] as depicted in Figure 3.12b. During
sliding the occurrence of plastic deformation of Al was evident from the small extruded
lips formed ahead of the contact area as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9a. The deformation
microstructures that developed in Al in contact with DLC surfaces at similar loads were
reported previously and shown to consist of ultrafine Al grains [62], and caused an increase
in local hardness of the Al tip (Section 3.3.3). The transfer of Al fragments to the DLC
surface contributed to the high friction, i.e. COF > 0.7 [18, 19].
The low COF values in the range of 0.1−0.2 were reported to coincide with the formation
of a carbonaceous transfer layer on the Al surface [12–14,31,33,74]. Some authors attributed
the formation of transfer layers on the counterfaces sliding against the DLC coatings to the
“structural transformation” of the sp3 hybridized C atoms in the DLC to the sp2 bonding
state−a phenomenon referred as wear-induced graphitization [75, 76]. Bowden and Tabor
[77] provided an analysis which demonstrated that low shear strength layers between two
hard surfaces would produce low friction. The graphitized layers may be considered as low
shear strength layers that serve to reduce the COF of the contacting surfaces. Provided the
layers remain intact, the wear and plastic deformation of Al are prevented and a low COF
value is expected to arise.
The DLC tribology literature also considers positive effects of −H and −OH passivation of carbon surfaces in reducing the COF [14, 18, 20]. Sliding tests carried out on
non−hydrogenated DLC coatings under a vacuum environment (6.7 × 10−4 Pa) resulted in
a high COF of 0.7, but introduction of H2 or H2 O into the vacuum chamber reduced the
COF to 0.1 [3, 14–18, 78]. It is well known that H atoms could be adsorbed by the transfer
layers formed on Al [31] and the source of adsorbed H is either broken C−H bonds at the
DLC surface or dissociation of H2 O molecules (in the ambient air) into H [20]. Atomistic
simulations have shown that H2 O molecules can dissociate into −H and −OH groups on
diamond surface [20] and effectively passivate the diamond surface, preventing adhesive interactions with Al [20, 27] (and Fe [30]). In the current study both F−DLC and H−DLC
coatings were tested under ambient air conditions and the carbon layers became passivated
by −OH and −H groups, which resulted in a low COF of 0.20. In the case of F−DLC,
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the steady-state COF was reduced by an additional 30% to 0.14. As the sliding tests on
H−DLC and F−DLC samples were done under the same environmental conditions, the effects of atmospheric humidity and Al oxidation on the COF should be comparable. The
nanohardness values of transfer layers generated from F−DLC and H−DLC showed similar
values (Section 3.3.3). Therefore, the observed reduction in the COF cannot be attributed
to the hardness differences of the transfer layer. According to Figure 3.4, transfer of F
atoms to an Al surface caused the formation of stable Al/diamond:F interfaces and the
development of repulsive forces between these two F-passivated surfaces. It was suggested
that, AlF3 surfaces are likely to assume an F termination [71] rather than Al. Hence, the
formation of AlF3 would also contribute to the F passivation of the transfer layer. The
interface atomic configurations responsible for attainment in low steady-state COF conditions are depicted in Figure 3.12c. Previous calculations by the authors have indicated that
the forces developed between two F−DLC surfaces are more repulsive in nature than those
that occur between the two H−DLC surfaces in contact [43]. Consequently, the repulsion
between the charges reduced atomic attractions and hence lessened adhesion between two
F-passivated surfaces.
Finally, it is pertinent to comment on the technological implications of the current results. In engineering components subjected to continuous sliding, such as a piston−cylinder
bore assembly in aluminum internal combustion engines, the use of F−DLC−coated piston
rings could be made feasible if a transfer layer incorporating F atoms is developed on the
Al contact surface during continuous sliding motion. In this case, as both surfaces would be
F passivated during sliding, the performance of the F−DLC coatings−by virtue of having
a lower steady-state COF−might surpass that of the H−DLC piston ring coatings that are
being considered for the same application. It follows that further evaluation of F−DLC coatings for the types of tribological applications in which these beneficial transfer layers could
form during the sliding process is recommended, because more durable adhesion-resistant,
low friction surfaces are likely to develop during sliding. On the other hand, the use of
F−DLC coatings in applications where generation of transfer layers is unlikely cannot be
recommended. Demanding machining applications such as deep hole drilling, metal tapping
and also other machining operations carried out without the use of lubricants may not par105

ticularly benefit from the deposition of F−DLC coatings on the cutting tools. During Al−Si
cast alloy machining−a process that is essential to the fabrication of powertrain components
for use in vehicles−metal transfer to the tool surface is the principal problem causing drastic reduction in tool life. In this application, the contact time between the F−DLC-coated
tool and the workpiece can be too short to establish an F−containing transfer layer on the
machined Al surface, and the F−DLC-coated tool will face a fresh metal surface that is
susceptible to Al adhesion and high friction.

3.5

Conclusions

Using first principles calculations, the atomic interactions at the Al/diamond:F interfaces
were studied in order to provide insight into the tribological behavior of the technologically
important Al and F−DLC coating system. For comparison, the same calculations and
experiments were also conducted for Al and H−DLC. The predictions of these calculations,
although excluding the effects of Al deformation, oxidation and hydration, when analyzed
together with the results of sliding contact experiments between commercial purity Al and
F−DLC coatings, provided insight into the mechanisms of the material transfer events that
controlled the COFs of these coatings. The main conclusions arising from this work can be
summarized as follows:
1. First-principles calculations using an interface model consisting of a diamond:F (111)
and an Al (111) surfaces predicted that F atoms would transfer to the Al when the
contact pressure at the interface reached 3.5 GPa. Higher contact pressures yielded
more F transfer to Al, with all 4 F atoms on the diamond surface relocating to the
Al surface when a pressure greater than 5.7 GPa was applied. No H transfer occurred
from a diamond:H surface to Al when they were pressed together.
2. All F−transferred Al/diamond:F interfaces were more stable than the original Al/
diamond:F interface. ELF analyses showed that F effectively passivated both surfaces
and a repulsive force was maintained between the F−transferred Al surface and the
diamond surface.
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3. The bond structure at the F−transferred Al surface predicted the formation of a
stable AlF3 compound at the Al surface. The presence of AlF3 at the Al surface was
experimentally confirmed when cross-sections of transfer layers that had formed on
commercial purity Al samples placed in sliding contact with DLC containing 3 at.%
F were examined by XPS and FIB HRTEM.
4. DLC coatings placed in sliding contact against Al generated an initially high COF due
to wear and plastic deformation of the Al counterface. Once a carbonaceous transfer
layer passivated by −H and −OH was established on the Al surface, a low steady-state
COF of 0.20 was attained. F−containing DLC coatings produced a 30% lower COF
of 0.14 as a consequence of F transfer to carbon layers and the resulting repulsion
between two F−passivated surfaces.
5. The predictions of atomistic simulations at the interfaces, when analyzed in connection
with the results of sliding experiments, provided a coherent atomistic model depicting
the effect of fluorine on the material transfer mechanisms between metals and fluorinated carbon surfaces. Accordingly, for a fluorinated carbon surface put in sliding
contact with a metallic counterface, a metal fluoride formation was expected to build
on the metallic surface as a result of F transfer. The amount of F transfer would
depend on the applied contact pressure. Following the F transfer, a low friction would
arise due to repulsive interactions between the two F−passivated carbon surfaces.
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Figure 3.5: Electron localization function (ELF) plots of the equilibrium interface structure
for the Al/diamond:F interfaces with (a) no transfer, (b) 1 F transfer, (c) 3 F transfer and
(d) 4 F transfer.
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Figure 3.6: Reconstructed Al (111) surface after the transfer of 3 F atoms. (a) Side view
that shows the two Al atoms that were shifted away from the top surface by a distance of
0.53 Å in the z−direction. The Al−F bond distance is 1.83 Å. The F−Al−F bond angle
is 88.4 and the Al−F−Al bond angle is 105.9. (b) Top view, only the top layer of the Al
surface is drawn to show that each shifted Al atom was bonded with 3 F atoms.

Figure 3.7: Variations of the F−DLC’s and H−DLC’s COFs with the sliding cycles. Tests
were carried out against Al. A schematic of the test geometry and an enlarged view of the
COF curves for the first 200 cycles are shown in the insets.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Secondary electron image of the Al surface after the sliding test against an
F−DLC coating with arrow indicating the sliding direction (SD). The elemental EDS maps
taken from the whole area on (a) are shown for (b) Al, (c) C, (d) F and (e) O on the Al
surface.

Figure 3.9: (a) Secondary electron image of Al ball surface after the sliding test against
H−DLC coating, where the arrow shows the sliding direction (SD). The elemental EDS
maps taken from the whole area on (a) are shown for (b) Al, (c) C, and (d) O on the Al
surface.
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Figure 3.10: XPS spectra of transfer layer formed on Al pin after sliding against F−DLC:
(a) the high-resolution spectra for the C 1s state and (b) the high-resolution spectra for the
Al 2p states. In both figures the deconvoluted spectra show chemical states of elements.
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Figure 3.11: High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of (111)Al k
(011̄2)AlF3 interface formed between AlF3 in the transfer layer and the Al contact surface.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic description of the evolution of the COF in relation to sliding time
for F−DLC in contact with Al. (a) The initial contact between Al and F−DLC results in a
static COF. (b) During the initial running-in period, F (and C) transfer from the DLC to
the Al surface occurs. The COF increases due to the breaking of C−F bonds at the DLC
surface and the formation of new Al−F bonds at the Al surface. (c) The transfer of F from
DLC causes formation of AlF3 at the Al surface and some C linked to F atoms also transfers
to the Al surface. When all surface Al bonds are saturated with F, the final contact interface
formed between two F-terminated surfaces results in a low steady-state COF. See text for
their details.
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Chapter 4

Low Friction and Environmentally
Stable Diamond-like Carbon
(DLC) Coatings Incorporating
Silicon, Oxygen and Fluorine
Sliding Against Aluminum
4.1

Introduction

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings are used to achieve low friction in sliding components
[1] such as gears, piston rings, dies, and tools. The adhesive transfer of aluminum to tool and
die surfaces is a significant manufacturing problem for the machining and forming processes
of components made of Al alloys. It was shown that DLC coatings consistently exhibited
a very low coefficient of friction (COF) and reduced the adhesion much more effectively
than the other coatings when tested against aluminum [2–13]. One drawback to the more
widespread use of DLC coatings is that their tribological properties tend to vary widely
with the environmental conditions. The extent of the environmental sensitivity of DLC
coatings depends on the hydrogen content of the coating. Two grades of DLC coatings are
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distinguished in this respect: hydrogenated DLC coatings with 40 at.% H (a-C:H) and
non-hydrogenated DLC coatings with < 2 at.% H (a-C) [14–16]. The a-C:H coatings are
known to exhibit low COF under a vacuum or inert atmosphere, whereas a-C films display
high COF when tested under similar conditions [16]. Hydrogen termination of the dangling
bonds of surface carbon atoms was shown to be responsible for the low COF (usually < 0.01)
under these conditions [16–18]. When tested in an atmosphere with high relative humidity
(RH > 50%), the COF of a-C:H increased, whereas the a-C showed low COF [1, 14]. The
surface passivation of −OH groups, formed as a result of the dissociation of water molecules
into −H and −OH at the carbon surface, was suggested to be responsible for the low COF
encountered in the a-C coatings under ambient and high RH testing conditions [7, 19]. Low
friction in DLC coatings was also achieved by incorporating 2 − 35 at.% F into the DLC
structure [20–28] . A recent study has shown that when Al was placed in sliding contact
against a 3 at.% a-C:H:F, F-passivated carbonaceous transfer layers on the Al surface were
formed and a low COF of 0.14 was obtained. F-terminated carbon surfaces at the sliding
contact interface (consisting of a-C:H:F and F-enriched transfer layers) were shown to exert
repulsive forces to each other that were suggested to be responsible for the observed low
COF between Al and the a-C:H:F [29–31]. It is important to maintain a low COF between
Al and DLC when the atmospheric conditions during the service life of the coating change in
tribological applications. Examples of these applications can be found in aerospace industry,
the watch industry, and micro/nano-electromechanical systems.
It was reported that tribological properties that do not vary with atmospheric humidity
could be achieved by the incorporation of Si (3−20 at.%) in the DLC structure [20–22,32–37].
The addition of Si in a-C:H was reported to be effective in decreasing the COF of this coating
when tested against steel in ambient air (30% RH) from 0.2 to as low as 0.03 [21, 34, 37–40],
depending on the Si concentration. An interesting observation was that the COF of a-C:H:Si
remained low when the humidity in the test environment was changed in the wide range
between 0 and 85% RH. Meanwhile, in a related set of observations, tests have shown that
SiOx containing DLC films (a-C:H:Si:O) exhibited COF < 0.1 against steel counterfaces
[41]. In this case, also, the COF did not increase much with increasing the atmospheric
humidity [40,42]. The low COF values of a-C:H:Si and a-C: H:Si:O coatings were attributed
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to either the decrease in the surface energy [43] or the formation of a carbonaceous layer
on the steel surface incorporating SiOx groups [38, 44]. However, details of the mechanisms
responsible for how the SiOx groups facilitate the maintenance of a constant COF are yet
to be clarified.
Although Si incorporation reduced humidity sensitivity of the tribological properties
of DLC against ferrous materials, Si containing (7 − 16 at.%) DLC was not effective in
preventing adhesion to the coating surface when placed in contact with aluminum. The latter
point pertained to observations during aluminum forming where more aluminum adhesion
to tool surfaces occurred in comparison to DLC coatings without Si [45, 46].
According to the above literature survey, it was proposed that a hybrid DLC coating
that incorporates Si, O and F (a-C:H:Si:O:F) placed in sliding contact against aluminum
could show low COF and minimize adhesion at the same time. The a-C:H:Si:O:F coating
was tested to investigate whether this coating would show equally low COF both in ambient air and vacuum conditions. The principal purpose of the experiments and analyses
was to rationalize the tribo-chemical mechanisms that led to environment independent low
COF between a-C:H:Si:O:F and aluminum. The chemical and microstructural changes that
occurred at the worn surfaces of aluminum and the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating, were determined
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), micro-Raman, cross-sectional focus ion beam
(FIB) thinning and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). A model for the tribo-chemical
mechanisms that are responsible for the observed friction behavior of a-C:H:Si:O:F coating
is proposed.

4.2
4.2.1

Material and methods
Material properties

The DLC coatings designated as a-C:H:Si:O:F were deposited on 25.4 mm diameter M2
grade tool steel coupons with plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition technique by
Bekaert Advanced Coating Technologies, New York, USA. The chemical composition of
the coating was determined using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), and the
hydrogen content was determined using elastic recoil detection (ERD). The chemical com125

position of the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating is given in Table 4.1 and consists of 20 at.% Si, 12 at.
F, 14 at.% O, 18 at.% H and the balance C. The thickness of the coating was measured
as 2.3 ± 0.1 mm, based on the secondary electron image (SEI) of the cross-section given
in Figure 4.1(a). The elemental map obtained using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
from the same cross-sectional area is given in Figures 4.1(b)-(f) and shows that the F, Si
and O are distributed homogeneously in the coating structure for the top 1.6 mm, whereas
the region near the substrate was rich in Si, which was about 0.7 mm in thickness. Table 4.2
shows the properties of the coating including surface roughness, Ra , water contact angle,
elastic modulus and hardness. The a-C:H:Si:O:F had a hardness of 8.8 ± 0.1 GPa, which
was measured using a nanoindenter; the measured hardness value is in the lower range of
hardness values reported for DLC coatings in the literature [47].
Table 4.1: Chemical composition of a-C:H:Si:O:F as determined by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) and elastic recoil detection (ERD) for H.
H (at.%) O (at.%) F (at.%) Si (at.%) C (at.%)
a-C:H:Si:O:F
17 ± 2
14 ± 1
12 ± 1
20 ± 2
37 ± 3

Figure 4.1: a) Secondary electron image (SEI) of the cross-section of a-C:H:Si:O:F coating
and EDS elemental maps for b) C K, c) O K, d) F K, e) Si K and f) Fe K. The arrow shows
the thickness of the coating on the M2 substrate. The layer (0.7 mm) near the M2 steel is
rich in Si.
Commercial purity (cold forged) aluminum (1100) balls with a diameter of 6.35 mm
(supplied by Alfa Aesar) were used in the sliding contact experiments. The surfaces of Al
balls were electropolished in a 5% perchloric acid (HClO4 )–methanol solution at 20 V for
5 min to obtain a smooth surface. The surface roughness, Ra , of the polished Al balls,
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Table 4.2: Properties of a-C:H:Si:O:F coating. The surface roughness of the coatings was
measured on a 0.269 mm2 area using a white light optical interferometer. Water contact
angles were measured using the sessile-drop method. The hardness and elastic modulus
were measured using a Hysitron nanoindenter.
Thickness
Roughness
Water
Elastic
Hardness
(µm)
(nm)
contact
modulus
(GPa)
angle
(GPa)
a-C:H:Si:OF
2.3 ± 0.1
30 ± 3
91º ± 3
77.2 ± 0.9
8.8 ± 0.1
measured using a white light optical surface profilometer (WYKO NT1100), was 50 ± 5 nm.
The grain size of the Al was 9.5 ± 5.2 µm, and its Vickers hardness measured at a load of
10 g was 264.7 ± 18.7 MPa (26.9 ± 1.9 VHN).

4.2.2

Sliding contact experiments and surface analysis methods

The a-C:H:Si:O:F coated steel coupons were subjected to dry sliding contact tests against
the Al 1100 balls using a ball-on-disk type vacuum tribometer (CSM, Switzerland) and
the COF was recorded as a function of sliding cycles. The experiments were conducted
in an ambient air atmosphere with a relative humidity (RH) of 39 ± 3% and in a vacuum
atmosphere (6.5 × 10−3 Pa). The tests were done using constant loads of 1.0 and 5.0 N at
a sliding speed of 0.12 m/s. During tests carried out in the vacuum atmosphere, the partial
pressures of gasses (CO, CO2 , N2 , O2 , H2 , H2 O, SiF4 , SiH4 , turbo pump oil) inside the
vacuum chamber were measured using a residual gas analyzer (RGA) (Hiden HMT100-RC)
with a resolution of 10−11 Pa.
The transfer layers that were formed on the Al ball surfaces during the sliding contact
experiments were analyzed with a JEOL JSM-5800LV scanning electron microscope (SEM)
equipped with an EDS system. The chemical composition of the transfer layers was determined using an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) system (Kratos Axis Ultra) with
an Al X-ray source (characteristic energy=1.4867 keV) and the charge correction was carried out using a carbon reference. The survey scans of the samples were conducted using
a pass energy of 160 eV. High resolution XPS analyses were conducted on the same area
using a pass energy of 20 eV. The micro-Raman studies of the unworn coating and the worn
surfaces were carried out using a 20 mW He–Ne laser (632.8 nm excitation line) through the
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50× objective lens of a Renishaw inVia Raman micro-spectrometer. The cross-sectional microstructures of the transfer layers that were formed on the Al contact surface were observed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). These samples were sectioned using an H-bar
focused-ion beam (FIB) milling technique, as described in Ref. [48]. The cross-sectional
microstructures across the interface between the Al and the transfer layer on the samples
prepared by this method were studied using a JEOL JEM-2100F field emission electron
microscope.

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental results
Friction tests in ambient air and vacuum atmospheres

The variation of the COF of the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating tested against Al with the number of
sliding cycles, for a total of 20 × 103 sliding cycles in ambient air and at a normal load of
5.0 N, is shown in Figure 4.2. The COF initially increased to a high value of 0.49 ± 0.07,
fluctuated at this value for about 3 × 103 cycles (a running-in period), then decreased to a
low value of 0.08 at 5 × 103 cycles following this running-in period and attained an average
value of 0.06 ± 0.01 for the last 2 × 103 cycles. The contact surface of the Al ball and
wear track formed on the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating are shown in Figure 4.3(a). The Al contact
surface was covered with a carbonaceous layer (Figure 4.3(a)) that consisted of C, Si, O, Al
and F according to the EDS analyses, and was thus consistent with material transfer from
the worn surface of the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating. The secondary electron image (SEI) of the
wear track formed on the surface of the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating is given in Figure 4.3(b). The
EDS analyses of the wear track did not show evidence for Al transfer to the a-C:H:Si:O:F
coating during sliding. The wear debris that was observed adjacent to both sides of the
wear track consisted of particles that were composed of C, O, Si and F, similar to those
detected in the transfer layer that was formed on the Al contact surface (Figure 4.3(a)).
The variation of the COF for the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating with the number of sliding cycles
under an applied load of 1.0 N in ambient air is shown in Figure 4.4. The COF of the
coating did not differ much from that tested at 5.0 N (Figure 4.2); initially a high COF
of 0.39 ± 0.04 was observed for a running-in period of 20 cycles, which was followed by a
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Figure 4.2: The variation of the coefficient of friction of a-C:H:Si:O:F coating with the
number of cycles when tested against Al in ambient air at 5.0 N load.
decrease of COF to a steady state value of 0.08 ± 0.01 after 103 cycles. (Other experiments
carried out at 1.0 and 5.0 N loads showed that the duration of the running-in period varied
between 20 and 4000 cycles.) At all loads during the running-in period, transfer layers were
formed on the Al surface consistent with previous observations [4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 16, 49]. Once
these layers were established, a low steady-state COF regime was observed.
For the test conducted in the vacuum condition at 1.0 N, the COF of a-C:H:Si:O:F
showed a similar behavior to the ambient air tests (Figure 4.4). The COF was 0.25 ± 0.05 in
the initial running-in period after which the COF decreased and maintained a low steadystate COF value at 0.08 ± 0.01. Hence, the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating showed the same steadystate COF at 1.0 N load against Al when tested in either an ambient air or a vacuum
atmosphere, but the concentration of compounds in transfer layers that formed on the
Al surface were different. SEM and EDS surface analyses of the Al ball after sliding in
ambient air revealed that this was covered with a Si-oxide rich carbonaceous transfer layer
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Figure 4.3: SEI of a) Al ball surface and b) the wear track formed on a-C:H:Si:O:F after
sliding at 5.0 N in ambient air. The sliding direction (S.D.) is shown with an arrow.
incorporating small amounts of F, similar to that obtained with a load of 5.0 N in ambient
air (Figure 4.3(a)). No adhered Al was observed on the wear track. On the other hand,
SEM and EDS analyses of the transfer layers formed on the Al ball surface after sliding in
the vacuum (Figure 4.5(a)) showed that the carbonaceous transfer layer formed was mainly
incorporated with C and O as the principal elements with small amounts of Si and F. No
adhered Al was observed on the wear track of the a-C:H: Si:O:F coating (Figure 4.5(b)).
The width of the wear track formed in the vacuum was larger (400 ± 10 µm) than that
formed in ambient air (127 ± 5 µm) at 1.0 N. XPS, micro-Raman, and cross-sectional TEM
investigations were conducted for more detailed characterization of the microstructural and
compositional changes that occurred in the transfer layers, and the results are presented in
Section 4.3.2.

4.3.2

Characterization of composition and microstructure of transfer layers

4.3.2.1

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of transfer layers

Quantitative compositional analyses of transfer layers (at ambient atmosphere, 5.0 N) that
were carried out using XPS (Figure 4.6(a)) were consistent with the EDS analyses and indicated that the transfer layer consisted of 43.7 at.% O, 21.1 at.% C, 16.6 at.% Si, 8.6 at.%
F and 7.4 at.% Al. High resolution XPS spectra of the transfer layer that recorded the
binding energies of C 1s (Figure 4.6(b)), Al 2p (Figure 4.6(c)), and Si 2p (Figure 4.6(d))
were also determined. The C 1s binding energies of 284.8, 286.3, 288.0 and 289.0 eV
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Figure 4.4: The variation of coefficient of friction of a-C:H:Si:O:F with the number of cycles
when tested against Al under the vacuum atmosphere in comparison with the COF of the
same system under the ambient atmosphere at 1.0 N load.
(Figure 4.6(b)) can be assigned to the −C−C/−C−H, −C-OH/−C-O−C, −C−C−F, and
-O−C=O bonding states, respectively [50–52]. By integrating the area of the decomposed
peaks, the atomic ratio of −C−C/−C−H was calculated as 85.3 at.% and the atomic ratio
of −C−OH/−C−O−C as 11.7 at.%. These results suggested that the carbon atoms in the
transfer layers were terminated by -OH, −H, −F and −O. For the Al 2p spectra shown in
Figure 4.6(c), the binding energies of 73.6, 75.2 and 76.5 eV were assigned to Al, Al2O3
(xH2 O) and AlF3 , respectively [52–57]. The integral area of these decomposed peaks revealed that 54.8 at.% of Al was present in the form of AlF3, and the remaining Al atoms
were either in the form of Al or Al2 O3 (xH2 O). This suggests that the F in the coating
transferred to the Al and formed AlF3 on the Al surface. The binding energy of Si 2p spectra shown in Figure 4.6(d) deconvoluted to a single peak at 102.3 eV, which was assigned
to the Si−O−Si bonds [58–60] in the amorphous silicon oxide. This binding energy can also
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Figure 4.5: a) SEI of Al 1100 ball surface and b) the wear track formed on the a-C:H:Si:O:F
coating after sliding test at 1.0 N load and under a vacuum atmosphere.
correspond to that of the Si-O−C bonds as reported in silicon containing polymers [59].
Therefore, the Si and O were found to form Si−O bonds similar to the amorphous silicon
oxide and form a network in the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating. The transfer layers formed in the
vacuum also revealed the presence of the same elements, but the amounts of the elements
were different. These transfer layers were composed of 79.0 at.% C, 15.7 at.% O, 3.9 at.%
Si, 0.9 at.% Al and 0.5 at.% F as determined by XPS. The high resolution XPS analyses of
the C 1s, Si 2p and Al 2p spectra showed analogous results presented in Figure 4.6(b)-(d).

4.3.2.2

Micro-Raman analysis of the wear tracks and transfer layers

The micro-Raman spectra of the a-C:H:Si:O:F DLC coating were obtained from both the
unworn surface and the wear track formed in ambient air. In addition, Raman spectra of the
transfer layer were taken. These are shown in Figure 4.7. The Raman spectra of the unworn
DLC coating and the wear track did not differ significantly and both showed a broad peak
between 1250 and 1650 cm−1 , which is a common feature of a-C coatings [61, 62]. On the
other hand, the Raman spectra of the transfer layers that were generated on the Al surface
showed noticeable peak shifts. Deconvolution of the Raman spectra into two Lorentzian
functions indicated that the peaks centered at 1388 and 1583 cm−1 can be assigned to
the D and G bands of the carbon, respectively. The peak shifts in the Raman spectra of
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Figure 4.6: a) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of transfer layers that formed
on Al during sliding against a-C:H:Si:O:F in ambient air at 5.0 N load. High resolution
spectra for b) C 1s, c) Al 2p and d) Si 2p.
the transfer layer compared to the shift observed in the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating (Figure 4.7)
indicated an increase in sp2 content and, hence, likelihood of graphitization during sliding
consistent with literature [40, 62].

4.3.2.3

Cross-sectional observation of transfer layers by focused-ion beam (FIB)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

Cross-sectional samples taken on a plane perpendicular to the interface between the transfer
layer and the Al contact surface were prepared using FIB milling (see Section 4.2.2). The
SEI showing the cross-sectional image of the transfer layer is presented in Figure 4.8(a),
which indicates that a 3.9 ± 0.1 µm thick carbonaceous transfer layer was formed on the
Al surface for the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating tested in ambient air under a 5.0 N load. EDS
maps taken from the same section indicate the distribution of C, O, F and Si within the
transfer layer, as shown in Figures 4.8(b)-(f). Accordingly, F had the highest concentration
in locations adjacent to the Al surface (Figure 4.8(d)). On top of this region, the layer was
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Figure 4.7: Raman spectra of unworn a-C:H:Si:O:F coating, the wear track, and the transfer
layer that formed in ambient air at 5.0 N.
richer in C and incorporated Si, O, and F. This part of the layer appeared to be compact, yet
exhibited through thickness cracks and cracks that extended parallel to the sliding direction.
The topmost region of the transfer layer was rich in Si and O (Figure 4.8(e)) with lesser
amounts of C and F concentrations compared to the inner sections of the transfer layer.
Figure 4.9(a) shows a TEM image of the same section of the transfer layer in Figure
4.8(a). The Al grains had an average size of 396.5 ± 131.1 nm and aspect ratio of 1.9 ± 0.9
and were elongated in the sliding direction, as a result of the plastic deformation that
occurred during sliding. The details of microstructures of the three regions of the transfer
layer noted in Figure 4.8(a) can be distinguished more clearly in Figure 4.9(a). The thin
(0.52 ± 0.16 µm) F-rich region near the Al/transfer layer interface – designated as “A” in
Figure 4.9(a) – is shown in the high resolution TEM micrograph of Figure 4.9(b), which
indicates that during sliding of Al against a-C:H:Si:O:F, the F reacted with Al and formed
AlF3 crystals with a d-spacing of 0.35 nm on the Al surface. Figure 4.9(b) also shows that
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Figure 4.8: a) Secondary electron image (SEI) of the cross-section of the Al surface with
the transfer layer formed during sliding contact. The elemental EDS maps are taken from
the whole area shown in figure (a) are shown for b) C K, c) O K, d) F K, e) Si K and f) Al
K.
the native oxide that naturally forms on Al surfaces was absent at the Al/transfer layer
interface. The native Al2 O3 layer was possibly removed during sliding, which allowed the
nascent Al to react with the F atoms of the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating forming AlF3 . An HR
TEM image of the transfer layer’s mid-section (“B” in Figure 4.9(a)) shows Al nano-crystals
with an average size of 2.8 ± 0.5 nm dispersed in an amorphous matrix (Figure 4.9(c)). The
presence of these Al crystals in the transfer layer shows that during the running-in period
(Fig. 2), the plastically deformed Al layers were detached from the aluminum’s contact
surface and mechanically mixed with the other elements of the transfer layer (C, F, Si and
O). The presence of cracks parallel to the sliding direction suggests that the transfer layer
would eventually become detached from the surface during sliding to form wear debris. The
topmost part of the transfer layer in contact with the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating was richer both
in Si and O compared to the rest of the layer and, as the HR TEM image (from “C” in
Figure 4.9(a)) presented in Figure 4.9(d) indicates, it consisted of loosely packed nano and
ultra-fine particles. The selected area diffraction pattern obtained from this region is shown
in the inset of Figure 4.9(d), which is consistent with the amorphous structure of the transfer
layer. A few diffraction spots were observed, which could be assigned to SiO2 crystals with
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the cristobalite structure in the P 41 21 2 space group [63–65].

4.3.3

Ambient air to vacuum sliding contact tests

The transfer layers that were formed on the Al surface played an important role in establishing a low COF, as described in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. To elucidate the mechanisms that
allowed the transfer layers to provide a low COF, changes in the chemistry of the transfer
layers during sliding contact were determined by measuring the variations in the amount of
gasses in the environment during the sliding test. For this purpose, the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating
was first put in sliding contact against an Al ball in ambient air at a load of 1.0 N and the
experiment continued until the transfer layers formed on the Al surface. A running-in period
with a high COF occurred in sliding for 1 × 103 cycles and, as soon as the COF reduced
to a steady-state value of 0.1, the environmental chamber surrounding the tribometer was
evacuated while the sliding test was still running. Once a high vacuum of 2.5 × 10−3 Pa was
reached (after 7.4 × 103 cycles), partial pressures of the residual gasses inside the chamber
were measured, while the sliding contact experiment continued uninterrupted. The changes
in the COF and the partial pressure of residual H2 O gas during the sliding test in ambient
air to vacuum are shown in Figure 4.10. The results show that the COF increased from
0.1 to 0.3 during the initial purging period, but then reduced quickly to a very low value of
0.08 ± 0.01 at 6.88 × 103 sliding cycles and this COF value was maintained until the end of
the test that lasted for 10 × 103 cycles.
An increase in the partial pressure of water vapor (H2 O) from 1.7×10−3 Pa to 2.0×10−3
Pa was recorded inside the chamber and this increase continued until the end of the sliding
test, as shown in Figure 4.10. The H2 O partial pressure in the chamber slightly decreased
to 1.9×10−3 Pa when the vacuum sliding test was stopped, which suggested that increase in
the H2 O partial pressure was due to the tribo-chemical reactions that occurred during the
sliding. There was also an increase in the partial pressures of H2 and CO2 during the test
in the vacuum, while the concentrations of these gasses were two orders of magnitude lower
than the partial pressure of H2 O observed. The partial pressures of other gasses that were
recorded in the vacuum, namely SiF4 , SiH4 , turbo pump oil, CO, N2 and O2 were much
lower (10−8 –10−6 Pa) and continuously decreased. The increase in the H2 O during sliding
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in the vacuum may be interpreted as the H2 O becoming desorbed from the coating surface.
To provide supporting evidence for the fact that the H2 O desorption that occurred during
sliding was due to the wear of the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating, the same “ambient air-to-vacuum
test” was repeated, but an a-C:H coating was used containing 29 at.% H against Al. For
this tribological system, the COF decreased to 0.14 after a running-in period that lasted
3.9 × 103 cycles and the residual gas analyses showed a continuous decrease in the partial
pressure of H2 O inside the vacuum chamber during sliding. This observation suggested that
there was no desorption of H2 O molecules when Al was slid against a-C:H and that the H2 O
desorption only occurred if the DLC coating contained Si and O.

4.3.4

Comparison with other DLC coatings

Previous sliding experimental studies [5, 8, 16, 19, 30] supported by models based on first
principles calculations established that H−, OH− and F−passivation of the dangling carbon
bonds at contact surfaces is an important requirement for the generation of low COF values
between aluminum and DLC coatings. Thus, formation of carbon rich transfer layers on
aluminum and also passivation of these transfer layers are both essential for attainment of
a low COF. A comparison of the COF of the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating with the a-C, a-C:H
and a-C: H:F coatings is provided in Figure 4.11. The COF exhibited by the a-C:H: Si:O:F
coating when tested against Al in either ambient air or vacuum was lower and more stable
compared to the COF observed for the other coatings. The a:C coating showed a high COF
of 0.55 in the vacuum. The high COF is accompanied by a high amount of Al adhesion to
the DLC surface, and no carbonaceous transfer layers were formed [5, 8]. Repulsive forces
between H-passivated [16, 18, 19, 66], F-passivated [29, 30] and OH-passivated [19] DLC or
diamond surfaces and their carbonaceous counterfaces were computed using first principles
calculations. The effect of OH-passivation was noted as being particularly important because
trace amounts of H2 O molecules in the environment (3×10−3 Pa) were found to be sufficient
for OH-passivation of the dangling carbon bonds [67]. The feasibility of H2 O molecules in
the environment dissociating into –H and –OH groups when placed at the close proximity of
the carbon atoms on diamond surface has been shown by Qi et al. [19,67]. The effectiveness
of OH-passivation of an a-C coating in reducing the COF after the generation of passivated
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carbon transfer layers in ambient air was demonstrated by Konca et al. [8]. When the OHpassivated carbon layers were formed under the a-C/Al systems running under the ambient
conditions, the coating maintained the low COF in the vacuum until these layers were
consumed [8].

4.4

Discussion

The a-C:H:Si:O:F showed an interesting tribological behavior by displaying a very low and
stable steady state COF of 0.08 both in ambient and vacuum atmospheres against Al. The
low COF was preceded by a high COF running-in period that corresponded to the formation
of carbonaceous transfer layers on the aluminum contact surface. This section focuses
on the interpretation and rationalization of the low COF values observed, by considering
the tribo-chemical mechanisms that operate at the contacting interfaces. Possible reasons
why the same mechanisms would operate in both ambient and vacuum conditions are also
discussed. For the discussion of OH-passivation in a-C:H:Si:O:F coatings, the roles of silicon
and oxygen should be considered together. Then, the role of fluorine is discussed on the
surface passivation.

4.4.1

The roles of silicon and oxygen

The low friction achieved with Si and SiOx containing DLC was commonly attributed to
the formation of SiO2 -containing transfer layers on the counterfaces [38, 40, 42, 44], but the
mechanisms responsible for the low COF were not clarified. In this work, similar transfer
layers were observed (Figure 4.9). The top portions of the layers were rich in Si and it
is conceivable that the Si and O atoms present in the a-C: H:Si:O:F coating likely formed
silica, SiO2 or silicate structures in the layer. The silicate structure, [SiO4 ]−4 for which two
Si were connected by a bridging O atom such that Si−O−Si bonds seen in the XPS spectra
of Figure 4.6(d), is the basic unit of both crystalline and amorphous forms of silica. It is
well known that Si−O−Si bonds are susceptible to attack by the H2 O molecules when the
silica is placed under stress − a phenomenon known as stress corrosion cracking or static
fatigue [68, 69]. The physical mechanism of stress corrosion involves the H2 O molecule −
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aligning the lone pair of its oxygen molecules with the unoccupied electron orbitals of the
Si atoms in the stressed Si−O−Si chain [68–70]. Concurrently, a bond forms between the
H of the water molecule and the bridging O atom. It was proposed that this mechanism
results in the breaking of the Si−O−Si bond, which is replaced by two Si−OH bonds. This
hydration mechanism is shown below in Eq. 4.1 and schematically depicted in Fig. 12:

-Si − O − Si − +H2 O = −Si − OH + -Si − OH

(4.1)

The proposed hydration mechanism would occur during sliding at the surface of the
a-C:H:Si:O:F coating surface, as well as within the transfer layer (Figure 4.9(d)). Ambient
air-to-vacuum sliding contact experiments (Figure 4.10) provided evidence for the presence
of adsorbed H2 O molecules at the contact interfaces.
The hydration reaction shown in Eq. 4.1 is necessary, but not a sufficient mechanism to
achieve the low COF in a-C:H:Si:O:F coating. This was shown by performing experiments
during which a silicate glass (namely an amorphous SiO2 plate with a structure known
to consist of interconnected [SiO4 ]−4 units) was put into sliding contact against the same
Al counterface under 5.0 N load and a sliding speed of 0.12 m/s, i.e. the same condition
used to test the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating (Figure 4.1). A high COF of 0.65 was obtained for
silicate glass in ambient air and when the experiment was repeated, while the silicate glass
was submerged in water, an even higher COF of 0.90 was measured. (A COF of 0.63 was
obtained when a plate of pure silicon was tested in ambient air.) Thus, neither Si nor the
SiO2 exhibited the low steady-state COF of a-C:H:Si:O:F run against Al. These results are
consistent with results reported in the literature that indicated the COF between Si and
SiO2 pairs ranged between 0.2 and 0.4 [71]. Therefore, it can be argued that in order to
achieve the low COF, Si and O must be present within the amorphous carbon network.
The nano-sized fragments rich in Si and O that were formed on the top section of the
transfer layer (Figure 4.8) can be interpreted as evidence for the fracture of the layer, due
to stress corrosion (Figure 4.9(d)). These loosely-packed, nano-sized, hydrated fragments
may facilitate shearing of the solid core of the transfer layer against the coating surface, and
thus might contribute to the low COF.
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4.4.2

The role of fluorine

Fluorine is another contributor to the low COF in the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating. As reported
in the literature [30], incorporation of F in the DLC coating reduced the friction against Al
and, hence, F would take part in the establishment of very low COF of the a-C:H:Si:O:F
coating compared to a-C and a-C:H coatings, as shown in Figure 4.11. The a-C:H:F tested
against Al showed low COF due to formation of two F-passivated carbon surfaces at the
sliding contact interface [29, 30]. The formation of AlF3 compound in the transfer layer
– near the aluminum interface – was observed by XPS and high resolution TEM studies
conducted by the authors in an a:C:H:F coating [30]. Consistent with the observations in
a-C:H:F, the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating had also an F-rich film within the transfer layers on Al
(Figure 4.8(d)). The presence of AlF3 was detected near the aluminum side of the transfer
layer (Figure 4.9(b)). The transfer of fluorine to the Al surface and AlF3 compound could
facilitate transfer layer formation.

4.4.3

The tribo-chemical mechanisms for low coefficient of friction in ambient air

The suggested mechanisms of the low COF attained during sliding a-C:H:Si:O:F and Al
are summarized in the schematic diagrams, shown in Figure 4.13(a). Accordingly, when
a-C:H:Si:O:F was placed in contact with Al, the F was conceivably the first component
to transfer to the Al contact surface. The reaction between Al and F formed AlF3 , resulting in an F-rich layer on the Al surface. On top of this region, a carbonaceous layer
incorporating Si, O and F was formed. This layer appears to be compact and contained
Al nano-crystals (Figure 4.13(a)). Thus, Al surface that was subjected to severe plastic
deformation [48] became detached and the fragments were mechanically mixed with the
carbonaceous transfer layers. The topmost region of the transfer layer consisted of a loosely
packed particulate structure that was formed when the adsorbed H2 O molecules caused
fracture of the −Si−O−Si− bond in the amorphous (graphitized) carbon network (Figure
4.13(a)). As discussed above, the OH− hydration and passivation of carbon and [SiO4 ]−4
groups on the surface, and the easy shearing of nano-sized Si−O and C appeared to operate
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together leading to a low COF in ambient air, as in Figure 4.13(b).

4.4.4

The low coefficient of friction in the vacuum

An important observation was that a-C:H:Si:O:F showed the same low COF when tested
within a vacuum atmosphere. The environmental stability of the COF made this particular
coating unique among the DLC coatings (Figure 4.11). The mechanism of the low COF of
this coating in vacuum can be discussed considering the fact that when the a-C:H: Si:O:F
was subjected to sliding in the vacuum, the transfer layer showed evidence of passivation
by −H, −F and −OH groups. It was previously shown in [72] that in a-SiC:H thin films
loaded in tension and placed in testing environments of different relative humidity values,
the crack growth velocity was insensitive to the humidity level even when the humidity in
the surrounding atmosphere was reduced to very low levels of 0.1%. The model developed
in [72] revealed that the change in the strain energy release rate with the partial pressure of
H2 O was constant and, as such, an infinitesimal amount of atmospheric H2 O was sufficient
to break the Si-O bonds. Figure 4.10 shows that H2 O molecules that were desorbed during
the sliding test conducted in vacuum with a partial pressure of about 10−3 Pa, which
were sufficient for the mechanism shown in Eq. 4.1 to be activated and thus allowed the
tribological mechanisms, shown in Figure 4.13, to operate under the vacuum atmosphere.
In summary, a-C:H:Si:O:F coating is of value for engineering applications where a low
COF is required for the extended service life, during which the atmospheric conditions may
change considerably. The low and stable COF of this coating can be useful in applications where very low humidity is present, such as in lithium-ion battery manufacturing and
aerospace tribology.

4.5

Conclusions

Sliding contact experiments between a-C:H:Si:O:F and 1100 Al were carried out in ambient
air and vacuum atmospheres. The microstructure and chemical changes that occurred at
the contact surfaces and within the transfer layer generated during sliding were investigated.
The following conclusions were reached:
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1. The a-C:H:Si:O:F exhibited a low COF of 0.08 against Al in an ambient air, as well
as a vacuum atmosphere, following a running-in period during which carbonaceous
transfer layers containing fluorine and silicon oxide formed on the Al surface.
2. The low friction achieved with a-C:H:Si:O:F coating can be attributed to the operation
of passivation and hydration mechanisms during sliding. It is suggested that the
hydration of the −Si−O−Si− chains in the coating and transfer layers resulted in the
formation of two OH-passivated surfaces at the contact interface that led to low COF.
3. The hydration of Si−O−Si chains is suggested to be responsible for the formation of
easily sheared nano-sized a-C:Si:O fragments at the contact interface, passivated by
–OH.
4. The fluorine in the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating transferred to the Al and formed AlF3 on
the Al surface. The fluorine and hydrogen appeared to have provided additional
passivation of the carbon surfaces and contributed to the reduction of COF observed
to levels below those for a-C, a-C:H and a-C:H:F coatings.
5. The fact that low friction was also obtained in vacuum indicated that a very small
amount of water vapor (10−3 Pa) in the environment may be sufficient to allow the
hydration and OH-passivation mechanisms to be effective.
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Figure 4.9: a) Bright field cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) image
of the transfer layer formed on the Al surface. b) High resolution TEM (HR TEM) image
obtained from the region labeled as “A” in (a). c) HR TEM image obtained from the
region labeled as “B” in (a). Inset shows the diffraction pattern obtained by fast Fourier
transformation (FFT) of the image. d) HR TEM image of the transfer layer obtained from
the region labeled as “C” in (a). Inset shows the selected area diffraction pattern of the
same area.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic diagram showing the [SiO4 ]−4 tetrahedral groups (connected by
−Si−O−Si− bridging oxygen bonds) that are attacked by H2 O molecules breaking the
Si−O bonds and passivating the surface by −OH.
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Figure 4.13: Schematic diagrams showing the mechanisms responsible for the low friction
of a-C:H:Si:O:F. a) Formation of F-rich carbonaceous transfer layer containing AlF3 and a
densely packed amorphous layer containing C, Si, O, F and nanocrystalline Al. The topmost
part of the layer had loosely packed, nano-sized, fragments (C, Si and O) passivated by
−OH. b) The easy shearing mechanism between the passivated fragments and development
of repulsive forces between these passivated groups.
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Chapter 5

Oxidation Induced Softening in Al
Nanowires
Nanowires (NWs), have significant potential to be used in a broad range of new applications
including flexible electronics, nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS), and nano devices
[1–5]. Understanding the mechanical properties of NWs is important in order to improve
the functionality and reliability of these devices. However, the elastic modulus of NWs,
even though is one of their most fundamental mechanical property, has neither accurately
reported nor consistently interpreted in the literature. Contrary to the general observation
that “smaller is stronger,” the Young’s moduli (E) of NWs have been reported to increase
[1, 6–9], or decrease [7, 9, 10], with the decreasing NW diameter or become less sensitive to
it [7]. The reasons for these variations have been discussed in terms of surface stresses,
atmospheric contamination, and the presence of the native oxide layers on the NW surfaces
[1, 6–12].
Park et al. [12] reviewed recent studies on the size dependence of the E of NWs and
indicated that one of the main discrepancies between the computational and experimental
studies arose because the role of the native oxides that form on metal surfaces was neglected
in the computational studies [6,12]. Limited experimental data suggests that the oxidation of
tungsten NWs would increase its Young’s modulus [7], whereas for silicon NWs an oxidation
induced Young’s modulus reduction was reported [7, 13, 14]. The effect of oxidation on the
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mechanical properties should become more prominent for metallic NWs that have high
affinity for oxygen such as Al, Mg, and Ti. For instance, Al can rapidly form an oxide layer
even in ultra-high vacuum, i.e., at surface exposures to as low as 10−8 Torr sec O2 [15, 16].
However, experimental determination of the E of the native oxide phase generated on the
surface of metallic NW, separately from the overall or “composite” E of the NW, is extremely
difficult. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been widely used to simulate the
deformation mechanisms of NWs, yet; so far these studies were limited to the pure metals
for which empirical potentials are available [8, 17–20]. The current study demonstrates that
the formation of a native oxide layer would lead to a reduction in the Young’s modulus of
the aluminum (Al) NWs.
MD simulations of the oxidation process of the Al-NW were carried out using a reactive
force field (ReaxFF) method. The ReaxFF was implemented to capture the charge transfer
during an oxidation reaction. Briefly, the ReaxFF [21,22] determines the atomic charge with
the electron equilibration method [23], sets up the bond order based on atomic distances,
and then computes bond, columbic, over coordination, and non-bond (van der Waals like)
terms of the total energy. Previously reported ReaxFF Al/O configuration [24] was tailored
for the Al-O system studied here and a pure Al structure as well as various Alx Oy gas
phases where the Al atoms assumed different oxidation states (including over-oxidized AlO2
clusters) were considered and integrated with the ReaxFF nitramine description [25]. A
ReaxFF force field input file, which can be used with the standalone ReaxFF program and
LAMMPS [26], has been provided as supplementary material (ffield.reax) [27]. ReaxFF
captures both the metallic and the partially ionic bonds for Al/Al2 O3 interfaces, and also
predicts the non-wetting to wetting transition of liquid Al on α-Al2 O3 surface at high
temperature [24]. All calculations were carried out using the LAMMPS code [26], and the
atomic charges were updated at every MD time step of 0.5 fs. The model consisted of
10.2 nm-long [001] oriented Al-NWs with three different diagonal lengths (assumed as the
diameter) of 3.2, 4.0, and 5.6 nm with an octagonal cross-section consisting of {100} and
{110} crystallographic facets. For preparation for mechanical testing, a system consisting
of Al-NW surrounded by oxygen molecules in a gaseous atmosphere was equilibrated until
a stable oxide layer was formed on the surface [28]. The oxidized Al-NWs prepared in this
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way were subjected to tensile deformation under a vacuum environment. All simulations
were carried out at the homologous room temperature that corresponds to 0.3Tm for Al,
where Tm is the melting temperature of Al estimated as 600 K for the pure bulk Al by
ReaxFF.
As soon as the pure Al-NW was exposed to O2 , the oxidation process started instantaneously. The rate of the oxidation process was determined by computing the numbers of
Al and O atoms inside the oxide phase as a function of the simulation time. Figure 5.1(a)
shows the oxidation rate for the NW with a 4.0 nm initial diameter. Atomic charge values
(Q) were used to distinguish between the atoms that participated in the oxidation reaction.
Typical snapshots of the oxidation process are shown in Figure 5.1 as insets. Initially, both
Al atoms in the NW and the O2 molecules in the environment had neutral charges (0.0), as
shown in Figure 5.1(b). The formation of an oxide shell around the metallic Al-NW that
consisted of Al atoms with a charge of ∼ +1.5 and O atoms with a charge of ∼ −1.0 can
be seen in Figures 5.1(c), 5.1(d) and 5.1(e) that show the stages of the oxidation process at
5, 25, and 50 ps MD time, respectively. The number of atoms in the oxide phase increased
rapidly during the initial 25 ps and then started to slow down, i.e., the oxidation process
followed the typical diffusion-limited passivation layer formation kinetics [29–31]. According to Figure 5.1(a), the oxygen uptake rate dropped from 9.2 × 103 g s−1 cm−2 at 5 ps to
3.0 × 101 g s−1 cm−2 at 50 ps. For MD times beyond 25 ps, the numbers of Al and O atoms
showed little change until the end of the simulation at 50 ps as depicted in Figures 5.1(d)
and 5.1(e), indicating that the oxide passivated the Al surface effectively and the effect of
further oxidation was not significant on the oxide’s structural and bonding properties. Although the calculated oxidation rate was much higher than the experimentally determined
rates [12], the applied strain rate in MD simulations was higher too, so that the ratio of
strain rate to the oxidation rate (∼ 105−7 ) was comparable to the ratio of experimental
rates (which is also 105−7 ).
The average oxide thickness (toxide ) was calculated as ∼ 1.0 nm. The exact values of
toxide are given in Table 5.1 for Al-NWs with different initial thicknesses. The oxide shell had
a unique bond structure, density, and stoichiometry that did not depend significantly on the
initial Al-NW diameter. Thus, the structures and the properties of the oxide that was formed
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Figure 5.1: The variation of oxidation rate of Al-NW with MD time and the formation of
a passive oxide layer at (a) t = 0 ps, (b) t = 5 ps, (c) t = 25 ps, and (d) t = 50 ps. The
atoms are color coded according to their charges (Q) such that Al atoms with Q > 0.1 and
O atoms with Q < −0.1 are considered to belong to the oxide film. The numbers of O and
Al atoms in the oxide phase are determined as a function of time based on their atomic
charges.
on the initially 4.0 nm thick Al-NW are the representative of all oxidized Al-NWs. The basic
structural units of the oxide consisted of a mixture of [AlO4 ] and [OAl4 ] tetrahedra that
were inter-connected either by corner-sharing (75%) or edge-sharing (25%). The oxide had a
short range order and consisted of 3440 Al and 3805 O atoms forming the chemical formula
of AlO1.1 . Oxygen-deficient structure of the amorphous oxides was previously reported for
Al oxides formed on NiAl [32]. Based on the radial distribution function (RDF), g(r) [33],
the average Al-O bond length was estimated as 1.8 − 1.9 Å. The Al-Al bond length was
3.2 Å and that of the O-O was 3.1 Å. On average, Al atoms were coordinated to 2.8 O
atoms and O to 2.6 Al atoms, consistent with the O/Al ratio of 1.1. The atomic density of
the oxidized NW was calculated on the radial sections starting from the NW’s center. The
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core of the NW consisting only of Al had a density of ρ = 2.68 g/cm3 . The AlOx density
varied through the thickness with ρ = 2.35 g/cm3 closer to Al/AlOx interface increasing
to ρ = 2.78 g/cm3 at the mid-section of the oxide shell then reducing again to ρ = 2.35
g/cm3 near the outer surface. The average oxide density was similar to the experimental
values of 2.70 − 2.80 g/cm3 for bulk amorphous oxides [34–36]. The Al-O bond structure
compared well with the neutron diffraction data obtained for the amorphous oxide with a
density of 2.8 g/cm3 produced by anodic oxidation of Al foils [36, 37]. Overall, ReaxFF
predicted the atomic structural changes that occurred during the Al oxidation process and
the oxide’s bond structure compared very well with the results of previous computational
and experimental findings [31, 38].
The Al-NWs whose surfaces were covered with an oxide phase were then subjected to
tensile deformation simulations at a strain rate of 0.05% ps−1 (5×108 s−1 ). The tensile strain
was applied along the [001] direction of the Al crystal at constant increments of 0.5% and at
each strain increment the structure was allowed to relax for 10 ps using NVT ensemble. The
stress generated during the deformation was calculated using Clausius virial theorem [33],
which was corrected by the true volume of the NWs and the engineering stress-strain curves
were obtained for each NW. Representative stress-strain curves of Al-NW with a diameter
of 4.0 nm before (Al) and after oxidation (Al + AlOx shell) are shown in Figure 5.2(a). The
figure also shows the stress-strain response of the oxide shell (AlOx shell) tested without
Al-NW core. All three structures, (Al-NW), (AlOx shell), and (Al + AlOx shell) showed a
linear stress-strain relationship up to 6% strain.
While the elastic deformation of Al crystals occurred by reversible stretching of the
bonds, the amorphous oxide shell exhibited a viscoelastic deformation mechanism as observed in other amorphous oxides that undergo irreversible diffusional flow of the atoms
[39, 40]. The stress-strain curves of both the Al-NW and the oxide covered NWs structures
showed a linear increase up to the yield point (9% of strain), where dislocation nucleation
occurred in Al crystal, and was immediately followed by a drop in the stress as a result of
dislocation motion inside the NWs. The Young’s moduli were calculated by a linear fitting
of the stress-strain curves up to 5% strain as indicated in Figure 2(a) and the results are
tabulated in Table 5.1. For the oxidized Al-NWs with 6.84, 5.07, and 4.22 nm diameters
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(dAl+oxide ), the computed EAl+oxide values were 46.62, 38.53, and 35.36 GPa, respectively.
These values are at least 30% lower than the Young’s modulus of the pure Al-NWs calculated in vacuum with initial diameters of 3.2, 4.0, and 5.6, which have EAl values of 58.00,
61.19, and 64.14 GPa, respectively. The values in turn are in agreement with the experimentally determined values (EAl = 61 − 69 GPa (Refs. [41] and [42])) for bulk Al single
crystal samples. Therefore, the reduction of E in the oxidized Al-NWs was due to softening
induced by the oxide shell. To compute the Young’s modulus of the oxide shell separate from
the Al-NW, the metallic Al atoms (with Q < 0.1) at the center of the NW were removed.
It was found that the amorphous oxide shell had an unexpectedly low Young’s modulus of
25.50 GPa.
Table 5.1: Young’s modulus (E) data for Al-NWs with different diameters and oxide layers.
The initial diameter of Al-NW before oxidation is (dAl ), the diameter of Al-NW with an
oxide shell is (dAl+oxide ), and the thickness of the oxide is (toxide ). The calculated values of
the density of the oxide (ρ), O/Al atomic ratio (x) for the oxide, and Young’s modulus of
the oxide shell (Eoxide ) are tabulated for three different dAl .
System
dAl
dAl+oxide toxide
ρ
x
E
Eoxide
(nm) (nm)
(nm)
(g/cm3 )
(GPa)
(GPa)
Al core + oxide shell
3.20
4.22
0.98
2.73
1.05
35.36
25.87
Al core + oxide shell
4.00
5.07
0.92
2.78
1.11
38.53
25.50
Al core + oxide shell
5.60
6.84
1.06
2.74
1.12
46.62
26.90
Al-NW
3.20
...
...
...
0.00
58.00
...
Al-NW
4.00
...
...
...
0.00
61.19
...
Al-NW
5.60
...
...
...
0.00
64.14
...
Al (100) (Exp.)
Bulk
...
...
...
...
61 [42]
...
Al polycrystalline (Exp.) Bulk
...
...
...
...
69 [41]
...

The low Young’s modulus of oxidized Al-NWs may appear counter-intuitive, considering
that the crystalline α−Al2 O3 has much higher Young’s modulus than that of the pure
Al. Computations made using ReaxFF predicted the Young’s modulus of bulk crystalline
Al2 O3 as 401 GPa (Ref. [24]), whereas the amorphous form of bulk Al2 O3 (a-Al2 O3 ) had
a lower modulus in the range of 89.19 − 135.36 GPa— both of which compared well with
the experimental values of 366 − 410 GPa (Ref. [43]) for the crystalline Al2 O3 and 95 − 110
GPa (Refs. [35, 44, 45]) for its amorphous counterpart. Accordingly, the factors that can
result in the observed low Young’s modulus of the oxidized Al-NWs were investigated in
more detail. By comparing properties of amorphous-AlOx (a-AlOx ) phase configured in
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different geometrical shapes including bulk, wire, and shell type structures, it was revealed
that the stoichiometry (i.e., O/Al atomic ratios, x), bond structure, and density (ρ) of the
oxide phase all contributed to the unexpectedly low E of the native oxide shell. In addition,
the fast surface diffusion during deformation at the nano-scale also contributed to the same.
These amorphous structures were generated by quenching (rather than by oxidation) an
a-AlOx melt from 5000 K to 200 K to obtain 5.0 nm in diameter solid oxides with different
densities and shapes. The calculated Young’s moduli of resulting a-AlOx structures are
listed in Table 5.2 that shows that EAlO1.5 = 268.28 GPa of the bulk oxide structure was
higher than EAlO1.5 = 114.28 GPa for the wire structure both with the same ρ = 4 : 0
g/cm3 . This observation suggests that a large surface to volume ratio in NWs facilitates
the deformation of the nano-sized amorphous oxides. For a shell with the same size, but
with two free surfaces, a slightly lower EAlOx was observed for all x and ρ values considered.
When the density of the a-AlO1.5 shell was reduced from 4.0 to 2.8 g/cm3 , the EAlO1.5
decreased from 103.21 to 81.36 GPa. At the same density of 2.8 g/cm3 , the reduction of
the O/Al ratio from 1.5 to 1.1, further decreased the Young’s modulus to 57.50 GPa. The
EAlO1.1 (57.50 GPa) estimated for the shell (with ρ = 2.8 g/cm3 ) was still higher than the
E of the native oxide shell (25.50 GPa) formed during the oxidation process, because in
a-AlO1.1 shell both Al-O had higher coordination (each Al was coordinated to 3.8 O and
each O to 3.5 Al) compared the Al-O coordination in the native oxide shell for which the
coordination numbers were 2.8 and 2.6, respectively. The Young’s modulus for the native
oxide of Al (or a very thin a-Al2 O3 with a thickness of 1 nm) has not been reported in
the literature due to experimental limitations at this scale. In a recent study [46], micropillar compression experiments conducted on anodic aluminum oxide reported a low Young’s
modulus of 31 − 46 GPa, which is within the same range as the computed values in this
work.
The lower Young’s modulus of the oxide on Al-NW compared to those observed for the
bulk structures infers a size dependence of the oxidized Al-NWs (EAl+oxide ) to the initial Al
diameter (dAl ). The value of EAl+oxide can be estimated using the rule of mixtures (RoM)
such that a “composite” modulus can be obtained similar to composites with a core-shell
structure subjected to a tensile deformation under plane strain condition. The Al-NW can
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Figure 5.2: (a) Engineering stress-strain (σ − ε) response of pure Al-NW with a diameter
of 4.0 nm, the oxidized Al-NW (Al + AlOx shell) and AlOx shell which was tested without
the Al-NW core. The inset shows the Al + AlOx shell along the [001] of a NW deformed in
vacuum. The initial 0% − 5% strain region was fitted to a straight line (R2 > 0.9995) and
the Young’s modulus of each structure was calculated from the slope of the straight line.
(b) Size dependence of the Young’s modulus of oxidized Al-NW. Solid symbols are from
MD simulations (Table 5.1) and open symbols are from experimental data reported in the
literature. The curves were computed assuming that the oxide layer thickness was either
1.0 nm or 4.0 nm. The diameter of NWs and thickness of thin films represent the sizes of
the structures in Refs. [44, 47–53].
be assumed to have a cylindrical shape with rAl+oxide being the radius of the oxidized AlNW, rAl the radius of the Al core and with a shell thickness of toxide . Thus, according to
RoM

EAl+oxide = EAl

rAl

+ Eoxide 1 −

rAl+oxide

As rAl = rAl+oxide − toxide and rAl+oxide =

EAl+oxide = EAl 1 −

2toxide
dAl+oxide

"

2

dAl+oxide
,
2

"

2
+ Eoxide



rAl

2 #

rAl+oxide

(5.1)

then Eq. 5.1 can be re-written as

 #
2toxide 2
1− 1−
dAl+oxide

(5.2)

The normalized values for EAl+oxide with respect to the computed Young’s modulus of
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Table 5.2: Young’s modulus (E) data of 5.0 nm diameter amorphous aluminum oxides (aAlOx ) with different shapes, O/Al atomic ratio (x), and density (ρ), computed from the
tensile deformation in vacuum conditions. The properties of bulk structures were computed
using the periodic boundary conditions. The shell structures had an outer diameter of 5.0
nm with a thickness of 1.0 nm (i.e., inner diameter of 3.0 nm). The data from earlier
experimental and ReaxFF studies on bulk aluminum oxides are also listed.
Oxide systems
Shape ρ (g/cm3 )
E (GPa)
a-AlO1.1 native
Shell
2.78
25.50
a-AlO1.5
Bulk
4.00
268.28
a-AlO1.5
Wire
4.00
114.28
a-AlO1.5
Shell
4.00
103.21
a-AlO1.5
Bulk
2.80
135.36
a-AlO1.5
Wire
2.80
83.45
a-AlO1.5
Shell
2.80
81.36
a-AlO1.1
Bulk
2.80
89.19
a-AlO1.1
Wire
2.80
57.71
a-AlO1.1
Shell
2.80
57.50
α−Al2 O3 (ReaxFF) Bulk
3.95
401
α−Al2 O3 (Exp.)
Bulk
3.95
366 − 410
a-Al2 O3 (Exp.)
Bulk 2.20 − 3.30 95 − 110
pure Al-NW (E0 = 61.19 GPa) are plotted in Figure 5.2(b) as a function of the size of the
oxidized Al-NW, dAl+oxide . The two toxide values of 1.0 and 4.0 nm represent the lowest and
the highest possible oxide thicknesses that can form on Al surfaces [31,38,54]. Figure 5.2(b)
indicates that the normalized EAl+oxide values listed in Table 5.1 matched well with those
predicted by Eq. 5.2 for toxide = 1.0 nm and Eoxide = 25.50 GPa. According to Figure 5.2(b)
for both toxide = 1.0 and 4.0 nm, E increased linearly with dAl+oxide for small diameters.
For larger dAl+oxide values the increase was less and eventually EAl+oxide values converged
to EAl . Considering toxide = 1.0, the linear increase of EAl+oxide occurred for dAl+oxide ≤ 10
nm, and for dAl+oxide > 100 nm it was noted that EAl+oxide ≈ EAl . In summary, for AlNWs with diameters less than 100 nm, a decrease in the Young’s modulus of up to 50%
can be expected due to the effect of native oxide covering their surface. The amount of
the decrease depended on the oxide thickness on the NWs. For toxide /dAl+oxide > 0.05, the
Young’s modulus decreased linearly with decreasing dAl+oxide .
The dependence of EAl+oxide to the Al-NW size found in this study can also serve to
explain several discrepancies in the Young’s moduli observed for nano-sized Al films and
pillars. In these experiments, the Al-NWs should have inevitably a native oxide, and hence
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the reported modulus values can be considered equivalent to EAl+oxide . The experimentally measured Young’s moduli of Al thin films [44, 47–53] are plotted in Figure 5.2(b) after
normalizing them with respect to experimentally measured EAl = 69 GPa. In four independent experiments [44, 48–51], EAl+oxide were reported to decrease with decreasing Al film
thickness (tAl ) and the decrease in EAl+oxide was significant for tAl < 100 nm [48, 49, 55].
For tAl > 100 nm, the reported EAl+oxide were within 5% of the bulk Young’s modulus of
Al [44, 50, 51, 53]. For 2 − 3 µm thick Al films produced by evaporation [52], a slightly lower
Young’s modulus of 57.0−62.5 GPa was reported. Nano-sized Al films were reported to have
a very low Young’s modulus between 25 and 40 GPa [45, 56, 57]. The reported variations
can be due to the microstructural changes during the thin film production. Alternative
explanations to the observation of low modulus of nano-sized Al thin films were suggested
in literature. For example, it was suggested that [58] if the surface waviness of the oxide
was within the same range as the oxide thickness, the Young’s modulus of the Al-oxide
film could be lower than bulk Al. The results of the current investigation revealed that if
the native oxide on the Al surface had a very low Young’s modulus, due to its amorphous
structure, then a reduction in the Young’s modulus of nano-sized Al should be expected.
The low Young’s modulus of the oxide can be attributed to the low Al-O coordination in
the amorphous structure and also the low density of the oxide. In previous experimental
and computational studies, reviewed by Park et al. [12], the lower atomic coordination at
the interfaces and free surfaces of NWs were shown to reduce the Young’s modulus of NWs.
According to the current observations, the density of the native oxide near the Al/AlOx
interface (and at the outer surface) was lower than the mid-section of the oxide layer. This
implies a lower Al-O coordination at the Al/AlOx interface and the outer oxide surface that
would result to a reduction in the Young’s modulus.
In summary, an oxidation-induced reduction of the Young’s modulus of Al-NWs was
demonstrated. The Al-NWs with diameters of 3.20 − 5.60 nm were found to form a 1.0 nm
thick amorphous surface oxide film with a Young’s modulus of as low as 25.50 GPa. The
oxide film had an oxygen-deficient structure with a low Al-O coordination, which was the
possible cause for the oxide film to be much softer than the pure Al-NW. The “composite”
Young’s modulus of the oxidized Al-NWs decreased with decreasing the initial Al-NW di164

ameter. The oxidation induced softening effect vanished for Al structures whose thicknesses
exceeded 100 nm.
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Chapter 6

Plastic Deformation of Aluminum
in O2 Environment
The chemical environment is known to affect the mechanical properties that depend on the
surface structure of materials, but its effect on bulk mechanical properties of materials, such
as the elastic modulus, strength and plasticity, is generally disregarded. Yet, at the nanoscale, the chemical environment can drastically alter the mechanical properties of materials
due to the increase in the surface-to-volume ratio. The emergence of nanowires [1–4] as
potential elements in electronic, optic and nano-electromechanical devices due to their exciting properties created a pronounced interest in the nano-mechanical properties materials,
however, their performance in different environments even in an oxidizing environment that
present in ambient air is still unknown. The understanding of mechanics of nanowires is
not only important for small devices, but also in mechanical processing of bulk materials,
especially metals that are affine to oxygen such as Al, oxidation can result in the formation
of nanowires that can have a profound effect on surface properties. For instance, Al forms
a 4 − 5 nm thick amorphous oxide film on its surface even at high vacuum conditions [5, 6]
and in hot forming processes that are used to manufacture automotive parts at relatively
high temperatures (> 400 ºC), surprisingly, this oxide elongated superplastically to form
nanowires on Al surface as a result of dynamic oxidation [7–10]. In these processes Al sheet
is usually pressed against steel tool surfaces as demonstrated in Figure 6.1(a), but the sur-
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Figure 6.1: Nanowire formation in bulk aluminum forming processes. a) The outer surface
of a die made of P20 steel used to produce a trunk of a car. b) Secondary electron image
of adhered Al particles on the die surface after forming about 300 parts. c) Higher magnification microstructure of the focused-ion beam (FIB) cross-section of the interface formed
between the steel tool surface and the adhered aluminum. d) The (100) cross-section of the
nanowire model used to simulate deformation and oxidation of aluminum at the nano-scale.
Aluminum nanowires were placed in an oxygen environment until a 1 nm thick amorphous
oxide (AlO1.1 ) formed on the nanowire surface. During oxidation process electronic charge
transferred from Al to O atoms that resulted in positively charged Al+1.5 and O−1.0 ions in
the oxide layer and as a result, core-shell nanowire structure with metallic Al core and oxide
shell was obtained. Subsequently, oxidized aluminum nanowires were subjected to tensile
deformation in O2 atmosphere in the [001] direction.
face quality suffers due to the Al build up on the tool surface (Figure 6.1(b)) due to adhesive
interactions at the Al/tool steel interface [11]. The cross-sectional analysis of the adhered
Al pieces on tool surface indicated formation of stretched nanowires at the Al/tool steel
interface as shown in Figure 6.1(c), which were identified to be Al,Mg oxide nanowires using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [8]. The superplastic oxide nanowires increased
the amount of Al adhesion to tool surfaces and were detrimental to efficiency of forming
process. Therefore, understanding the effect of oxidation on the Al deformation is not only
important at the nano-scale but also essential to control the surfaces of materials in bulk
forming applications affecting product quality and productivity at large industrial scales (at
the macro-scale).
The mechanical behaviour of a material under an applied load can be extremely different
at the nano-scale compared to its bulk counterpart in such a way that at the nano-scale,
either “smaller is stronger ” [4, 12–16] or “smaller is superplastic” [17–19] or “smaller is
softer ” [20] behaviour can be observed. For instance, most bulk metals are known to deform
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plastically with the motion of mobile dislocations, which require relatively small PeierlsNabarro forces so that bulk metals generally yield at stresses in the order of megapascals
(alloys 50 − 500 MPa). At nano-scale, in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
experiments [21, 22] and molecular dynamics (MD) studies [23–27] showed that plasticity
is controlled by the nucleation and escape of dislocations from the free surfaces that require much higher stresses. In contrast, bulk amorphous solids are known to deform by
the viscoplastic mechanism, which provides very limited plasticity in ambient temperature
conditions. However, at the nano-scale these materials became superplastic when elongated
and even formed atomic thick chains at the fracture surface due to the fast surface diffusion [17, 18]. These fore-mentioned studies aimed to reveal the nano-scale deformation
mechanisms only focused on pure materials and generally disregarded the effect of oxidation, which can significantly alter the surface structure of the material, hence the nano-scale
deformation mechanisms.
The study of oxidation and deformation, simultaneously at the nano-scale is still a big
challenge due to the experimental limitations. Atomistic simulations based on MD served
to explain many nano-scale mechanical properties of pure metals; however, the inclusion
of oxidation necessitates modeling the charge transfer between oxide atoms in addition
to correct prediction of interactions between metallic atoms. Here, we report the first
study that considers the effect of surface oxidation on the deformation characteristics of an
aluminum single crystal nanowire using MD with a reactive force field (ReaxFF) [28–30].
We first oxidized an Al nanowire (see Ref. [20]) and subsequently, an amorphous oxide film
was formed on its surface which resulted in a core-shell structure consisting of Al core and
oxide shell as shown in Figure 6.1(d). The oxidized Al nanowire was then subjected to
tensile elongation in an oxygen and vacuum environment at three different strain rates,
namely 0.05% ps−1 (5 × 108 s−1 ), 0.5% ps−1 (5 × 109 s−1 ) and 5.0% ps−1 (5 × 1010 s−1 ). The
significant changes in the deformation mechanisms of Al core and the covering amorphous
oxide shell in O2 environment were reported separately.
The stress-strain diagrams obtained at the lowest strain rate of 0.05% ps−1 as shown
in Figure 6.2(a) indicates that O2 atmosphere drastically increased the ductility of Al
nanowires. For the pure Al nanowire, when the applied strain exceeded the elastic limit
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(εy = 0.090) in vacuum, a sudden drop in the stress was observed which followed a little
plastic deformation (ε = 0.100−0.120) and finally Al fractured in a quasi-brittle characteristic at ε = 0.120, with a clean fracture plane and no indication of necking as shown in Figure
6.2(b). The behaviour shown here is similar to the previous MD studies for deformation
of Al nanowires [23, 31]. The presence of a ≈ 1 nm thick amorphous oxide layer on the
Al surface lowered the elastic limit of Al to εy = 0.065 and increased the plasticity of the
nanowire in both vacuum and O2 (Figure 6.2(a)). In vacuum, the atomic structure given
in Figure 6.2(c), shows that the nano-sized amorphous oxide layer interestingly exhibited
a higher plasticity than Al and its bulk counterparts and formed atomic thick Al-O chains
at the fracture surface. In O2 , the stress-strain curve (Figure 6.2(a)) did not show any
significant indication of drop in the stress with the applied strain for the maximum strain
of 0.800. The atomic structure of this nanowire given in Figure 6.2(d) shows that the Al
in the core of the nanowire fractured at a higher ε = 0.260, but the amorphous oxide shell
could sustain very high strain values without showing any sign of necking or fracture up to
a strain of 0.600 as exhibiting a superplastic deformation behaviour.
Figure 6.2(a) shows that the strain rate did not have a significant effect on the plasticity
of pure and oxidized Al nanowires, when deformed in vacuum. However, the superplasticity
of the amorphous oxide in O2 decreased with the increasing strain rate and at the highest
strain rate of 5.0% ps−1 , the stress-strain behavior in O2 was same as the stress-strain
response in vacuum. Therefore, as superplasticity observed in the amorphous oxide was
strain rate dependent, the oxidation rate needed to be comparable to the deformation rate
to maintain the superplastic behavior. Consequently, O2 supply enhanced the plasticity of
both the metallic Al and the amorphous oxide, and the different mechanisms contributed
to the increased ductility is presented in the following sections.
The deformation mechanisms of Al were investigated in detail by considering the stacking
faults in the crystal using centro-symmetry parameter (CSP) [32, 33]. Figure 6.3(a) shows
that when pure Al was elongated in vacuum, the yielding occurred by the nucleation of
Shockley partial dislocations from the energetically favourable [34] edges on the surface,
namely at the intersection of (100) and (110) facets indicated at the nanowire surface, which
caused a large drop in the stress in Figure 6.2(a). The two partial dislocations propagated
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Figure 6.2: Deformation of aluminum nanowires in O2 and vacuum environments at different strain rates. a) The comparison between the stress-strain diagrams of pure aluminum
deformed in vacuum, oxidized aluminum deformed in vacuum and oxidized aluminum deformed O2 environments at different strain rates. b) The atomic structure of the pure
aluminum nanowire deformed in vacuum at the strain rate of 0.05% ps−1 . The snapshot
taken at the strain of ε = 0.20 showing the brittle fracture of aluminum. c) The atomic
structure of the oxidized aluminum nanowire deformed in vacuum at the strain rate of 0.05%
ps−1 . The snapshot was taken at ε = 0.40, showing the fractured aluminum in the core and
plastically deformed oxide at the surface that formed atomic thick Al-O-Al-O chains at the
fracture surface. d) The atomic structure of the oxidized aluminum nanowire deformed in
O2 at the strain rate of 0.05% ps−1 . The snapshot taken at ε = 0.60 showing that aluminum
core region was fractured, and the oxide deformed superplastically without indication of a
fracture. e) The atomic structure of the oxidized aluminum nanowire deformed in O2 at
the strain rate of 5.0% ps−1 . The snapshot taken at ε = 0.80 showing that the deformation
characteristics in O2 was similar to the (c) when strain rate was increased.
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in {111} 112 slip systems, traveled through the crystal and exited from the opposite side
of the nanowire surface leaving a stacking fault inside the nanowire as shown in Figure
6.3(a). The Al crystal fractured before nucleation of new dislocations, and the necking of
Al immediately occurred along with the formation of a stacking fault.
When Al nanowire with an oxide layer on its surface was deformed in vacuum, –in
contrast to pure Al– the yielding of the Al initiated by the nucleation of Shockley partial
dislocations from the Al/AlOx interface as shown in Figure 6.3(b). Due to the amorphous
nature of the oxide, the Al/AlOx interface provided defect sites, which facilitated dislocation
nucleation so that Al had a lower yield point and showed enhanced plasticity, in comparison
to pure Al nanowire, but the strain at the fracture was similar to pure Al. A significant
enhancement in the plasticity was observed when Al with oxide deformed in the O2 environment. Although, the yield strain was same (εy = 0.065) and the yielding initiated by
the nucleation of Shockley partial dislocations from the Al/AlOx interface, upon increasing
strain, stacking faults formed not only one but at two distinct regions within the nanowire
(Figure 6.3(c)). Moreover, a drastic increase in the number of dislocation nucleation and
escape events in O2 atmosphere was observed as shown by the increased number of stacking
faults in the Al at ε = 0.160 in Figure 6.3(d). As the dislocation activity increased considerably, a much higher number of dislocation-dislocation interactions took place inside the Al
crystal. Figure 6.3(d) shows that at two different regions, two stacking faults met at an angle
of 70.5º and each formed Lomer-Cottrell locks. Lomer-Cottrell obstacle formation observed
here was reported in the previous MD studies of nanocrystalline Al deformation [35].
As shown in Figure 6.3 the strength is controlled by the ease of dislocation nucleation
occurred in pure Al free surface, but at the interfaces in pure Al with the oxide shell. The
stress required for dislocation nucleation under constant temperature (T ) and strain rate
(ε̇) is given as [34]
σ=
where the term

Q∗
Ω̂

Q∗
Ω̂

−

kB T
Ω̂

ln

kB T N ν0
E ε̇Ω̂

(6.1)

corresponds to nucleation stress at 0 K, in which Q∗ is the activation

energy barrier for dislocation nucleation in the absence of stress and Ω̂ is the activation
volume. kB is the Boltzmann constant, N is the number of nucleation sites, ν0 is the
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Figure 6.3: Stacking faults (SFs) in aluminum when deformed in oxygen and vacuum at the
strain rate of 0.05% ps−1 . a) The SFs in the aluminum when deformed in vacuum at the
yield point of ε = 0.090. b) The SFs in oxidized aluminum nanowire deformed in vacuum
at the yield point of ε = 0.065. c) The SFs in oxidized aluminum nanowire deformed in
O2 at the yield point of e = 0.065. e) The SFs in the oxidized aluminum deformed in O2
at ε = 0.160, which indicates Lomer-Cottrell lock formation due to enhanced dislocation
activity. The stacking faults are visualized with the use of centro-symmetry parameter
(CSP), while the CSP value of 0.04 corresponds to the stacking faults in Al FCC lattice.
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atomic vibrational frequency and E is the Young’s modulus. When Al was covered with
an oxide shell the stress required for dislocation nucleation from Al/AlOx interface was
lower than the stress required for dislocation nucleation from the pure Al surface. The
irregular structure of the Al/AlOx interface decreased the activation energy barrier (Q∗ )
in Eq. 6.1 and also provided more nucleation sites for dislocations (N ) – both lead to a
decrease in the nucleation stress. In O2 environment, the number of dislocation nucleation
events was increased due to an additional increase in the number of available N . Therefore,
Al covered with oxide had a lower stress for dislocation nucleation and showed increased
number of dislocation nucleation events during the plastic deformation; hence Al with oxide
underwent an extended plastic deformation compared to pure Al.
Although the dislocation nucleation controlled yield strength in the deformation of nanoscale Al with or without oxide, no new ones could form by the time they escaped, resulting
in the Al crystal free of dislocations [21,22,36–38]. Dislocations that are approaching to the
free surfaces eliminated from the crystal due to the image forces acting on them, described
as the escape of dislocations [39]. The escape of dislocations at the Al/AlOx interface could
only be possible if the oxide layer had a lower shear modulus than the aluminum [39, 40]
and our recent work has shown that the oxide shell had much lower Young’s modulus
(25.5 GPa) compared to Al (61.9 GPa) [20]. The image forces on a dislocation at the
vicinity of an Al free surface and in Al near the Al/AlOx interface were estimated using
the relation F =

RµB b2
4πr

[40] as −0.045 N/m and −0.154 N/m, respectively (see Methods

section for details). These calculations showed that the presence of an amorphous oxide
layer on Al surface decreased the image force on a dislocation by 3 times making the escape
more difficult, and hence enhancing the ductility of Al covered by an oxide shell (Figure
6.2). Nevertheless, the image force had still a negative value indicating that the Al/AlOx
interface would still exert attractive force on the dislocations. These results explained
the observations of dislocation escape events during deformation of single crystal Al inside
TEM [21], although the Al had an oxide layer on the surface.
The amorphous AlOx film on the Al surface deformed by viscoplastic mechanism (Figure
6.2) [41–43], and showed a superplastic behavior in an O2 atmosphere at low strain rate.
Figure 6.4(a) shows that when placed in an O2 atmosphere, the number of Al in the oxide
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increased linearly due to continuous oxidation with the applied strain and at the lowest
strain rate (0.05% ps−1 ) the O/Al ratio in the oxide increased from 1.1 to 1.2 at 0.750
strain. At higher strain rates the change in the number of Al in the oxide in O2 is similar
to that in vacuum and the nanowire did not exhibit a superplastic behaviour. The change
in the number of rings with the applied strain of ∆ε = 0.400 in vacuum and O2 given in
Figure 6.4(b) shows that in vacuum, the number of rings with large members (16, 18, 20)
increased, and the smaller rings with 4 members decreased. On the other hand, in O2 no
formation of large rings was identified, instead, number of rings with 4 members increased.
The formation of large rings in vacuum was also evident in the deformed atomic structures
of the oxide given in Figures 6.4(c)-(l). In vacuum (Figure 6.4c), rings were opened from the
weak homopolar O-O bonds and with the applied plastic strain, rings grew at the expense
of smaller rings and formed large voids in the structure as shown in Figure 6.4(d)-(e), in
accordance with the free volume theory. The voids in the structure further grew with the
applied strain (Figure 6.4(f)) and eventually formed Al-O-Al atomic thick chains (Figure
6.4(g)) that elongated infinitely at the fracture surface as shown in Figure 6.2(c).
In O2 (Figure 6.4(h)), Al-O bonds were also broken during deformation (Figure 6.4(i)),
but diffused O2 molecules became attached to the broken Al-O chains and the freshly formed
O-O homopolar bonds (Figure 6.4(j)). These weak bonds were later broken and the O atoms
with unsaturated bonds attached to nearby Al atoms with the applied strain (Figure 6.4k)
and prevented the further fracture of Al-O bonds. As a result, no large rings in the structure
were formed in O2 , and the oxide maintained its structure owing to “healing” by O2 (Figure
6.4l). The repair mechanisms had a significant benefit as the low initial O/Al ratio -oxygen
deficiency- in the native oxide also eased the oxide to be reactive to the oxygen with the
applied strain contributed to the superplasticity of the oxide. The O2 diffusion also increased
the Al coordination number and, hence the number of AlO4 tetrahedra in the oxide inferring
that during deformation in O2 the short range order increased and O diffusion resulted in
crystallization of the amorphous oxide, while in vacuum the Al coordination did not indicate
any significant change.
This work clearly demonstrated that the nano-sized native oxide of Al significantly enhances the plasticity of Al nanowires. In O2 , not only the dislocation activity in the Al
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Figure 6.4: Deformation mechanisms of the amorphous oxide in vacuum and O2 . (a) The
change in the number of Al atoms in the oxide upon deformation at different strain rates.
(b) the change in the ring size distribution with ∆ε = 0.400, when Al was deformed in
vacuum and O2 . (c)-(g)The atomic structural changes in the amorphous AlOx deformed in
vacuum and (h)-(l) deformed in O2 environment. In vacuum, (d)-(e) shows the evolution
of the voids upon applied strain in vacuum due to Al-O bond breaking and formation of
larger rings as expense of smaller rings. (f)-(g) Upon further deformation up to ε = 0.470,
voids grew and the oxide formed Al-O atomic thick chains at the fracture surface. In O2 ,
(i)-(j) shows that O2 atoms diffused in the oxide structure upon applied strain and attached
the broken Al-O chains that caused a healing effect and allowed superplastic deformation
in O2 by suppressing void formation ((k)-(l)). c) Change in the number of Al atoms in the
amorphous oxide when deformed in O2 and vacuum at different strain rates.
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crystal increased but also the oxide shell showed superplasticity. Observation of Al-O rings
and also Al-O atomic thick chains at the fracture surface suggested that one- and twodimensional oxide structures can be produced by subjecting the oxide to tensile deformation
and the properties of these structures can be tailored in O2 environment. These results at
the nano-scale also advised that the adhesion problems in bulk Al forming due to superplastic deformation of the oxide can be controlled either by preventing oxygen from the
environment or the amorphous oxide bonds can be saturated with excess oxygen to breakdown the oxide’s plasticity. Consequently, one can tailor the atmospheric conditions to alter
the mechanical properties of materials at the nano-scale and these properties can essentially
change the bulk mechanical response of materials.

Methods
A reactive force field, namely ReaxFF was used in molecular dynamics simulations as implemented [44] in the LAMMPS [30] to study the oxidation and deformation of aluminum
simultaneously. In ReaxFF, the total energy of the system is defined to be composed of
bond, Coulomb, over-coordination and van der Waals energies and in the Coulomb energy calculation part the charge on each atom was determined in every molecular dynamics
step with the electron equilibration method [45]. All MD calculations were carried out at
constant temperature of T = 200 K using Nose-Hoover thermostat [46, 47]. The effect of
oxidation on the deformation of aluminum using MD simulations was investigated in two
steps. First, a 4.0 nm diameter and 10.2 nm long aluminum nanowire was constructed with
a faceted cross-section composed of {100} and {110} surfaces consisting of 8500 Al atoms.
The Al nanowire was periodic in the [001] direction and placed in a box containing 4000 O2
molecules with a density of 188 times more than the ambient conditions. At the end of a
50 ps oxidation, a 0.9 nm thick amorphous oxide layer passivated the Al nanowire surface
with a stoichiometry of AlO1.1 .
In deformation simulations tensile strain was applied in the [001] direction at increments
of 0.5% and at each strain increment the structure was allowed to relax. The strain rate was
changed by using different relaxing times between consecutive strain increments. The strain
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was applied until the nanowire fractured. The virial theorem was used to obtain engineering
stress-strain curve in the [001] direction. To visualize the stacking faults in aluminum, the
definition of centro-symmetry parameter [32] as implemented in ATOMEYE [33] program
was used. Plastic deformation in the amorphous AlOx was revealed by the investigation of
the changes in the Al-O bond structure and the calculation of the statistical shortest path
rings [48] as implemented in the R.I.N.G.S. code [49].
The calculation of the image force per unit length between a screw dislocation with a
burgers vector, b, that is located inside crystal B and its nearest image that is located in
crystal A was defined by Koehler [40] as

F =

where R =

µA −µB
µA +µB ,

RµB b2
4πr

(6.2)

mA and mB are the modulus of rigidity of metals A and B, respectively,

and r is the distance between the dislocation and its nearest image. This formulation was
used to calculate the maximum image force when r = 2b that acted on a partial dislocation
 
with a Burger’s vector of b = a6 112 that is located in the Al crystal with a lattice parameter
of a = 4.05 Å and close to the Al/AlOx interface. In our system µA = µAlOx and µB = µAl ,
and we estimated the modulus of rigidity of Al and AlOx from the calculated Young’s
modulus (E) using µ =

E
2(1+ν) .

Here, we assumed the Poisson ratio (ν) of Al as 0.3 and

Poisson ratio of the AlOx as 0.15.
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Chapter 7

Anchoring Platinum on Graphene
using Metallic Adatoms: A First
Principles Investigation
7.1

Introduction

Recently discovered carbon structures, namely carbon nanotubes (CNT), and graphene
provide excellent mechanical, electrical and optical properties [1–4]. Graphene−a twodimensional, single atomic layer of carbon−is the building block of many advanced carbon
structures, while a CNT is a rolled graphene structure. There has been ample research in
the literature on tuning the chemical and physical properties (electronic, magnetic, optical)
of graphene using dopants that are incorporated at its surface [5–13]. In certain applications, graphene is used in contact with a metal surface, highlighting the difficulty of selecting
a suitable dopant that effectively enhances the metal−carbon interfacial strength without
causing any deterioration to its physical and mechanical properties. According to first principles calculations, contact between graphene and transition metals like Co, Ni, Pd and Ti
can alter the graphene’s band structure significantly due to a charge transfer at the metal
graphene interface. However, metals such as Al, Ag, Cu, Au and Pt showed very weak interactions with graphene to the extent that they had no significant effect on the graphene band
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structure [7, 14–19]. Other important applications that feature an interface between noble
metals and graphene include electrochemical systems, in which the graphene is considered
a support material for the electrocatalysts used in fuel cells and batteries because of its
high chemical stability and conductivity [20]. The performance of catalysts used in direct
methanol fuel cells (DMFCs), and proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) [21],
along with the catalysts used in lithium−air batteries [22–24], all benefit from the strong
adhesion between the catalysts (e.g., Pt) and the carbon support [25]. The Pt catalysts
used in these applications are deposited on carbon surfaces in the form of nanoparticles.
Strong adhesion between the Pt and the carbon is necessary to improve the performance
of the electrocatalyst. Finding elements that enhance the anchorage of Pt nanoparticles to
the graphene surface is an important goal, but a systematic study for determining which
materials would increase the interfacial strength between Pt and graphene has not been
presented in the literature thus far.
An increase in the interface strength between Pt and graphene can be achieved by
modifying the Pt, the graphene, or both surfaces. Experimental studies reported [26–31]
that alloying the Pt with transition metals such as Co [32], Ni [33], Fe [34], Cr [35], Mo [36]
and other metals or metal oxides [37–39] increased the interfacial strength between the
Pt and the carbon. According to a first principles study, the Ru-alloying of a Pt surface
increased the Pt/C interface strength via strong interaction between Ru and carbon [14].
However, modifying the Pt surface potentially decreases the catalytic performance of the
Pt. Moreover, the surface composition of Pt alloys is hard to control due to the segregation
of the Pt to the surface [40, 41].
Pt typically binds very strongly to metals that have strong interaction with carbon [42].
Consequently, we propose to modify the carbon surface using the metallic elements featured
in this study. Modifying the carbon surface with these metallic elements may enhance the
adhesion between the Pt and the carbon without changing the catalytic properties of the
Pt [30]. So far there have been no systematic studies that compare the effects of different
metals on the Pt/C interface strength. It was reported that increasing sites on the carbon
surface and the surface basicity of carbon enhanced the binding sites for Pt [43]. The
functionalization of the carbon support by S, N and P improved in the binding of carbon to
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Pt and N doping additionally improved the catalytic activity of the Pt particles [44]. The use
of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [45, 46] and graphene [47] as support materials provided even
stronger binding with Pt particles [48]. The Pt particles favored attachment at N-rich sites
in N-doped CNT [49] and B-doped carbon [50, 51]. However, modifying the carbon surface
with S, N, P or organic molecules may not sufficiently improve the electron conductivity
between the carbon support and the Pt catalyst, which is important to the electrochemical
performance. Therefore, the modification of the carbon surface by metallic elements studied
here could be more effective with a simultaneous focus on the improvement of the interface
strength and the conductivity.
Accordingly, in this study a graphene surface was systematically modified with metallic
elements and the effects that these elements had on the Pt/C interface strength were investigated using first principles calculations. These calculations were proven to be accurate
when applied to the investigation of metal−carbon interfaces [52–55]. The metals considered included all fourth-row transition metals (TMs): Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu
and Zn; fifth-row TM elements: Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru and Rh; sixth-row TM elements: Ta, W,
Re, Os and Ir with Au as a noble metal. Simple metallic elements such as Li, Na, Mg and
Al were also considered. The changes in the interfacial strength resulting from the presence
of these metals were determined by computing the work of separation.

7.2

Computational methodology

Pt (111) and a single sheet of graphite (0001) were used to represent the interface properties
between Pt and graphene. This was consistent with high resolution transmission electron
microscopy studies that showed the formation of an interface between Pt(111) and graphite
(0001) basal planes (graphene) [56,57]. Van der Waals interactions between graphite planes
cannot be computed accurately by DFT. The lattice parameter between the graphite layers,
c, cannot be predicted by generalized gradient approximation (GGA), but can be predicted
rather accurately by local density approximation (LDA) [53]. Because new covalent or ionic
bonding would be formed by the introduction of adsorbed atoms to the interface, the much
weaker interactions between the graphite layers were not expected to affect the comparisons
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made between different metal adatoms; therefore, the use of a single layer of graphite with
GGA was a suitable method for studying the metal adsorption on the graphite surface. In
fact, the in-planar lattice distance computed with the GGA was in good agreement with
the experimentally found value of a = 2 : 46 Å [58].
Prior to interface calculations, the possible atomic sites that the adatoms may be located
at the interface were determined by studying the adsorption of metals on graphite (0001)
and Pt (111). The metallic adatoms studied were adsorbed on top, hollow and bridge sites
on a 2 × 2 graphene surface with an edge length of 4.92 Å as shown in Figure 7.1(a). A 15 Å
vacuum was employed in the z−direction to eliminate attractive forces between the periodic
images. The adsorption energies (E ads ) of adatoms on graphene surface were calculated as
follows:

E ads = Egraphene + EM − Egraphene+M

(7.1)

where Egraphene+M is the total energy of the graphene with adatom and Egraphene
is the total energy of graphene. EM is the total energy of a single adatom calculated in
a cubic box with lattice dimension of 15 Å . The E ads of metals at ‘top’, ‘fcc’, and ‘hcp’
sites on the Pt (111) surface as shown in Figure 7.1(b) were also calculated using the same
method.
Interfaces between the Pt (111) and the metal-adsorbed graphene were constructed by
matching six layers of a Pt (111) surface (each layer containing three atoms) with a 2 × 2
graphene (0001) surface containing eight carbon atoms. The interface model and interface registry used are shown in Figure 7.2. The Pt [1̄21̄] direction was aligned with the
[011̄0] direction of the graphene so that an interface geometry consisting of (111) [1̄21̄]Pt k
(0001) [011̄0]C was created as seen in Figure 7.2(a). This particular interface geometry between Pt and graphene had the lowest energy, which was consistent with the previous DFT
studies [7]. The calculated edge dimension of the Pt (111) slab was 4.87 Å. As the graphene
2 × 2 surface had an edge dimension of 4.92 Å, this configuration resulted in a lattice mismatch of about 1%, suggesting that the misfit dislocations could be ignored. Two different
interface registries were considered when a metal adatom at the interface was introduced,
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while keeping the metal atom on the hollow site at the graphene surface. The Pt surface
was moved in such a way that, for the first registry, the metal adatom was located on the
’top’ adsorption site of the Pt (111) (Figure 7.2(a)) and for the second, the metal adatom
was located on the ’fcc’ adsorption site of the Pt (111) (Figure 7.2(b)). These configurations were deemed appropriate, because most metals preferred to locate at the hollow site
on the graphene (see section 3.1). A 15 Å vacuum was used in the z−direction to prevent
the effects of periodic images, for which the initial separation between the Pt surface and
the adatom was 2.0 Å (Figure 7.2(c)). The interface structures were relaxed according to
atomic positions, while maintaining constant cell dimensions.
The strength of each Pt/graphene interface with an adatom was determined by calculating the work of separation (Wsep ), which is defined as the energy required to reversibly
separate an interface into two free surfaces [59]. In the presence of an adatom, the interface
could be separated into two distinct surfaces by breaking the bond between the Pt and
the metal adatom (Pt−M), or by breaking the bond between the carbon and the metal
adatom (C−M). The strength of the interface was computed for both cases by considering
the atomic arrangements shown in Figure 7.2(c). The Wsep for breaking the Pt−M bond
Pt−M ) and W for breaking the C−M bond (W C−M ) are defined as follows:
(Wsep
sep
sep

Pt−M =
Wsep

i
1 h
EPt + Egraphene+M − EPt/graphene+M
A

(7.2)

C−M =
Wsep

i
1 h
Egraphene + EPt+M − EPt/graphene+M
A

(7.3)

where EPt , EPt+M and Egraphene , Egraphene+M are the total energies of the relaxed
six layer Pt (111) slab with and without an adatom and the relaxed graphene (0001) surface
with and without an adatom respectively, and EPt/graphene+M is the total energy of the
relaxed interface.
All calculations were based on DFT, where the ground state structures and energies
were obtained by solving the single particle Kohn−Sham [60] equation with a plane wave
basis set. A projector-augmented wave (PAW) method was used with exchange correlation
energy approximated in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [61] to DFT, as
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implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [62, 63]. Calculations were
carried out by PAW−PBE [64,65] potentials, supplied by VASP. All calculations were carried
out considering the spin polarization. The total energies were obtained by relaxing the
system according to atomic positions and minimizing the Hellman−Feynman forces using
a conjugate gradient method. In all calculations, an energy convergence to 1 − 2 meV was
obtained using a 10 × 10 × 1 grid of Γ−centered k−points and a plane wave cutoff energy
of 500 eV. The electronic degrees of freedom for structures were converged to 10−5 eV/cell
and Hellman−Feynman forces were relaxed to less than 0.05 eV Å−1 . Atomic relaxations
were carried out using Methfessel–Paxton [66] smearing with a width of σ = 0.05 eV and
the final total energy was calculated using tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections [67].

7.3
7.3.1

Results and discussion
Surface binding

The calculated E ads of metals on the graphene surface are given in Table 7.1. All metals
preferred the ’hollow’ site on the graphene surface with the exception of Mg, Cu and Re
which preferred the ’bridge’ site. The E ads of metals on graphene were in good agreement
with previous DFT calculations for the studied metals [68,69]. The Eads of metals on the Pt
(111) surface were found to be the lowest for ’fcc’ and ’hcp’ sites and are provided in Table
7.1 for comparison. It should be noted that the differences between the E ads for ’fcc’ and
’hcp’ sites were very close (less than 0.05 eV/atom), as observed in previous first principles
calculations [70]. The E ads of the metal atom on the Pt surface was in the range of 1.8–8.4
eV/atom−3 − 4 times higher than the E ads on graphene (in the range of 0.1 − 2.9 eV/atom).
The E ads of early transition metals such as Sc, Ti, V, Zr, Nb and Ta were found to be the
highest, and these elements also showed the strongest binding for both graphite (0001) and
Pt (111) surfaces. The E ads decreased while going from left to right (e.g. E ads of Ni is lower
than Sc) in the periodic table and increased while going from top to bottom (e.g. E ads of
Zr is higher than Ti).
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Table 7.1: Adsorption energies (E ads ) of adatoms on the graphite (0001) and Pt (111)
surfaces at the lowest energy surface site.
Graphite (0001)

7.3.2

Adatom

Site

E ads (eV)

Li
Na
Mg
Al
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Zr
Nb
Mo
Ru
Rh
Ta
W
Re
Os
Ir
Au

Hollow
Hollow
Bridge
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Bridge
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Bridge
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow

0.86
0.60
0.13
0.92
1.99
1.89
1.37
0.26
0.23
0.73
1.17
1.41
0.26
0.04
2.89
1.96
0.49
1.86
1.66
2.49
1.34
0.01
1.26
1.34
0.16

Pt (111)
Site

E ads (eV)

hcp
hcp
hcp
hcp
hcp
hcp
fcc
hcp
hcp
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
hcp
hcp
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc

3.09
2.40
2.81
4.86
6.38
6.60
5.24
3.34
3.90
4.27
3.99
3.97
3.12
1.82
7.83
6.68
4.53
3.80
4.11
8.42
6.23
4.87
5.16
4.80
2.70

Interfacial strength

Stronger adsorption of the metal adatom on either graphene or Pt surfaces does not guarantee better bridging ability for the metallic atom sandwiched at the Pt and graphene interface.
The bonding of the metal atom at the interface will be affected by both the Pt and graphene
surfaces, so the adsorption energies do not provide a correct estimate of interfacial strength.
To determine the interfacial strength of the adatom-modified Pt/graphene interface, the
Pt−M and the W C−M were calculated for both interface registries as shown in Figures
Wsep
sep
7.2(a) and (b). For all metals, the interface registry where the metal adatom located at
Pt−M
the ’fcc’ site on Pt (111) (Figure 7.2(b)) resulted in the lowest total energy. The Wsep
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values for the registry where the adatom was on the Pt ’fcc’ site were about 25%−30% larger
Pt−M values for the registry where the adatom was on the Pt ’top’ site (Figure
than the Wsep
7.2(a)). Therefore, the Wsep values presented in Figure 7.3 pertain to those corresponding to
Figure 7.2(b). The Wsep values are plotted according to the sequence of the atomic number
of elements.
The Wsep for the unmodified Pt/graphene interface was calculated as 0.009 J m−2 , which
is very low. With metal adatom modification at the graphene surface, almost all the Wsep
are higher than 0.009 J m−2 , with the exception of Al, Au and Zn modification, for which
C−M < 0.01 J m−2 . Early TM elements such as Sc, Ti, Zr, Nb and Ta along with Re
Wsep
Pt−M ≥ 3.5 J
and W, formed the strongest bond with Pt. For all of these adatoms, Wsep
m−2 . Figure 7.3, however, reveals that a higher energy is required to break the Pt−M
bond compared to the C−M bond. Consequently, the interface is expected to break at
the C−M bond, inferring that this C−M interface plays a more important role than the
Pt−M bond in controlling the overall interface strength. Figure 7.3 shows that transition
metals such as Ti and Cr formed stronger C−M bonds than light metals such as Li and Al.
C−M increased slightly with the increase in atomic size among transition metals,
The Wsep
C−M of the elements increases with the row number in the periodic table. For
because Wsep
C−Os > W C−Ru > W C−Fe . The W C−M increased when going from left to
example, Wsep
sep
sep
sep
C−M
right and top to bottom in the periodic table. The fourth-row TM elements had a Wsep
that differed by only 0.03 J m−2 and showed similar interfacial strength with the exception
C−M were 0.2 J m−2 less than the other elements. For each
of Mn, Fe and Cu for which Wsep
C−M with values
row in the periodic table Ir, Os, Re, Ru, Rh and Re showed the highest Wsep
exceeding 0.5 J m−2 −identifying them as the most promising elements for strengthening the
Pt/graphene interface. In contrast, Al, Zn and Au did not bind to carbon, so they were not
considered suitable for enhancing the Pt/graphene interfacial strength. Al exchanged all of
its electrons with Pt, resulting in a very weak bond with graphene. Given that Au and Zn
had fully occupied d orbitals, they provided very weak binding to both Pt and graphene.
Early TM elements were found to form very strong bonds with Pt, but for the configuration
shown in Figure 7.2(c), i.e., located between the carbon and Pt, their bond with carbon
weakened relative to other elements. These elements are not as beneficial as middle TM
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elements, or group VIII elements for anchoring Pt to carbon.
The strength of the C−M bond at the interface was different from the binding strength
of adatoms when simply adsorbed on graphene. In the case of adsorption, the early TM
elements showed much stronger binding to carbon than middle or late TM elements, but
at the interface the group VIII TM elements showed stronger binding to carbon than early
TM. The adsorption energy of Zr, for instance, was higher than Ru on the graphene surface
(2.89 for Zr and 1.86 for Ru eV/atom, respectively). When these elements were inserted
C−M = 0.71 J m−2 ,
into the interface, the Ru exhibited a stronger C−M bond with Wsep
C−M = 0.59 J m−2 . Therefore, in the presence of Pt the carbon−metal bond
while for Zr Wsep
characteristics have been altered. Consequently, the nature of the bond between metal and
carbon is analyzed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.

7.3.3

Electronic structure at the Pt/graphene interface

Pt−M
The adatom inserted at the Pt/graphene interface was found to increase both Wsep
C−M and the overall interface strength was found to be dependent on the W C−M .
and Wsep
sep
C−M , the changes in the
To assess why some elements more effectively increased the Wsep
bond structure of the interface were analyzed. When the adatom was inserted into the
Pt/graphene interface, the adatom resulted in the movement of carbon atoms from their
original positions in the graphene structure and the graphene surface was distorted which
C−M values due to the change in C−M bond characteristics. The distorcould affect the Wsep
tion of the graphene surface at the Pt/graphene interface in the presence of metal adatoms
was analyzed in relation to the changes in the bond angles and relative movements of carbon
atoms in the out-of-plane direction. At interface structures, the metal adatoms were not
found to create a substantial distortion on graphene and the highest distortion was caused
by the elements Re, Mo,W and Os −for which the distortion of the six-carbon-ring in the
out-of-plane direction was in the range of 0.015 − 0.022 Å. The interfacial strength increase
that results from metal adatoms cannot be attributed to the change in hybridization type
of the carbon atoms from sp2 to sp3 due to distortion which was observed in the previous
first principles calculations for metal adatom adsorption studies on graphene [68]. Instead,
the characteristic electronic structure of the metal adatom plays a more important role in
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the interfacial bond strength. The electronic structure of the interfaces were analyzed by
considering the charge density transfer, electron localization function (ELF) and projected
density of the states (PDOS).
In order to determine the total amount of charge transfer at the Pt/graphene interface,
Bader charge analysis [71, 72] was carried out. Bader charges, Zi , for each atom i, were
calculated and the total charge transfer to Pt (∆Z Pt ) and graphene (∆Z C ) were determined
using the following:
n

∆Z Pt =

Pt
X

n

(Zi )interface −

i

∆Z C =

n
C
X

Pt
X

(Zi )Pt (111)

(7.4)

i

(Zi )interface −

i

n
C
X

(Zi )graphene (0001)

(7.5)

i

where (Zi )interface is the charge of atom i in the interface, (Zi )Pt (111) is the charge
of atom i in the individual Pt (111) slab, (Zi )graphene (0001) is the charge of atom i in the
individual graphene (0001) surface and nPt and nC are the number of Pt and C atoms in
the system, respectively. It was found that the charge donation from the adatom to both
the Pt and the graphene occurred in all of the different adatoms.

7.3.3.1

Analysis of M−Pt bonding

ELF analysis revealed that Pt and metal adatoms form metallic bonds, as expected. The
cohesion between metals was found to be proportional to the charge transfer between the
two metals and the interatomic charge density [42,73]. Therefore, a larger amount of charge
Pt−M . Thus, to interpret the
transfer from the adatom to the Pt is expected to increase Wsep
Pt−M was plotted against the amount of charge transfer from the adatom to the
results Wsep
Pt−M monotonically
Pt as shown in Figure 7.4. Figure 7.4(a) shows that for each row, the Wsep
increased with the total amount of charge transfer from the adatom to the Pt. Among the
elements considered, Zr, Ti, Sc, W, Nb, Re and Mo donated the highest amount of charge
Pt−M . In the adsorption energy calculations (Table
to the Pt, resulting in the highest Wsep
7.1), it was found that these transition metals also formed strong bonds with the Pt. It
was shown that [42, 73], for a pure metal, the surface energy, γs , was proportional to the
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interatomic electron density while nWS was the average electron density at the boundary
of the Wigner−Seitz cell, as can be written in equation 7.6

γs ∝ ∆H vap /Vm2/3 ∝ nWS

(7.6)

where the ∆H vap is the heat of vaporization at T = 0 K and Vm is the atomic volume.
Following this approach, we considered the interatomic density at the boundary of the
Wigner−Seitz cell of Pt/M enhanced by the charge transfer from the adatom to Pt, ∆Z Pt ,
and the atomic volume of the metallic atom was related to the bond distance between the
M atom and the Pt surface, dPt−M . Thus,


Pt−M ∝ n
Pt /d2
Wsep
+
∆Z
WS
Pt−M

(7.7)

Pt−M correlates with the tabulated n
Figure 7.4(b) shows this relationship. Wsep
WS values
for pure metals [42], the computed charge transfer and the interface structure for almost all of
the metal adatoms we computed. In Figure 7.4(b) all data points were fitted to a straight line


Pt−M = 2.66 n
Pt /d2
(dashed line) for an equation in the form of Wsep
+
∆Z
WS
Pt−M +1.01.
The Pt−M bond strength was found to increase with the charge density of the adatoms and
the amount of charge transfer due to metallic bonding.

7.3.3.2

Analysis of M–graphene bonding

The bonding characteristics between metal atoms and the carbon atom at the nearest neighboring distance to the metal adatom was investigated by calculating the PDOS for each atom
in the simulation cell. The C−M bonding was expected to have a covalent character, hence
the covalent radii [74] of elements as the Wigner−Seitz radius were used, with the exception
of C, for which a radius of 1.03 Å was used. The PDOS of carbon atoms in the modified
Pt/graphene interfaces were then compared with the carbon PDOS obtained from the pure
Pt/graphene interface, as shown in Figure 7.5(a). Although pure graphene has zero band
gap energy [20], Figure 7.5(a) shows that at the Fermi level (EF ), a small peak appeared
due to hybridization between the Pt and graphene surfaces [75]. Metals with similar electronegativities showed similarities in their electronic structures at the interface. The early
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transition metals (e.g., Sc, Ti, Zr, Nb and Ta) and the middle transition metals (e.g., Co,
Ni, Ru, Rh, Re, Os and Ir) had similar PDOS characteristics among each group. Ti-, Zr-,
Co- and Ru-modified Pt/graphene interface PDOS were selected to represent the changes
in the PDOS with different transition metal groups in the periodic table.
The spin up (spin down is symmetric to spin up) PDOS of Ti and the carbon atom
located at the nearest neighboring distance is shown in Figure 7.5(b). This figure shows
that the d states of Ti hybridize with the carbon p states around energies 4.0 − 5.0 eV below
EF , revealed the formation of a covalent bond between Ti and carbon. The s states of Ti
appeared around 2.5 eV below EF , but there were not a considerable number of available p
states of carbon at those energy levels to suggest that the contribution of s states of Ti to
bonding with carbon is minimal. In addition, the Ti atom’s PDOS shows that the number
of occupied d states decreased considerably, which was due to the large amount of charge
transfer from Ti d orbitals to both Pt and carbon. Other early transition metal atoms (Sc,
Zr, Nb and Ta) also formed covalent bonds with carbon. There was a charge transfer to
both carbon and Pt while in the case of Ta, Zr and Sc the charge transfers from the d
orbitals were more prominent.
The spin up PDOS for Co is plotted in Figure 7.5(c). This figure shows that the d states
of the Co atom lay around 4.0 eV below EF and were hybridized with the p states of carbon,
similar to Ti. Additionally, there were hybridized Co sd and C p states at energy levels in
the range of 2.5 eV below EF , an indication of additional bond formation between Co and
carbon near the Fermi level. Another difference of Co PDOS compared to Ti was the near
disappearance of the s states, indicating that in Co the charge transfer occurred mainly from
the s orbitals and that the remaining s states around the 2.5 eV range below EF were all
hybridized with the p orbitals of carbon. Those p states of carbon were not existent in the
case of Ti. Therefore, the C−Co bond had a more prominent covalent character than the
C−Ti bond. The elements in the fifth and sixth rows also had similar PDOS characteristics
C−M .
in the same group, but they resulted in a larger Wsep
The stronger C−M bond in the cases of other middle transition elements like Ir, Os, Ru
and Rh can be explained by the additional hybridization of metal s states in addition to
d and carbon p states that occurred at energy levels lower than 2.5 eV below EF (Figure
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7.5(d)). In contrast, the early TM elements in the fifth row showed characteristics that
were similar to those of Ti, but with more charge transfer. The PDOS of carbon and Zr
in the Pt/graphene interface as given in Figure 7.5(e) shows similar PDOS to that found
in Figure 7.5(b), which shows a substantial depletion in the number of Zr atom’s d states
below EF −implying more charge transfer and a C−M bond with a higher ionic character.
Overall, PDOS analysis showed that metals bonded with carbon through a mixed ionic and
covalent bonding, but for early transition metals such as Ti and Zr ionic bonding was more
prominent with a large amount of charge transfer from the adatom to the carbon. The
bonds between carbon and the middle transition metals, however, showed more covalent
character with more hybridized states of carbon and adatom. In addition, the metals in the
fifth and sixth rows of the periodic table showed additional hybridized states with carbon
that further increased the C−M bond strength.
To better understand the charge distribution at the interface, the charge transfers at the
interfaces were calculated by subtracting the electronic densities of individually calculated
graphene, Pt and adatoms from the total interface electronic density. Figure 7.6 compares
the charge density differences for the Pt/graphene interface without anchoring atoms (Figure
7.6(a)) and with anchoring atoms Ti (Figure 7.6(b)), Co (Figure 7.6(c)), Zr (Figure 7.6(d)),
Ru (Figure 7.6(e)), and Ir (Figure 7.6(e)). The featureless charge density plot of Pt on
graphene further confirmed that there was no interaction between graphene and Pt, resulting
in very weak interface strength. When an anchoring atom was present at the interface, a
substantial amount of charge was depleted from the anchoring element and accumulated
in the regions between the anchoring element and the Pt and graphene, as can be seen
in Figures 7.6(b) and (c) for Ti and Co. The C−M bond display different characteristics
among elements. Figure 7.6(b) shows the charge accumulation to the π orbitals of carbon,
an indication that the C−Ti bond had an ionic character. The amount of charge transfer
to the Pt was higher than the amount of charge transfer to the carbon. In the case of Co,
Figure 7.6(c) shows that the charge transfer occurred to the π orbitals of carbon and also at
the center of the C−Co bond. The orbitals of C atoms were bent in such a way that the σ
bonds of C interacted with Co, suggesting the formation of a more covalent bond between
C and Co compared to Ti, which is in agreement with the PDOS analysis presented in
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Figure 7.5. As opposed to Ti, the amount of charge accumulation from Co to C and Pt
was equally distributed between Pt and C. A similar distinction was also observed for the
other metals belonging to the same row of the periodic table with Figure 7.6(d) showing
how Zr donated more charge to the Pt surface than the graphene surface much like the
charge density difference plot in the case of Ti insertion. In contrast, Figure 7.6(e) shows
that Ru donated its electrons evenly between Pt and C and that the orbitals of the C atoms
were rotated to form strong σ bonds with Ru. Figure 7.6(f) reveals similar changes in the
C−M . This confirms that
charge density upon Ir insertion, which resulted in the largest Wsep
the interfacial strength increase with metal adatoms cannot be attributed to the change in
the hybridization type of the carbon atoms from sp2 to sp3 due to the distortion of the
graphene plane, as suggested by Chan et al [68]. Instead, the bonding nature of graphene
was altered by the distortion of the carbon’s σ and π orbitals.
The bonding analysis presented above clearly indicates that for the C−M interface, the
large amount of charge transfer from the adatom to carbon did not always give rise to a large
C−M . The W C−M depended on the covalent or ionic nature of the M–graphene bond,
Wsep
sep
Pt−M monotonically
whereas the metallic bond formed between M and Pt where the Wsep
C−M and the charge transfer from metal adatom
increased with ∆Z P t . Figure 7.7(a) plots Wsep
to graphene, ∆Z C . Co, for instance, donated a charge of 0.31 to carbon and 0.33 to Pt. On
the other hand, Ti donated a charge of 0.51 to carbon and 1.53 to Pt. While Ti donated
C−M compared to Ti. Hence,
more charge to carbon than Co, Co exhibited a similar Wsep
C−M did not correlate with the charge transfer from metal to carbon.
Wsep
The charge density difference analysis showed (Figure 7.6) that the group VIII elements
(Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Os and Ir) donated their charges more equally to Pt and graphene.
Consequently, the strength of the C−M bond was assumed to depend on the adatom’s
capability to exchange/share its electrons equally between the two sides of the interface
(Pt and graphene)−a capability that can be named as the anchoring ability of an adatom
between the Pt and the carbon. Here, the anchoring ability of an adatom is defined as the
ratio of the charge donated from the adatom to the graphene, over the charge donated to
the Pt, ∆Z C /∆Z P t , as shown in Figure 7.7(b). This figure shows that the elements that
C−M values donated more electronic charge to graphene compared to Pt,
provided larger Wsep
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such that for Co this ratio was 0.93, but for Ti it was 0.33. Similarly, fifth-row TM elements
C−M
Ru and Rh donated their electrons equally to Pt and graphene, resulting in higher Wsep
values than Zr and Nb. Figure 7.7(b) illustrates that, for values of ∆Z C /∆Z P t ≥ 1.0, the
adatom preferred to exchange its electrons with carbon rather than with Pt. Among all
the metals considered, this ratio was the highest (1.41) for Ir−showing that Ir prefers to
C−M , and
exchange its electrons with carbon rather than Pt, which results in the largest Wsep
thus Ir is highly effective for anchoring Pt to graphite, as are Re, Ru, Os and Rh.

7.3.4

Technological implications

The effect of different metal adatoms on the improvement of the Pt/graphene interface
strength was investigated systematically by comparing their effect on interfacial bond strength
and interface electronic structure. The C−M bond in the Pt/graphene interface was weaker
than the Pt−M bond (Figure 7.3), suggesting that the interface would break from the
C−M bond. Most of the adatoms (excluding Al, Au and Zn) were found to enhance the
Pt/graphene interface strength, while some metals caused a more prominent increase in the
C−M . Therefore, it is expected that the presence of metals at the Pt/graphene interfaces
Wsep
found in fuel cells will help anchor the Pt particles, yielding more resistance against Pt
migration on the carbon surface. The observations made in fuel cell experiments [34] suggesting that alloying the Pt decreased the particle agglomeration can be explained by these
C−M values and the bridging ability of an adatom at
results. The relationship between Wsep
the interface can be used to select a suitable metal for anchoring Pt nanoparticles in fuel
cell catalysts, and hence provide a design method for more durable fuel cells.
The PDOS of carbon atoms (Figure 7.5) showed that in the presence of certain metals
(Ti, Co, Zr and Ru) the band gap of graphene disappeared and graphene was metalized,
resulting in a better conduction between the Pt catalyst and the carbon and more efficient
fuel cell operation. While carbon black is generally used to support Pt particles in fuel cells,
this study considered applying metallic adatoms to a perfect graphene surface, whereas
vacancies and defects would locate on the carbon’s surface. It was reported that edge and
defect sites on the carbon surfaces had stronger interactions with Pt [76, 77] compared to
basal planes. However, a metal that can improve the strength of the weaker Pt–graphite
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basal surface interaction can also improve the interaction between the graphite edge and
defect sites as well as the overall adhesion between Pt and C. Recent DFT calculations,
however, have shown that transition metal atoms bonded more strongly to graphene in the
presence of vacancies [6], so the presence of defects on carbon are not expected to oppose
the results of this work.
The coverage of adatoms on the graphene surface can affect the work of separation of
adatoms on the graphene surface as reported in the literature [78–80]. The Zr/C coverage
that corresponds to a ratio of 0.375, with two adatoms located at the ‘top’ site and one
adatom at the ‘hollow’ site on the graphene surface, was found to be most stable configuration for Zr/C [78]. In an earlier study [81] a coverage of 0.375 was adopted for selected metals
namely Ti, Cr and Au that provided low, intermediate and high work of separation values
at the M/graphene interface. The following order was maintained for both 0.125 or 0.375
C−Ti > W C−Cr > W C−Au and W Pt−Ti > W Pt−Cr > W Pt−Au .
M/C coverage ratios; Wsep
sep
sep
sep
sep
sep
Therefore, the use of a single adatom on a graphene surface with coverage ratio of 0.125 is
C−M and W Pt−M values between
reasonable and this selection facilitated comparison of Wsep
sep
the 25 elements considered in this work. Pursuant to this first round of screening work,
the effect of coverage ratio can be considered for the promising adatoms suggested here in
future studies.
In summary, it was predicted that if carbon surfaces could be modified by metals, the
Pt nanoparticles would bind more strongly to carbon. A recent study showed that Pt
adhesion to various carbon surfaces is enhanced after coating the carbon surfaces with
Ti and Cr [81]. The modification of carbon structures by various metals [82–85] or the
functionalization of the carbon structures [86–88] has been investigated in the literature to
improve the physical and chemical properties of carbon structures. Metallic modifications
were reported to alter the electronic and catalytic properties of carbon structures in several
computational studies [89]. This study predicted that the interface strength between Pt
and graphene would be enhanced by a metallic modification of the carbon surface, and that
the most efficient metals for this purpose would be the Ir, Os, Ru, Rh and Re. Because
graphene is the building block of many carbon structures, these metallic elements can be
very effective in bridging the Pt and carbon structures in applications that involve contacts
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between Pt and carbon, in addition to fuel cells. The results presented in this work can also
be used to improve interfacial strength between other metals and graphene that typically
show very weak binding similar to Pt, such as Cu, Ag, Pd and Au [17].

7.4

Conclusions

The strengthening of the Pt–graphene interface was studied using first principles calculations
by inserting metallic adatoms between graphene and Pt. We considered 25 different metallic
atoms (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru, Rh, Ta, W, Re, Os, Ir, Au,
Li, Na, Mg and Al) and the effect of each of these adatoms on the work of separation of
Pt−adatom and graphene−adatom bonds was calculated. It was concluded that:
1. Modification of the graphene surface with metal adatoms improved the Pt−graphene
interfacial strength, with the exception of Al, Zn and Au. Transition metals with
unfilled d orbitals, including Ni, Co, Sc, V, Cr, Ti, Rh, Ru, Nb, Zr, W, Mo, Ta, Re,
Ir and Os increased the Pt/graphene interfacial strength from 0.009 J m−2 to above
0.5 J m−2 .
2. The metal adatom-modified Pt−graphene interface tended to break at the grapheneadatom bond rather than at the Pt-adatom bond. The latter bond had a metallic
character, and its strength increased with the amount of charge transferred from the
adatom to the Pt.
3. Early transition metals (Sc, Ti, V, Zr, Nb and Ta) formed strong bonds with graphene
and Pt (111) surfaces when they were adsorbed at these surfaces. When their behavior
as adatoms at the Pt/graphene interface was considered, however, it was observed that
the graphene−adatom bond became weakened as shown by the adatom’s stronger
tendency to bond with Pt.
4. The graphene−adatom bond was mostly covalent and its strength was related to the
distribution of charge donated from metal adatoms to the Pt and graphene surfaces.
The extent of charge distribution determined an adatom’s bridging ability between Pt
and graphene. The work of separation of the carbon−adatom bond was proportional
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to the ratio of the charge transferred from the adatom to the carbon over the charge
transferred to the platinum. For Ir, Os, Ru, Rh and Re this ratio was about 1.0,
making these elements the most effective adatoms for anchoring Pt to graphene.
5. The density of states analysis showed that the incorporation of metal adatoms at the
Pt/graphene interface resulted in the metallization of the graphene surface and, hence,
was expected to enhance the electronic conductivity between Pt and graphene. These
results provide insight into the modification of the graphene surface to enhance its
bonding with Pt or with other metals for applications in fuel cells and optical and
electronic devices.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Graphite (0001) 2 × 2 surface showing three adsorption sites: top, bridge
and hollow. (b) Pt (111) surface showing the three adsorption sites: top, fcc and hcp.
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Figure 7.2: Pt/graphene interface model: interface registry for adatom (a) below Pt top
position, (b) below Pt fcc position and (c) slab model used in calculations.

Figure 7.3: Work of separation for breaking Pt/graphene interface from Pt−adatom (Pt−M)
bond and breaking the interface from the carbon−adatom (C−M) bond.
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Figure 7.4: (a) The relationship between the work of separation for Pt−M bond with the
associated charge transfer from metals at Pt/graphene interface to the Pt surface (dotted
lines added for guidance). (b) The relationship between the work of separation for Pt−M
bond and the charge density at the Wigner−Seitz radius for the adatoms added with the
charge transfer to Pt.
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Figure 7.5: Partial DOS of carbon and adatoms at the Pt/graphene interface (a) without
anchoring atoms and (b)−(e) with the anchoring atoms (b) Ti, (c) Co, (d) Ru and (e) Zr.
The C s and p states are shown in black and red lines in all of the figures. The metal s
and d states are shown in green and blue lines for the corresponding adatom as depicted in
(b)−(e).
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Figure 7.6: Charge density difference plots of (a) the Pt/graphene interface and the
Pt/graphene interface with anchoring atoms (b) Ti, (c) Co, (d) Zr, (e) Ru and (f) Ir.
Slices were taken from the longer diagonal of the interface. Positive values show the charge
accumulated regions and negative values show charge depleted regions. The labels for C
and metals shows the exact atomic positions while the Pt labels only show the positions of
Pt atoms in the z−direction because the Pt atoms were not lying on the diagonal of the
simulation cell.
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Figure 7.7: (a) The relationship between the work of separation for C−M bond with the
associated charge transfer from metals at the Pt/graphene interface to the graphene surface.
(b) The relationship between the work of separation for C−M bond with the associated
charge transfer ratio ‘charge transfer to C/charge transfer to Pt’ at the Pt/graphene interface
(dashed line added for guidance).
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Chapter 8

General Summary and Conclusions
Automotive components that are made of lightweight and energy efficient materials that
are used in contact with other components experience adhesion problems at the interface
between these materials during their operation, as well as during their manufacturing processes. The objective of this study was to use synergistically combined computational and
experimental methods to address these adhesion problems in order to increase the efficiency
and durability of automotive components, as well as to increase the efficiency of their manufacturing processes and the quality of the resulting products. Specifically, carbon based
coatings and carbonaceous tribolayers, that show a low amount of friction and adhesion
against Al components, were investigated as model materials, and as interfaces for fundamental studies. Accordingly, new adhesion mechanisms were revealed (Chapters 2, 3, and
4) that provided new insights into the development of low friction and/or adhesion resistant
surfaces. As was shown in the main body of this dissertation, the adhesion phenomenon
in lightweight Al alloy manufacturing processes manifests itself in different ways depending
on the operating atmosphere and temperature. The adhesion of Al to tool surfaces can be
mitigated by the use of diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings on the tools for applications
at room temperature (and to a certain extent at moderately high temperatures), but at elevated temperatures, such as those occurring in hot forming processes, most DLC coatings is
not effective. In order to mitigate the Al adhesion to tool surfaces at high temperatures, the
oxidation and deformation of aluminum surfaces and tribolayer formation were examined
(Chapters 5 and 6), and oxidation was revealed to cause superplasticity in the oxide and
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enhance the adhesion of Al at high temperatures, as in machining and hot forming processes.
In the case of fuel cell technology, adhesion has to be considered to be an advantage rather
than an impediment. For efficient catalyst retention in particular, the adhesion between the
Pt catalyst and the carbon support needs to be strengthened, which is critical in enhancing
the long term durability of fuel cells (as examined in Chapter 7). All of these technologically important adhesion problems with lightweight and energy materials originate from
the fundamental atomic interactions that take place at the contact interfaces. In this dissertation, a common methodology was followed in order to examine the origins of these
problems, which consisted of a detailed study of material transfer events using atomistic
simulation methods and carefully designed tribological experiments. Material and surface
characterization methods served to elucidate the microstructural and chemical changes that
occur at the contact interfaces. Interfacial microstructural properties, tribolayers, material
transfer events, and compound formation processes were determined by using cross-sectional
SEM/EDS, FIB-TEM, and XPS methods. Carefully designed tribological experiments were
carried out measuring the interfacial mechanical properties, namely friction and adhesion
propensity, as a function of the applied load, environment (oxidizing, vacuum etc.) and
temperature. The atomistic models of the surfaces and interfaces were constructed to capture any possible chemical changes that could be observed in these experiments, with the
use of proper approximations. This methodology (combining atomistic simulations and experiments) contributed to the depiction of the atomistic and microstructural aspects of the
adhesion mechanisms in different problems. The overall impacts of this work are summarized
in the following sections:

8.1

Adhesion mitigating DLC coatings for Al manufacturing

For the use of DLC coatings in manufacturing and sliding contact applications against Al
alloys, the required adhesion mitigating and low friction properties were often achieved
following the formation of carbonaceous transfer layers on the Al counterfaces. The new
insights gained by this study involve a demonstration of the fact that the passivation of
these transfer layers played a critically important role in achieving low friction properties,
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in such a way that the carbon layer that was not passivated by -H, -OH, or -F was not
effective in reducing friction. The observations that showed the importance of passivation
were revealed by conducting sliding contact experiments on Al that was rubbed against
an a-C:H:F coated disk, successfully replicating the adhesion conditions of real sliding and
manufacturing applications. Material modeling techniques, particularly the use of first
principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT), elucidated the adhesion
mechanisms. In this way the effect of the incorporation of F, Si, and O on the adhesion
mitigating properties of DLC coatings against Al was investigated. The most important
results arising from these studies are as follows:
The bonding structure and stability of the F–incorporated DLC surfaces studied using
DFT calculations on an F–terminated diamond (111) surface showed that strong C–F ionic
bonds at the diamond surface were formed. This effect was stronger than the effect in a-C:H
because of the more effective surface coverage of the large F atoms when compared to H.
By building a surface phase diagram, it was shown that the F–terminated diamond surface
was more stable in a larger phase space than the H termination. When the F–terminated
diamond (111) surface was put in contact with the Al (111) surface, F atoms transferred to
the Al surface in increasing quantities with an increase in the contact pressure, and this F
transfer led to the formation of a stable AlF3 compound at the Al surface. The presence
of AlF3 was confirmed by XPS and the cross-sectional FIB-TEM analyses of the transfer
layers formed on the Al counterface that was placed in sliding contact against the a-C:H:F
(containing 3 at.% F and 26 at.% H). The steady-state COF of the a-C:H:F coating was
0.14, which was 30% lower than the a-C:H coating. The generation of larger repulsive
forces between two F–passivated surfaces, when compared to two H–passivated surfaces,
was shown to be responsible for the low COF between the Al and F–incorporated DLC. As
a result, the F–incorporated DLC is better suited for Al sliding applications than the a-C:H
after the formation of stable transfer layers on Al counterface.
When a 20 at.% Si and 14 at.% O incorporated DLC coating containing 12 at.% F,
and 18 at.% H (a-C:H:Si:O:F) was tested against Al in ambient air (39% relative humidity) and vacuum (6.5 × 10−3 Pa) atmosphere, a low steady state COF of 0.08 under both
testing atmospheres was observed. Carbonaceous transfer layers incorporating F, Si, and O
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compounds were formed on the Al, with an AlF3 compound concentrated adjacent to the
Al surface. The top surfaces of the carbonaceous transfer layers that were in contact with
the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating were rich in Si and O, and consisted of loosely-packed nano-sized
fragments. The hydration of the Si−O−Si chains in the coating and transfer layers resulted
in the formation of two OH–passivated surfaces with repulsive forces at the contact interface, and together with H- and F- passivation led to a lower COF than the a-C, a-C:H, and
a-C:H:F. As a result, the a-C:H:Si:O:F coating showed promise for use in applications where
a stable friction coefficient is desired, with varying humidity conditions, such as in battery
manufacturing and sliding applications in aerospace.
In conclusion, the chemistry of the contact interface can be altered by the incorporation
of alloying elements of the DLC structure to control the friction properties and adhesion
behaviour of DLC coatings against Al. The impact of these results can be listed as:
• A transfer layer must form on the Al counterface so that repulsive forces are generated
between the –F, –H, and –OH groups at the contact interface, and lead to a low COF
in sliding automotive components such as the piston rings in engines.
• The presence of F in the DLC structure eased transfer layer formation on the Al
counterface by forming a compound during sliding, and the presence of SiOx groups
reduced the humidity dependence of the DLC’s friction coefficient against Al.
• The formation of transfer layers in manufacturing applications is not desirable. In
these applications the Al surface comes into contact with the tool surface for a very
short period of time, and this is not long enough for the formation of a stable transfer
layer. In addition, for every contact between the Al and DLC, a transfer of materials
from the DLC to Al will occur, and the coating will be worn out gradually during
the manufacturing process. For manufacturing applications, it is desirable to use a
coating that does not interact with Al, such that the DLC surface should be H- and
OH-passivated, but not F-passivated.
• The SiOx incorporated DLC can be useful for sliding applications in aerospace or
lithium-ion battery manufacturing, where a low friction is required for extended service
life, during which the atmospheric conditions may change considerably.
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8.2

Adhesion in hot forming processes due to oxidation

In the high temperature forming of Al alloy sheets, oxide fibers formed on the Al surface
as a result of Al and Mg oxidation play an important role in the adhesion to tool surfaces.
Molecular dynamics simulations with ReaxFF were undertaken in order to study the deformation of Al nanowires subjected to a tensile load in an O2 environment. The 1.0 nm native
amorphous oxide shell formed around the Al nanowires had a 60% lower Young’s modulus
than the Al, due to low density and low Al-O coordination (Chapter 5). In O2 , the oxide
shell showed superplastic deformation characteristics were attributed to the diffusion of oxygen in the amorphous network that healed the broken Al-O bonds during the applied strain.
These superplastic deformation characteristics of the amorphous oxide predicted in O2 environmental conditions were surprising. A viscous flow mechanism successfully interpreted
the deformation characteristics of the oxide, and explained the observation of superplastically elongated oxide fibers using cross-sectional FIB methods, on the Al surface during the
hot forming processes in the O2 containing ambient air atmosphere. The oxide shell significantly altered the deformation characteristics of Al by providing additional nucleation sites
for dislocations that decreased the Al yield strength. In the O2 atmosphere, the number of
mobile dislocations contributing to dislocation glide increased, and consequently, the plastic
work prior to fracture the Al (toughness) increased.
The transfer of Al to the tool material surfaces in hot forming applications under ambient air, for the complex Al/tool interface system (Fe/FeO/AlOx /Al), can be represented,
as shown in Figure 8.1, the interface separated from the Al immediately below the contact
surface. The delamination of aluminum under large strains, at certain critical depths below
the sliding surface, was previously studied [1], and it was determined that the maximum
damage would not occur at the surface, but at a location that is determined by the competition between the hydrostatic pressure that suppresses the damage, and the flow stress
that enhances void growth. The elevated temperature separation may also include grain
boundary sliding and cavitation. Figure 6.1(c) shows that the oxide nanowires formed at
the contact interface serve to attach the separated Al fragments to the tool surface. The
fibers were found to be formed as a result of superplastic deformation due to dynamic ox-
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idation. At the Al chip/tool interfaces, the metal/oxide and oxide/oxide interfaces were
relatively stronger than the Al and the oxide strength, so that the material transfer direcAl )
tion was decided by the competition between the energy required to fracture the Al (Wdec

and the energy required to fracture the oxide nano-fiber (WfAlOx ). The WfAlOx of the fibers,
as shown in Chapter 6, is dependent on the deformation or strain rate (ε̇) and the oxidation
rate (ṄO ), namely the number of oxygen atoms reacted with Al at unit surface area per unit
time. The oxidation rate is a function of O2 partial pressure (PO2 ) and temperature, (T ),
i.e. ṄO = Ṅ (PO2 , T ), where the the oxidation rate can be expressed in terms of temperature
(T ), activation energy (Q), and number of available sites for oxidation (NO0 ) as

ṄO =

NO0 exp



Q
−
kT

(8.1)

The strain rate can also be expressed in terms of stress (σ), T , and Q using the creep
equation as


Q
ε̇ = Aσ exp −
kT
n

(8.2)

where n = 1 for the viscous flow can be used for the amorphous oxide deformation.
According to the stress-strain data presented in Figure 6.2 it can be written that
WfAlOx ∝

Ṅ (PO2 , T )
ε̇

(8.3)

Using Equations 8.1 and 8.2, a critical strain rate for a particular oxidation rate that
results in the superplasticity of the oxide can be estimated. Using the stress-strain data
in Figure 6.2, the work of fracture for pure Al deformed in a vacuum was estimated as
WfAl = 0.3 J/m3 . On the other hand, and the Al deformed in O2 had an approximately 6
times higher work of fracture WfAlOx = 1.75 J/m3 for the maximum strain of 0.75, in which
the oxide did not fracture. Consequently, as depicted in Figure 8.2, in inert atmospheres,
Al fractures in a quasi-brittle way and a minimal Al transfer to the tool surface is expected.
Conversely, in O2 atmospheres, the superplastic oxides adhered to the tool steel surface,
and due to the very high work of fracture, the oxides elongated at the interface. This does
not result in the fracture of the oxide, but instead a chunk of Al will fracture from the bulk,
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Figure 8.1: The Al/tool interface structure observed in the Al hot forming process showing
the decohesion occurring in the bulk Al, and the AlOx nanowires elongated at the interface
that did not fracture due superplastic deformation mechanisms.
and a significant amount of Al will be transferred to the tool surface.
To minimize the adhesion of Al fragments, it is desirable to prevent the superplastic
oxide fiber formation. For a particular strain rate used in the forming process, the oxide
fibers formed as a result of exposure of nascent Al to oxygen so that superplasticity of
the AlOx can be decreased by decreasing the rate of oxidation (such as in using an inert
atmosphere).
Alternatively, since the oxide shows superplasticity due to its viscous flow, the YoungDupré equation [2] can be used to define the Wsep at the AlOx /tool interface, which is given
as
Wsep = γL (1 + cosθ)

(8.4)

where γL is the surface tension of the AlOx , and θ is the contact angle between the AlOx
and the tool surface. Equation 8.4 dictates that the Wsep at the AlOx /tool interface can
be decreased by increasing the contact angle between the AlOx and the tool surface. This
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Figure 8.2: The Al chip/tool interface in (a) an inert atmosphere featuring easily fractured Al
nanowires and in (b) an O2 atmosphere that had superplastically elongated oxide nanowires
resulting in the adhesion of large Al fragments to the tool surface.
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can be achieved by the application of nano-patterns, such as replicating the surface pattern
of lotus leaves on tool surfaces [3] that will form nano-scale protuberances on the surface
that entrap a high fraction of air beneath the water droplets, creating a water contact angle
more than 150º. Otherwise, application of a coating that will show lesser interfacial tension
against the AlOx at hot forming temperature conditions can also decrease the adhesion.
The impact of these results to the industrial problem can be listed as:
• Oxidation enhances the plasticity of Al and its oxide, which results in an increase in
the formability of Al. It was revealed that oxidation caused the formation of more than
75% elongated oxide fibers during the applied strain that was observed on Al sheets
in the manufacturing process. In O2 , the oxide showed a superplastic deformation
mechanism due to continuous oxygen diffusion, and formed Al-O atomically thick
chains at the fracture surface, which is akin to viscous flow.
• The native oxide of the Al nanowire was revealed to be less stiff, but also more ductile
than the single crystal Al due to its low density and oxygen deficient structure. The
oxide layer provided additional nucleation sites that contributed to an increase in
ductility. But the image forces provided by the thin amorphous layer were still low
letting some dislocations to escape from the oxide surface.
• The oxygen deficient structure of the oxide nanowire and the presence of unsaturated
Al bonds led the oxide to be more chemically reactive when compared to its stoichiometric counterparts, and increased its adhesion tendency. The oxide was tougher
than the single crystal Al, and as a result, the fracture of the oxide is not expected
to occur in manufacturing processes, but the material transfer of Al does occur at the
tool surfaces.
• To reduce adhesion due to oxidation in Al manufacturing processes, it is suggested that
the process be carried out in an inert environment that will prevent the superplastic
deformation of the oxides, and decrease the toughness of the oxide so that it will
fracture easily. The presence of a pure Al nano-fiber is preferred at the contact interface
since it provides the lowest toughness.
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8.3

Adhesion problem in electro-catalyst of fuel cells

To prevent loss of performance, and increase the long-term durability of fuel cells, the adhesion of Pt catalysts on carbon surfaces needs to be enhanced. First principles calculations
based on spin-polarized DFT were used to identify metallic adatoms that strengthen the
weak Pt (111)/graphene interface (with a low work of separation of 0.009 J/m2 ), when the
adatom was placed between the Pt (111) and the graphene. The overall Pt (111)/graphene
interface strength, and therefore, the anchoring effect of the adatom, were controlled by the
C–adatom bond strength since the C–adatom bond was weaker than the Pt–adatom bond
for each of the 25 elements considered. The suitable adatoms were identified according to
their ability to distribute charges between the graphene and Pt surfaces, i.e. their anchoring
ability. Ir, Os, Ru, Rh, and Re were found to share electrons strongly with the graphene,
which made these elements the most effective adatoms for anchoring Pt to graphene. The
technological impacts of this study can be listed as:
• It was predicted that if the carbon surfaces could be modified by metals, the Pt
nanoparticles would bind more strongly to the carbon, and that the most efficient
metals for this purpose are Ir, Os, Ru, Rh, and Re. The surface modification of
the carbon supports with these metals is expected to increase the durability and
performance of fuel cells.
• Graphene is the building block of many carbon structures, and metallic elements can
be very effective in bridging Pt and other carbon structures in applications that involve
contacts between Pt and carbon (in addition to fuel cells). This work can be used to
identify possible metallic modifications and to improve interfacial strength between
the graphene and metals that typically show very weak binding (similar to Pt), such
as Cu, Ag, Pd, and Au.

8.4

General conclusions and final remarks

For all of the different adhesion problems presented in this dissertation, the initial problem
was industrial scale, in which the products of concern had dimensions of more than few
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centimeters, however, we scaled the problem down to the atomistic level by identifying
the most fundamental factors that contributed to this industrial problem of lightweight
and energy materials technologies. The passivation of DLC surfaces with –H, –F or –OH
groups, which is achieved either by the incorporation of these molecular groups into the
DLC structure during the deposition process, or by absorption from the atmosphere, can
mitigate aluminum adhesion with the same desirable result of obtaining low friction. The
surface properties of aluminum during deformation are shown to be affected by oxidation,
in which both the mechanical properties of the native oxide on the aluminum, and as well
as the deformation characteristics of the aluminum at the subsurface, were modified during
a dynamic oxidation process that explained the adhesion property changes of aluminum
occurring at high temperature forming applications. On the other side of adhesion spectra,
where adhesion is most desirable in a (potential) automotive component, the incorporation
of metallic adatoms on carbon surfaces was shown to enhance the weak adhesion between
Pt and carbon, which is an important performance and durability problem in PEMFCs.
The applications of the problems treated in this dissertation are pervasive. The study
of adhesion related problems with a combined atomistic and microstructural perspective
provided insight into the design of atomically engineered surfaces, which will enable the
more efficient production and development of materials, not only in automotive industry,
but also in other applications that rely on the surface properties of materials.

8.5

Future work

The adhesion problems of different automotive applications can be further studied in many
ways. For Al components in sliding applications, the DLC coatings shown to provide exceptional friction characteristics, and the tribological properties of these coatings, can be further
improved by studying different alloying elements to enable these coatings to be operable at
extreme conditions, such as at high temperatures and variable atmospheric humidity. The
beneficial tribological properties of DLC were attained (mostly) after the formation of transfer layers on the counterfaces, and these transfer layers can have very complex structures as
shown in this dissertation. However, for manufacturing processes, the transfer layer forma-
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tion should be imminent and efficient such that the transfer layer should form at the initial
contact with a very thin structure that blocks the adhesive interactions between Al and
the dangling carbon bonds. In future studies, the mechanisms of transfer layer formation
can be studied by atomistic simulations and tribological experiments. Additionally, computational material designs of different alloying elements (to DLC) and possible atmospheric
compounds that can ease transfer layer formation can be carried out.
For hot forming applications, the adhesion occurring due to oxidation was studied in
single crystal Al nanowires. In a large scale, Al has a polycrystalline structure, and some of
its alloys (e.g. Al-Mg alloys) deform superplastically by grain boundary sliding mechanisms
at hot forming temperatures. For the polycrystalline Al structure, the oxidation can have a
more prominent affect, since the grain boundaries will act as diffusion pathways for oxygen
atoms. The native oxide was found to be very soft and can act as a fluid layer between
Al grains, drastically changing the overall deformation characteristics of Al, and therefore,
its fracture and adhesion behaviour. In future studies it is suggested to carry out MD
simulations to investigate the effect of oxidation on the deformation of polycrystalline Al. To
mitigate adhesion it is suggested to carry out hot forming experiments at inert atmospheres,
as well as varying oxidizing atmospheres, which can potentially decrease the plasticity of
the oxide. Alternatively, the application of high temperature resistant coatings and the
nano-patterning of tool surfaces can be studied to investigate the decrease in the adhesion
of Al.
For the fuel cell problem, we identified many metallic adatoms that can be incorporated
onto the graphene surface to enhance the Pt-carbon adhesion. The experimental validation
of these systems can be carried out in the next step of research. Different carbon surfaces
that are used in fuel cells as a catalyst support can be modified with the selected metallic
elements (Ir, Rh, Ru, Os, and Re), and the performance and durability of the electro-catalyst
on that new support can be experimentally tested for fuel cell conditions.
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Appendix A

Atomistic Simulation Methods
In recent years materials modeling, in the broad sense of theory and simulation in integration with experiments, has emerged as a field of research with unique capabilities, as
such the growing computational power enabled the use of simulation methods to solve wide
range of physical, chemical and biological problems in life [1]. It is necessary to handle the
problems in different length scales of materials such that the simulation models and the experimental techniques complement to investigate materials processes across nano to macro
length and time scales. In general five different regions can be identified in the materials
length scale where materials phenomena are studied as illustrated in Figure A.1. These five
regions can be referred to as quantum mechanics (QM), molecular dynamics (MD) with
reactive charge transfer (ReaxFF), non-reactive MD or Monte-Carlo (MC), mesoscale and
continuum. At the smallest scale, the electronic structure of materials are studied using
the theories of quantum mechanics such as density functional theory (DFT). These calculations are the most accurate to calculate properties of materials, but computationally very
expensive that only systems with few hundreds of atoms can be studied. At the larger
scale atomic level simulations that involve hybrid QM-MD methods such as reactive MD
methods (ReaxFF) that can take charge transfer processes into account, while calculating
the materials processes in which systems with few thousands of atoms can be simulated in a
reasonable time. In atomic level MD simulations, an empirical/semi-empirical interatomic
potential functions are used to describe the atomic interaction while ignoring the electronic
interactions. In MD simulations, one can study systems with more than 106 atoms with
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the current computational power. Above atomic level, mesoscale simulations that study
the microstructure of materials exist such as phase-field or finite element methods. At the
largest extend continuum level methods such as computational fluid dynamics are used.

Figure A.1: Schematic of the concept of hierarchical multiscale modeling. Hierarchical coupling of different computational tools can be used to traverse throughout a wide range of
length and time scales. Such methods provide a fundamental insight into materials phenomena across various time and length scales. Handshaking between different methods
enables one to transport information from one scale to another. Experimental techniques
such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), molecular force spectroscopy (MFS), nanoindentation, or optical tweezers now overlap into atomistic and molecular approaches, enabling
direct comparison of experiment and simulation [2].
The modeling adhesion requires very accurate description of the bonding properties at
materials interfaces that the atomistic simulations at QM and QM-MD hybrid simulations
are the most suitable. In the present studies we have used DFT based methods to calculation adhesion strength and reactive MD (ReaxFF) methods to calculate the mechanical
properties in oxidizing environments. In this chapter, a brief detail of these methods will
be given.
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A.1

First principles calculations based on density functional
theory (DFT)

A.1.1

Method description

One of the most profound scientific advancements of the twentieth century was probably
the discovery and development of the quantum mechanics [3]. The theories in the quantum
mechanics describe the interactions between electrons and the atomic nuclei accurately as
supported by experiments that these theories can be used to solve many physical phenomena
in chemistry, physics, biology and materials science at the atomic scale. In all atomistic
simulations one of the most fundamental quantity to calculate is the change in the total
energy of the system with the change in the atomic positions, which needs solutions or
approximations to QM equations. In order to locate an atom, it is required to locate the
positions of nucleus and electrons of the atom. It is known that electron are more than
1800 times lighter in mass than the nucleus, so that electrons respond to the changes in the
surrounding more rapidly than the nucleus. As a result, according to Born-Oppenheimer
approximation [4] the physical problem can be solved separately for the nucleus and electrons
as two individual mathematical problems. The lowest energy state, E, is known as the
ground state of the electrons can be expressed as a function of the positions of M nuclei at
positions R1 , ..., RM as E(R1 , ..., RM ).
The change in the energy of the quantum system is defined with the well-known timeindependent, non-relativistic Schrodinger equation which has the simplest form of

Hψ = Eψ

(A.1)

where H is the Hamiltonian operator and the wavefunction ψis a function of all the
electronic ri and ionicRi coordinates i.e. ψ = ψ(r1 , ..., rN : R1 , ..., RM ). When multiple
electrons interact with multiple nuclei the Eq. A.1 can be written in more complete form as
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(A.2)

i=1 j<i

where ~is the Planck’s constant and me is the electron mass. The three terms in the
brackets in Eq. A.2 define, the kinetic energy of each electron (T̂ ), electron-ion interactions
b ), in order. The solution of this equation gives the
(V̂ ) and electron-electron interactions (U
total energy E and the wavefunction ψ from which all physical quantities can be derived.
There are several approaches to the solution of this problem based on non-interacting singleparticle wavefunction (Hartree-Fock [5]) or charge density (density functional theory (DFT)
[6, 7]).
The wavefunction for any particular set of coordinates cannot be directly observed, but
the probability of N electrons are at a particular set of coordinates can be measured. In
DFT, one close value to the probability, which is the electron density of electrons at a
particular position, n(r) is estimated. Hohenberg and Kohn [6] theorem stated that the
ground state energy from Schrodinger’s equation is a unique functional of the electron
density, i.e. E = E[n(r)]. Accordingly, it can be written as
ˆ
E[n(r)] = T̂ [n(r)] + Û [n(r)] +

Vion (r)n(r)dr

(A.3)

When Kohn-Sham ansatz is used, the many body kinetic energy, T [n(r)], and electronelectron, U [n(r)], terms of Eq. A.3 can be replaced by the kinetic energy of a set of noninteracting electrons, coulomb interaction between the electron and itself, EH and an additional term exchange correlation energy, EXC , which is the sum of all remaining many-body
contributions to the total energy:
−~2 2
∇ +
E[n(r)] =
2me

ˆ
Vion (r)n(r)dr + EH [n(r)] + EXC [n(r)]

where
EH [n(r)] =

1
2

ˆ

n(r)n(r0 )
drdr0
|r − r0 |
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(A.4)

(A.5)

n(r) =

N
X

|ψi (r)|2

(A.6)

i=1

Here, EXC term does not have an exact functional form but several approximations were
carried out in the literature. When a constant electron density at all points is assumed,
the local density is used to define the approximate exchange-correlation functional, which
is called, local density approximation (LDA). A better approach than LDA used the local
electron density and the local gradient in the electron density, defined as the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA). There are two common GGA functionals to calculate solid
properties are Perdew-Wang (PW91) [8, 9] and Perdew-Burke-Ernzernhof (PBE) [10].
The Kohn-Sham equations given in Eq. A.4 requires electron density value to calculate
the EH term and it is not possible to calculate it analytically. Instead these equations are
solved iteratively by a self-consistent method. First, an initial trial n(r) is defined. Then, the
Kohn-Sham equations are solved using the trial n(r) to find the single-particle wavefunctions,
ψi (r). Then the electron density, nKS (r) is calculated using the wavefunctions and if n(r) =
nKS (r) then the ground-state electron density is achieved. If n(r) 6= nKS (r), the electron
density is updated somehow and the calculations start over. The details of the electron
density calculations can be found elsewhere [3, 11, 12].
The most important outcome of the first principles calculations carried out in this study
was to gather information about the bonding nature between materials. There were several
different methods that were used in this study to classify chemical bonds such as charge
density difference, density of states (DOS), Bader charge analysis, and electron localization
function (ELF). The definitions of these methods are given in the following sections.

A.1.2
A.1.2.1

Chemical bonding analysis methods
Charge density difference

The charge density n(r) is a measure of the probability of an electron being present at a
specific location and calculated on a grid according to Eq. A.6. n(r) is generally visualized
as 3-dimensional iso-surfaces or 2-dimensional contour slices . n(r) can give information
about where the atoms are localized in the system of interest and is a very useful quantity
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to understand the bonding between atoms. However, for systems where there is a large
variation in the n(r), it is hard to classify the bonding scheme between atoms. Therefore,
a more practical, charge density difference, 4n(r), between the total charge density of the
system and the charge density of the individual atoms is calculated as given in Eq. A.7.

4n(r) = n(r) −

X

natom
(r)
i

(A.7)

i

where natom
(r) is the charge density calculated for an individual atom, i, in the same
i
system using the same grid used to calculate the total charge density, n(r). 4n(r) gives
information about the charge transfer in the system where positive values represent charge
accumulated regions and negative values represent charge depleted regions.

A.1.2.2

Electron localization function (ELF)

Electron localization function (ELF) is a more rigorous way to classify chemical bonds based
on the Pauli-exclusion principle [13, 14]. ELF is a measure of the probability of finding an
electron in the neighborhood space of a reference electron located at a given point and with
the same spin. ELF is defined for a spin density matrix of ρ(r) as [13]
1

ELF(r) =
1+

D(r) =

X



D(r)
Dh (r)

|∇ψi (r)|2 −

(A.8)

2

1 ∇ρ(r)
4 ρ(r)

3
Dh (r) = (6π 2 )2/3 ρ5/3 (r)
5

2

(A.9)

(A.10)

In Eq. A.8 and A.9 D(r) is the Pauli excess kinetic energy density, which is the difference
between the kinetic energy density of the Kohn-Sham system of electrons and that of a
system of non-interacting bosons of the same density. Dh (r) is the kinetic energy density of
a homogeneous electron gas with the same local density. The ELF calculated with Eq. A.8
is a dimensionless localization index having values in the range 0-1. ELF = 1 corresponds
to perfect localization and indicates a covalent bonding, and ELF = 0.5 corresponds to
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electron-gas-like probability, which indicates metallic bonding. For ELF < 0.5, the chemical
bonding is undefined. ELF is particularly useful to distinguish metallic and covalent bonding
in the system of interest and used to categorize the chemical bonds at the metal-carbon
interfaces [14–19] in this study.

A.1.2.3

Bader charge analysis

There are different methods to partition the electron density to define the charges on individual atoms separately from the total system. Bader charge analysis [20, 21] creates a
Bader volume around each atom according to so called zero flux surfaces on which the
charge density has a minimum perpendicular to the surface. The total charge enclosed in
this Bader volume is a good approximation to the total electronic charge of an atom. We
have employed Bader charge analysis to monitor the charge transfer events in the interface
systems studied and useful information about the characteristics of a chemical bond was
acquired.

A.1.2.4

Density of states

One of the primary quantities used to describe the electronic state of a material is the
electronic density of states (DOS), which describes the number of states that are available
to be occupied by electrons at each energy level per interval of energy. The DOS, ρ(E), is
defined as [12]

ρ(E) =

ˆ
1 X
Ωcell
δ(εi,k − E) =
dkδ(εi,k − E)
Nk
(2π)d BZ

(A.11)

i,k

where εi,k is the energy of an electron. The DOS can determine the overlap or hybridization of states from different atoms and it is useful to distinguish metallic or covalent type
bonding. The DOS can be decomposed by dividing the space into atom-centered spheres
to count the number of states per energy that was projected onto selected atoms and also
the angular-momentum-dependent (partial DOS/PDOS) contributions can be calculated to
determine the s,p,d, etc. nature of a particular atom. The DOS gives also information
about the band structure of a system which enables to predict what can happen when an
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Figure A.2: Typical density of states (DOS) of a (a) metal, (b) semiconductor and (c)
insulator. The shaded areas indicate the occupied energy levels.
electric field is applied to the material. DFT can accurately predicts the existence of a band
gap, but fails to calculate the band gap value correctly. Typical DOS plots for a metal,
semiconductor and insulator relative to Fermi level are given in Figure A.2. The Fermi level
of metals lie inside at least one band with energetically available states that each electron
can occupy, and hence for metals conduction and valence bands are overlapping (Figure
A.2(a)). For semi-conductors (Figure A.2(a)) and insulators (Figure A.2(a)) there is an
energy difference between electron occupied energy levels and empty energy levels (band
gap). For insulators this band gap is very large that it is very hard to excite an electron to
move to the conduction band. On the other hand, the band gap of semiconductors is small
enough that even a small increase in temperature can promote electrons to transfer to the
conduction band.

A.2
A.2.1

Reactive molecular dynamics simulations
Method Description

First principles methods based on DFT is very accurate for prediction of many physical
properties of materials, but it has limitations in the number of atoms it can be studied. The
current computational power does not allow simulation of systems more than containing few
hundred atoms using methods based on quantum mechanics. To overcome the limitations
in the system size empirical/semi-empirical force fields (FFs) were developed that regard
the nucleus and the electrons of an atom as a single identity. The functional form of FFs
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often have a theoretical basis, but the parameters are fit to predict experimentally known
quantities (lattice parameters, bond lengths, heat of vaporization, etc.) or results of DFT
calculations in a reasonable accuracy [22]. These force field The empirical FFs allow simulation of more than 106 atoms in classical MD simulations, but for systems involving chemical
reactions, classical MD simulations lacks in accuracy due to the static bond definitions and
exclusion of charge transfer processes. The classical force fields are also not transferable
such that they were developed only for specific systems such as AMBER [23] for proteins,
CHARMM [24] and CVFF [25] for organic molecules, and embedded atom model (EAM)
for metallic systems [26, 27].
There has been mixed quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods
developed in literature [28] to study larger systems by applying QM methods in the reactive
regions, and simulating the rest of the system using MM methods. The QM/MM methods
also has some difficulties in coupling QM and MM methods and also requires knowledge of
the reactive regions in the system before setting up the simulations so that these methods
were not widely used. Another approach to connect QM and MD simulations were pursued
by defining a bond order term in the force field that dynamically updates the bonding
properties between atoms during the evolution of the system in simulation which allows
to simulate the reactions accurately in the system referred as reactive molecular dynamics
(RMD) [29]. There are several RMD force fields available in the literature such as reactive
empirical bond order (REBO) [30], AIREBO [31], RMDff [32], adiabatic RMD method
(ARMD) [33], empirical valence bond (EVB) model [34], and other bond order potentials
are available as reviewed by Farah et. al [29]. ReaxFF was reported to show more accurate
results compared to REBO for hydrocarbons. In addition, ReaxFF was further developed
to study Si-O [35], nitramine [36], Mg-H [37], Al-O [38], Pt-C [39], V-O [40], and Li-C [41]
systems. In this study, we have used ReaxFF for Al-O system [38] to study Al oxidation
and predicted mechanical properties of Al nanowires in an oxygen environment, which was
reported to predict Al/Al2 O3 wetting/non-wetting properties very well.
In classical MD, the time-evolution of a system is simulated in consideration of finite
pressure and temperature based on solving the Newton’s equation of motion. During MD
simulations the force, F , exerted between atoms due to the force field is calculated and the
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atomic coordinates (xi ) were updated according to Eq. A.12.

F =−

∂Esystem
d2 xi (t)
= mi
∂xi
dt2

(A.12)

In Eq. A.12, Esystem is the potential energy function or the force field function that
describes the atomic interactions. The atomic positions of each atom are updated according
to Eq. A.12 at each time step using an iterative numerical method and the position of atoms
are corrected according to periodic boundary conditions (PBC).
In ReaxFF, Esystem is partitioned into several contributions as given in Eq. A.13.

Esystem = Ebond + Eover−coordination + Eunder−coordination +
Evalence−angle + Epenalty + Etorsion +
Econjugation + EvdW aals + ECoulomb (A.13)

The calculation of each term in Eq. A.13 is given in [42]. ReaxFF employs a bond
length/bond order relationship to ensure a smooth transition from non-bonded to single,
double and triple bonded systems and bond orders are updated at every MD time step.
The non-bonded interactions (Coulomb and van der Waals) are calculated between every
atom. In this equation ECoulomb term take into account the interactions due to the charges
on each atom. The atomic charges are calculated using the Electron Equilibration Method
(EEM) [43, 44] at every MD time step. ReaxFF requires usage of smaller time step of less
than 0.5 fs for temperatures between 0 − 1500 K to ensure energy conservation.
MD simulations can be carried out at different ensembles defined in the statistical mechanics such as constant number of atoms (N ), volume (V ) and energy (E), i.e. N V E ensemble, or constant temperature (N V T ), or constant temperature and pressure (N P T ) [45].
The methods to constrain the desired quantities in MD simulations are described in Ref. [45].
At the end of simulation the desired properties with respect to time are calculated by averaging over all atoms in the system. There are numerous MD programs developed in the
literature, which are available to researchers. Some of the commonly used MD programs can
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be named as LAMMPS [46], CHARMm [24], GROMACS [47], AMBER [48], GULP [49],
Materials Studio (Acclerys Inc.).
In this study, we have used LAMMPS for our simulations which is a very robust MD
code, and the ReaxFF was implemented in it with linear scaling parallelization. In our
MD simulations in order to understand the mechanical properties and bond structures we
evaluated several properties of the simulated systems such as temperature, stress, radial
distribution function, centro-symmetry parameter (CSP), and rings statistics.

A.2.2
A.2.2.1

Analysis of MD simulations
Temperature

Temperature, T , is calculated from the instantaneous kinetic energy of atoms, K(t), using
the equipartition theorem as

T (t) =

2K(t)
Nf kB

(A.14)

where Nf is the degree of freedom, which is 3N for three-dimensional simulations and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. The instantaneous kinetic energy is given by
N

1X
K(t) =
mi [vi (t)2 ]
2

(A.15)

i=1

where vi~(t)is the instantaneous velocity of an atom, i, at time t.
A.2.2.2

Pressure (Stress)

The pressure or stress, σ, of the system of atoms is calculated using the Clausius virial
theorem and its 6 components for xx, yy, zz, xy, xz, yz directions are given as
PN
σij =

k

mk vki vkj
+
V

PN
k

Rki Fkj
V

where V is the volume of the system, i and j = x, y, z.
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(A.16)

A.2.2.3

Radial distribution function

Radial distribution function, g(r), is a measure for characterization of the local structure of
a material. This function gives the probability of finding an atom at a distance r apart from
a given reference atoms. The g(r), usually normalized relative to the probability expected
for a completely random distribution at the same density [45] and given in Eq. A.17.
V
g(r) = 2
N
A.2.2.4

*
XX
i

+
δ(R − Rij )

(A.17)

j6=i

Centro-symmetry parameter

Centro-symmetry parameter (CSP ) is defined [50] for a group of atoms to characterize the
disorder around an atom such that it can be used to understand whether the atom belong
to a perfect lattice, a local defect (dislocation or a stacking fault), or at a surface. It can
be effective only for centro-symmetric structures such as FCC and BCC lattices. CSP is
implemented in ATOMEYE [51] program as in Eq. A.18.
Pα
CSP =

i=1 |Ri + Ri+α |
P
2
2 2α
i=1 |Ri |

(A.18)

where αis the number of centro-symmetric neighbours of an atom. For an FCC lattice
at an intrinsic stacking fault CSP has a dimensionless value of 0.042. For perfect crystals
CSP < 0.01.
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